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APPENDIX B

DESIGN EXAMPLES
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DESIGN EXAMPLE 1 
 
1 GENERAL 
 
1.1 Description 
 
 The structure is a cantilevered signal support structure (steel) composed of uniformly tapered 
structural elements.  The signal is to be designed for vibration and fatigue in accordance with Section 11 of 
the AASHTO Specifications.  It is assumed that the signal will be installed on a major highway and is 
therefore checked per the requirements for a Category I structure.  Furthermore, it is assumed that the 
structure will be erected without approved vibration mitigation devices.  All calculations are performed 
using U.S. Customary units. 
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Note: mast-arm at 3 degree angle

 
 
1.2 Dimensions 
  
Column: 
Taper = 0.14 in/ft 
Column length = L1 = 23.0 ft 
Length to mast-arm = L2 = 21.5 ft 
Diameter at base = d b,column = 18.5 in 
Diameter at mast-arm connection = dma,column = 18.5 in - (21.5 ft)*(0.14 in/ft) = 15.49 in 
Diameter at tip = d t,column = 18.5 - (23.0 ft)*(0.14 in/ft) = 15.3 in 
Thickness = t = 0.25 in 
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Mast-Arm 
Taper = 0.14 in/ft 
Length of mast-arm = L3 = 64 ft 
Horizontal distance to signal 1 = x3 = 16 ft 
Horizontal distance to signal 2 = x5 = 28.5 ft 
Horizontal distance to signal 3 = x6 = 40 ft 
Horizontal distance to signal 4 = x8 = 50 ft  
Horizontal distance to signal  5 = x10  = 62 ft 
 
Horizontal distance to sign 1 = x2 = 6 ft 
Horizontal distance to sign 2 = x7 = 46 ft 
 
Note:  mast-arm is divided into three sections to improve the accuracy of the natural wind gust load 

calculations. 
Horizontal distance to centroid of mast-arm section 1 = x1 = (6 - (4.5/2))/2 = 1.87 ft 
Horizontal distance to centroid of mast-arm section 2 = x4  

     = (6 + (4.5/2)) + [(46 - (7.5/2)) - (6 + (4.5/2))]/2 = 25.25 ft 
Horizontal distance to centroid of mast-arm section 3 = x9  

     = (46 + (7.5/2))  + [(64 - (46 + (7.5/2))]/2 = 56.88 ft 
 
Length of mast-arm section 1 = M1 = (6 - (4.5/2)) = 3.75 ft 
Length of mast-arm section 2 = M2 = (46 - (7.5/2) - (6 + (4.5/2))) = 34.00 ft 
Length of mast-arm section 3 = M3 = (64 - (46 + (7.5/2))) = 14.25 ft  
 
Height to signal 1 = y3 = 21.5 + (tan 3o)*16 = 22.34 ft 
Height to signal 2 = y5 = 21.5 + (tan 3o)*28.5 = 22.99 ft 
Height to signal 3 = y6 = 21.5 + (tan 3o)*40 = 23.60 ft 
Height to signal 4 = y8 = 21.5 + (tan 3o)*50 = 24.12 ft 
Height to signal 5 = y10 = 21.5 + (tan 3o)*62 = 24.75 ft 
 
Height to sign 1 = y2 = 21.5 + (tan 3o)*6 = 21.81 ft 
Height to sign 2 = y7 = 21.5 + (tan 3o)*46 = 23.91 ft 
 
Height to centroid of mast-arm section 1 = y1 = 21.5 + (tan 3o)*1.87 = 21.60 ft 
Height to centroid of mast-arm section 2 = y4 = 21.5 + (tan 3o)*25.25 = 22.82 ft 
Height to centroid of mast-arm section 3 = y9 = 21.5 + (tan 3o)*56.88 = 24.48 ft 
 
Diameter at mast-arm connection = db,mast-arm = 15 in 
Thickness = t = 0.25 in 
 
Signal: 
Area projected on a vertical plane:  vsigA )( = 8.7 ft2 

Area projected on a horizontal plane: hsigA )( = 1 ft2 

 
Sign 1: 
Width of sign 1 = 4.5 ft 

Area projected on a vertical plane:  vsignA )( 1, = 6.75 ft2 

 
Sign 2: 
Width of sign 2 = 7.5 ft 

Area projected on a vertical plane:  vsignA )( 2, = 11.25 ft2 
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Anchor Rods: 
Nominal anchor rod diameter = dar = 1.75 in 
Thread series = 5 UNC     
Number of anchor rods = 6 
Anchor rod circle diameter = darc = 25.5 in 
Effective anchor rod area = AT,ar = 1.90 in2 

 
Flange Plate Bolts: 
Nominal bolt diameter = db = 1.5 in 
Thread series = 8 UN   
Number of bolts = 4 
Effective bolt area = AT,b = 1.49 in2 

 
 
1.3 Critical Fatigue Details 
The structure contains the following details, which must be checked for fatigue. 
 
1.  Anchor Rods (Detail 5 in Table 11-2) 
2.  Column-to-baseplate fillet-welded connection (Detail 16 in Table 11-2) 
3. Mast-arm-to-column connection (Details 5, 16, 17, and 19 in Table 11-2) 
 
 
 
2 CALCULATION OF LIMIT STATES FATIGUE LOADS 
 
2.1 Galloping 
 
The equivalent static shear range to be applied to each of the signal and sign attachments is calculated in
accordance with Equation 11-1: 
  

 psfIP FG 0.21)0.1)(0.21(0.21 ===  

 
Where IF = 1.0 (Table 11-1) is the importance factor used in the design of a Category I signal support 
structure for galloping. 
 
The equivalent static shear load ranges to be applied to each of the signal and sign attachments are 
calculated by: 
 

 APF GsigG (, = lbsftpsfvsig 7.182)7.8)(0.21() 2 ==  
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2.2 Vortex Shedding 
 
As per the requirements of Section 11.7.2, vortex shedding need not be considered in the design of 
cantilevered signal support structures for vibration and fatigue. 
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2.3 Natural Wind Gusts 
 
It is assumed that the signal will be erected at a location where the yearly mean wind velocity is 11mph.  
Therefore, Equation 11-5 is applied without modification. 
 
The equivalent static pressure range to be applied to the structure is calculated in accordance with Equation 
11-5: 
 

 psfCCICP ddFdNW 2.5)0.1(2.52.5 ===  

 
Where IF = 1.0 (Table 11-1) is the importance factor used in the design of a Category I signal support 
structure for natural wind. 
 
The equivalent static load ranges to be applied to the column, mast-arm, signal attachments and sign 
attachments, respectively, are calculated by: 
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Where Cd= 1.1, 1.2 and 1.2 are conservative estimates of the drag coefficients for circular cylinders, signals 
and signs, respectively (Table 3-5).   
 
Note: 
 The area of the mast arm behind each of the signal attachments has been conservatively 
included in the calculation of the equivalent load range.   
 
 
2.4 Truck Gusts 
 
It is assumed that the support structure will be erected at a location where the posted speed limit is not 
significantly less than 65 mph.   
 
The equivalent static pressure range to be applied to the structure is calculated in accordance with Equation 
11-6: 
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 psfCCICP ddFdTG 6.36)0.1(6.366.36 ===  

 
Where IF = 1.0 (Table 11-1) is the importance factor used in the design of a Category I signal support 
structure for truck gusts. 
 
As per the requirements of Section 11.7.4, the equivalent static pressure is to be applied along the outer  
12 ft length of the mast-arm.  Therefore, the equivalent static load range to be applied to the mast-arm and 
the outer signal are calculated, respectively, by: 
 

lbsftAPF

lbsinftinftdftCPF

hsigTGsigTG

avedTGmastTG

92.43)0.1)(2.1(6.36)()(
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===

===

 
Cd = 1.1 and 1.2 are conservative estimates of the drag coefficient for the mast arm and the horizontal 
surface of the signal, respectively (Table C-2). 
 
 
 
3 CALCULATIONS OF BENDING MOMENTS 
 
3.1 Moment Due to Galloping 
 
The bending moment at the centerline of the column (about the z-axis) is calculated by:  
 

 )()()()(][)()( 72,21,108653 xFxFxxxxxFM signGsignGsigGGz ++++++=  
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3.2 Moment Due to Natural Wind 
 
The bending moment at the base of the column (about the x-axis) is calculated by:  
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                 inkftlb −=−= 3.20517108  
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The bending moment at the mast-arm connection (about the y-axis) is calculated by: 
 

 ][)()( 108653 xxxxxFM sigNWNWy ++++=  
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     ]6250405.2816)[29.54( ftlbs ++++=  
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   inkftlb −=−= 5.25921623  

 
Note: 

It is conservatively assumed that the loads on the mast-arm sections and the column act at their 
respective midpoints. 
 
 
3.3 Moment Due to Truck Gusts 
 
The bending moment at the centerline of the column (about the z-axis) is calculated by: 
 

 )()())2/12(()()( 103 xFftLFM sigTGmastTGTGz +−=  

       
inkftlb

ftlbsftlbs

−=−=
+=
5.22518790

)62)(92.43()58)(99.276(
 

 
Note: 

It is conservatively assumed that the load on the outer twelve feet of the mast-arm acts at the 
midpoint of the section. 
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4 STRESS RANGE CALCULATIONS 
 
4.1  Anchor Rods 
 
Details of the anchor rods are provided below: 
 

    

X

Z

z2

z1

x1

 
Nominal anchor rod diameter = dar = 1.75 in 
Thread series = 5 UNC  
Number of anchor rods = 6 
Anchor rod circle diameter = darc = 25.5 in 
Effective anchor rod area =AT,ar = 1.90 in2 

 
 
4.1.1 Moment of Inertia of the Anchor Rod Group 
  
The centroidal distances to the anchor rods are calculated by: 
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indz
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The tensile stress area of each of the anchor rods is calculated using Equation 5-23: 
 

 222
, 90.1)]5/9743.0(75.1)[4/()]/9743.0()[4/( inndA ararT =−=−= ππ  

 
The moments of inertia of the anchor rod group are calculated by: 
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4.1.2 Anchor Rod Stress Range 
 
Based upon the calculations of Section 3, the anchor rod group must be checked with respect to galloping 
for the moments about the z-axis and natural wind for moments about the x-axis.  Therefore, the maximum 
axial stress range found in an anchor rod is calculated by: 
 

ksiinininkIzMS

ksiinininkIxMS

xarNWxxarR

zarGzzarR

82.2)1.927/()75.12)(3.205(/)()()(
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4
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Based on the above calculations, galloping controls the design of the anchor rod group for fatigue. 
 
Anchor rods are classified as Category D fatigue details (Detail 5 in Table 11-2).  The constant amplitude 
fatigue limit corresponding to Category D is 7 ksi (Table 11-3).  Since the calculated stress range (6.81 ksi) 
is less than the constant amplitude fatigue limit (7 ksi), the anchor rod group is adequately designed for 
fatigue. 
 
 
4.2 Column-to-Baseplate Connection 
 
Details of the column-to-baseplate socket connection are provided below: 

t

db,column

 
 

Diameter at base = db,column = 18.50 in
Thickness = t = 0.25 in 
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4.2.1 Moment of Inertia 
 
The moment of inertia of the column is calculated by: 
 

 ])2()[64/( 4
,

4
, tddI columnbcolumnbcol −−= π  

           
4
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]))25.0(25.18()5.18)[(64/(
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4.2.2 Column Stress Range 
 
Based upon the calculations of Section 3, galloping controls the design of the column-to-baseplate 
connection for fatigue.  Therefore, the stress range at the column is calculated by: 
 

 )9.596/()2/5.18)(4.571(/)2/()()( 4
, inininkIdMS colcolumnbGzcolR −==  

  ksi85.8=  
 
The column-to-baseplate socket connection is classified as a Category E’ fatigue detail (Detail 16 in Table 
11-2).  The constant amplitude fatigue limit corresponding to Category E’ is 2.6 ksi (Table 11-3).  Since the 
calculated stress range (8.85 ksi) is greater than the constant amplitude fatigue limit (2.6 ksi), the socket 
connection is inadequately designed for fatigue. 
 
Potential Redesigns: 
 
1. Assuming:  (1) the fatigue resistance of the connection is not improved (i.e. a Category E’ socket 

connection (Detail 16 in Table 11-2) is used) and (2) the thickness of the column is not increased (i.e.  
t = 0.25 inches), the connection will be adequately designed for fatigue using a 34 inch column 
diameter. 

 
2. Assuming:  (1) the fatigue resistance of the connection is improved to Category E (i.e. a Category E full 

penetration connection (Detail 11 in Table 11-2) is used) and (2) the thickness of the column is not 
increased (i.e. t = 0.25 inches), the connection will be adequately designed for fatigue using a 26 inch 
column diameter. 

 
3. Assuming:  (1) the fatigue resistance of the connection is improved to Category E (i.e. a Category E full

penetration connection (Detail 11 in Table 11-2) is used) and (2) the diameter of the column is not 
increased (i.e. db,column = 18.5 inches), the connection will be adequately designed for fatigue using a 
column thickness equal to 0.514 inches. 

 
4. Assuming:  (1) the fatigue resistance of the connection is improved to Category C (i.e. the column -to-

baseplate connection is fabricated with properly detailed stiffeners (Detail 21 in Table 11-2), and (2) 
the thickness of the column is not increased (i.e. t = 0.25 inches), the connection will be adequately 
designed for fatigue using 17.5 inch column diameter. 

 
 
4.3 Mast-Arm-to-Column Connection 
 
The mast-arm-to-column connection (built-up box) is composed of three components that must be checked 
for fatigue: (1) flange-plate bolt group, (2) mast-arm-to-flange-plate socket connection, and (3) built-up 
box.  Each of these components will be considered individually in the following: 
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4.3.1 Flange Plate Bolt Group 
 
Details of the flange plate bolt group are provided below: 

Z

YH
z

y

dma,column

 

Nominal bolt diameter = db = 1.5 in 
Thread series = 8 UN 
Effective bolt area = AT,b =1.49 in2 

Number of bolts = 4 
Z = 22.5 in 
Y = 16 in 
 
 
 
 
4.3.1.1 Moment of Inertia 
 
The centroidal distances to the bolts are calculated by: 
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The tensile stress area of each of the bolts is calculated using Equation 5-23: 
 

222
, 49.1)]8/9743.0(5.1)[4/()]/9743.0()[4/( inndA bbT =−=−= ππ  
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The moment of inertia of the bolt group is calculated by: 
 

 

4222
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4.3.1.2 Flange Plate Bolt Stress Range 
 
Based upon the calculations of Section 3, the flange plate bolt group must be checked with respect to  
galloping for moments about the z-axis and natural wind for moments about the y-axis.  Therefore, the bolt 
stress ranges are calculated by: 
 

ksiinininkIzMS

ksiinininkIyMS

yboltNWyyboltR
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87.3)3.755/()25.11)(5.259(/)()()(
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Based upon the above calculations, galloping controls the design of the bolt group for fatigue. 
 
Bolts are classified as Category D fatigue details (Detail 5 in Table 11-2).  The constant amplitude fatigue 
limit corresponding to Category D is 7 ksi (Table 11-3).  Since the calculated stress range (12.0 ksi) is 
greater than the constant amplitude fatigue limit (7 ksi), the anchor rod group is inadequately designed for 
fatigue. 
 
Potential Redesigns: 
 
1. Assuming the bolt diameter is not increased (i.e. db  = 1.5 inches), the connection will be adequately 

designed for fatigue if the flange plate size is increased so that Y = 27.5 inches.   
 
2. Assuming the size of the flange plate is not increased, the connection will be adequately designed for 

fatigue if the bolt diameter is increased to 2 inches.   
 
 
4.3.2 Mast-Arm-to-Flange-Plate Socket Connection 
 
Details of the mast-arm-to-flange-plate socket connection are provided below: 
 

t

db,mast-arm
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Diameter at base = db,mast-arm = 15 in 
Thickness = t = 0.25 in 
 
 
4.3.2.1 Moment of Inertia 
 
The moment of inertia of the mast-arm is calculated by : 
 

 ])2()[64/( 4
,

4
, tddI mast-armbmast-armbarm −−= π  

         
4

44

1.315

]))25.0(215()15)[(64/(

in

ininin

=
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4.3.2.2 Mast-Arm Stress Range 
 
Based upon the calculation of Section 3, galloping controls the design of the mast-arm-to-flange-plate 
socket connection for fatigue.  Therefore, the mast-arm stress range is calculated by: 
 

 ksiinininkIdMS armmast-armbGzarmR 6.131.315/)2/15)(4.571(/)2/()()( 4
, =−==  

 
The mast-arm-to-flange-plate socket connection is classified as a Category E’ fatigue detail (Detail 16 of 
Table 11-2).  The constant amplitude fatigue limit corresponding to Category E’ is 2.6 ksi (Table 11-3).  
Since the calculated stress range (13.6 ksi) is greater than the constant amplitude fatigue limit (2.6 ksi), the 
socket connection is inadequately designed for fatigue. 
 
Potential Redesigns: 
 
1. Assuming:  (1) the fatigue resistance of the connection is not improved (i.e. a Category E’ socket 

connection (Detail 16 in Table 11-2) is used) and (2) the thickness of the mast-arm is not increased (i.e. 
t = 0.25 inches), the connection will be adequately designed for fatigue using a 34 inch mast-arm 
diameter. 

 
2. Assuming:  (1) the fatigue resistance of the connection is improved to Category E (i.e. a Category E 

full-penetration connection (Detail 11 in Table 11-2) is used) and (2) the thickness of the mast-arm is 
not increased (i.e. t = 0.25 inches), the connection will be adequately designed for fatigue using a  
26 inch mast-arm diameter. 

 
3. Assuming:  (1) the fatigue resistance of the connection is improved to Category E (i.e. a Category E 

full-penetration connection (Detail 11 in Table 11-2) is used) and (2) the diameter of the mast-arm is 
increased to 23.5 inches (i.e. db,mast-arm = 23.5 inches), the connection will be adequately designed for 
fatigue using a mast-arm thickness equal to 0.3125 inches. 
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4.3.3 Built-Up Box 
 
Details of the built-up box are provided below:
 

H

Y

y

x

db,mast-arm

Z

YH
z

y

t

t

dma,column

 
Y = 16 in 
Z = 22.5 in 
H = 20.5 in 
Gusset thickness = t = 0.375 in 
Diameter of column at mast-arm-connection = dma,column = 15.49 in 
 
 
4.3.3.1 Moment of Inertia 
 
The moments of inertia of the built-up box are calculated by: 
 

 23 )2/2/(12/)()( tHAHtI boxz −∑+∑=  
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4.3.3.2 Built-Up Box Stress Range 
 
Based upon the calculations of Section 3, the built-up box must be checked with respect to galloping about 
the z-axis and natural wind about the y-axis.  The stress range in the built-up box due to galloping is 
calculated by: 

boxzGzzboxR IHMS )/()2/()()( , =  
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The stress range in the built-up box due to natural wind gusts is calculated by: 
 

 boxycolumnmaNWyyboxR IdMS )/()2/()()( ,, =  
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Based upon the above calculations, galloping controls the design of the built-up box for fatigue. 
 
The built-up-box-to-flange-plate connection is classified as a Category E’ fatigue detail (Detail 17 in Table 
11-2).  The constant amplitude fatigue limit corresponding to Category E’ is 2.6 ksi (Table 11-3).  Since the 
calculated stress range (3.42 ksi) is greater than the constant amplitude fatigue limit (2.6 ksi), the 
connection is inadequately designed for fatigue. 
 
The branching member (built-up box) of the built-up-box-to-column connection is classified as a  
Category ET fatigue detail (Detail 19, Note (b) in Table 11-2).  The constant amplitude fatigue limit 
corresponding to Category ET is 1.2 ksi (Table 11-3). Since the calculated stress range (3.42 ksi) is greater 
than the constant amplitude fatigue limit (1.2 ksi), the connection is inadequately designed for fatigue. 
 
The nominal in-plane stress range in the main member (column) is calculated using the following 
relationship (Note (b) from Table 11-2): 
 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ksi
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in
ksi

t

t
SS

c

b
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Where (Sr)branching member is the calculated in-plane nominal stress range in the branching member induced by  
fatigue loads, tb is the wall thickness of the branching member (built-up box), tc is the wall thickness of the 
main member (column), and α is the in-plane bending ovalizing parameter for the main member. 
 
The nominal out-of-plane stress range in the main member (column) is calculated using the following 
relationship (Note (b) from Table 11-2): 
 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ksi
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t

t
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c
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Where (Sr)branching member is the calculated out-of-plane nominal stress range in the branching member induced 
by fatigue loads, tb is the wall thickness of the branching member (built-up box), tc is the wall thickness of 
the main member (column), and α is the out-of-plane bending ovalizing parameter for the main member. 
 
The main member (column) of the built-up-box-to-column connection is classified as a Category K2 fatigue 
detail (Detail 19, Note (b) in Table 11-2).  The constant amplitude fatigue limit corresponding to Category 
K2 is 1.0 ksi (Table 11-3).  However, the r/t ratio of the column at the location of the mast-arm is greater 
than 24.  Therefore, the fatigue resistance has to be reduced in accordance with the following relationship 
(Note (b) from Table 11-2): 
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Where ( ) 2K
nF∆ is the CAFL for Category K2. 

 
Since the calculated stress range (4.07 ksi) is greater than the constant amplitude fatigue limit (0.84 ksi), the 
connection is inadequately designed for fatigue. 
 
The main member (column) must also be checked for a Category E fatigue detail at the bottom of the 
welded connection to the branching member (built-up box) (Detail 19, Note (b) in Table 11-2).  This stress, 
which is controlled by galloping, is calculated by: 
 

 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )
ksi

in

inink

I

dM
S

col

columnmaGz

colR 73.12
6.347

2/49.154.5712/
4

, =−==  

 
The constant amplitude fatigue limit corresponding to Category E is 4.5 ksi (Table 11-3).  Since the 
calculated stress range (12.73 ksi) is greater than the constant amplitude fatigue limit (4.5 ksi), the column 
is inadequately designed for infinite fatigue life. 
 
Potential Redesigns: 
 
1. Assuming:  (1) the fatigue resistance of the connection is not improved (i.e. a Category K2 connection 

(Detail 19 in Table 11-2) is used to attach the built-up box to the column) and (2) the box width 
remains equal to the diameter of the column, the connection will be adequately designed for fatigue 
using a box height, H, equal to 34 inches, a column diameter at the location of the mast-arm of 20 
inches with a 0.5-inch thickness, and box plate thickness of 0.5 inches. 

 
2. Assuming:  (1) the fatigue resistance of the connection is not improved (i.e. a Category K2 connection 

(Detail 19 in Table 11-2) is used to attach the built-up box to the column) and (2) the box width 
remains equal to the diameter of the column, the connection will be adequately designed for fatigue 
using a box height, H, equal to 34 inches, a column diameter at the location of the mast-arm of 18 
inches with a 0.75-inch thickness, and box plate thickness of 0.5 inches. 

 
3. Assuming:  (1) the fatigue resistance of the connection is not improved (i.e. a Category K2 connection 

(Detail 19 in Table 11-2) is used to attach the built-up box to the column) and (2) the box width 
remains equal to the diameter of the column, the connection will be adequately designed for fatigue 
using a box height, H, equal to 32 inches, a column diameter at the location of the mast-arm of 20 
inches with a 0.75-inch thickness, and box plate thickness of 0.5 inches. 

 
 
 
5 DEFLECTION 
 
Section 11.8 limits the vertical-plane mast-arm displacement to 8 inches under application of the limit states 
fatigue design load.  Based upon the calculations of Section 3, galloping controls the design of the structure 
with respect to the deflection limit state. 
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5.1 Vertical-Plane Displacement Range of the Original Structure 
 
5.1.1 Assumptions 
 
(1) The displacement range at the tip of the mast-arm is calculated using the superposition of the following 

displacement components: 
 

1∆ : Displacement range at the tip of the mast-arm due to the deflection of the mast-arm (assuming a 

cantilever beam fixed at the base of the mast-arm) under application of 1,signGF  = 141.8lbs to sign 1. 

2∆ : Displacement range at the tip of the mast-arm due to the deflection of the mast-arm (assuming a 

cantilever beam fixed at the base of the mast-arm) under application of sigGF ,  = 182.7lbs to signal 1. 

3∆ : Displacement range at the tip of the mast-arm due to the deflection of the mast-arm (assuming a 

cantilever beam fixed at the base of the mast-arm) under application of sigGF ,  = 182.7lbs to signal 2. 

4∆ : Displacement range at the tip of the mast-arm due to the deflection of the mast-arm (assuming a 

cantilever beam fixed at the base of the mast-arm) under application of sigGF , = 182.7lbs to signal 3. 

5∆ : Displacement range at the tip of the mast-arm due to the deflection of the mast-arm (assuming a 

cantilever beam fixed at the base of the mast-arm) under application of 2,signGF = 236.3lbs to sign 2. 

6∆ : Displacement range at the tip of the mast-arm due to the deflection of the mast-arm (assuming a 

cantilever beam fixed at the base of the mast-arm) under application of sigGF ,  = 182.7lbs to signal 4. 

7∆ : Displacement range at the tip of the mast-arm due to the deflection of the mast-arm (assuming a 

cantilever beam fixed at the base of the mast-arm) under application of sigGF , = 182.7lbs to signal 5. 

8∆ : Displacement range at the tip of the mast-arm due to the rotation of the column (assuming a 

cantilever beam fixed at the base of the column) under application of the moment GzM )( = 571.4 k-in. 

 
(2) Calculation of each of the displacement quantities noted above is based upon the average moment of 

inertia of each of the components. 
 
 
5.1.2 Average Moment of Inertia of Column 
 
From previous calculations, the moment of inertia at the base of the column is: 
 

 4
, 9.596 inI basecol =  

 
The moment of inertia of the column at the mast-arm connection is : 
 

 ])2()[64/( 4
,

4
,, tddI columnmacolumnmamacol −−= π  

             
4

44

6.347

]))25.0(249.15()49.15)[(64/(

in

ininin

=
−−= π

 

 
The average moment of inertia of the column is: 
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444
,,, 2.4722/)6.3479.596(2/)( inininIII macolbasecolavecol =+=+=  

5.1.3 Average Moment of Inertia of Mast-Arm 
 
From previous calculations, the moment of inertia at the base of the mast-arm is: 
 

 4
, 1.315 inI basearm =  

 
The moment of inertia at the tip of the mast-arm is: 
 

])2()[64/( 4
,

4
,, tddI mast-armtipmast-armtiptiparm −−= π  

             
4

44

09.19

]))25.0(204.6()04.6)[(64/(

in

ininin

=
−−= π

 

 
The average moment of inertia of the mast is: 
 

 444
,,, 1.1672/)1.191.315(2/)( inininIII tiparmbasearmavemast =+=+=  

 
 

5.1.4 Mast-Arm Displacement Range 1∆  

 
The displacement range at the tip of the mast-arm due to the galloping load applied to sign 1 is calculated 
by: 
 

 ])(3)][6/())([( 23,
2

21,1 xLEIxF avemastsignG −=∆  

       
in

ftftinksiftinftk

06.0

]6)64(3))][1.167)(29000)(6/(()/1728()6)(1418.0[( 4332

=
−=

 

 
 
 

5.1.5 Mast-Arm Displacement Range 2∆  

 
The displacement range at the tip of the mast-arm due to the galloping load applied to signal 1 is calculated 
by: 
 

])(3)][6/())([( 33,
2

3,2 xLEIxF avemastsigG −=∆  

      
in

ftftinksiftinftk

49.0

]16)64(3))][1.167)(29000)(6/(()/1728()16)(1827.0[( 4332

=
−=

 

5.1.6 Mast-Arm Displacement Range 3∆  

 
The displacement range at the tip of the mast-arm due to the galloping load applied to signal 2 is calculated 
by: 
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])(3)][6/())([( 53,
2

5,3 xLEIxF avemastsigG −=∆  

   
in

ftftinksiftinftk

44.1

]5.28)64(3))][1.167)(29000)(6/(()/1728()5.28)(1827.0[( 4332

=
−=

 

 
 

5.1.7 Mast-Arm Displacement Range 4∆  

 
The displacement range at the tip of the mast-arm due to the galloping load applied to signal 3 is calculated 
by: 
 

])(3)][6/())([( 63,
2

6,4 xLEIxF avemastsigG −=∆  

       
in

ftftinksiftinftk

64.2

]40)64(3))][1.167)(29000)(6/(()/1728()40)(1827.0[( 4332

=
−=

 

 
 

5.1.8 Mast-Arm Displacement Range 5∆  

 
The displacement range at the tip of the mast-arm due to the galloping load applied to sign 2 is calculated 
by: 
 

])(3)][6/())([( 73,
2

72,5 xLEIxF avemastsignG −=∆  

       
in

ftftinksiftinftk

34.4

]46)64(3))][1.167)(29000)(6/(()/1728()46)(2363.0[( 4332

=
−=

 

 
 

5.1.9 Mast-Arm Displacement Range 6∆  

 
The displacement range at the tip of the mast-arm due to the galloping load applied to signal 4 is calculated 
by: 
  

])(3)][6/())([( 83,
2

8,6 xLEIxF avemastsigG −=∆  

       
in

ftftinksiftinftk

85.3

]50)64(3))][1.167)(29000)(6/(()/1728()50)(1827.0[( 4332

=
−=

 

 
 

5.1.10 Mast-Arm Displacement Range 7∆  

 
The displacement range at the tip of the mast-arm due to the galloping load applied to signal 5 is calculated 
by: 
 

])(3)][6/())([( 103,
2

10,7 xLEIxF avemastsigG −=∆  

       
in

ftftinksiftinftk

43.5

]62)64(3))][1.167)(29000)(6/(()/1728()62)(1827.0[( 4332

=
−=
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5.1.11 Mast-Arm Displacement Range 8∆  

 
The rotation of the column at the location of the mast-arm is calculated by : 
 

)]2.472)(29000/[()/12)(5.21)(4.571()/()()( 4
,2 inksiftinftinkEILM avecolGzcol −==θ

         radians0108.0=  
 
The displacement range at the tip of the mast-arm due to the rotation of the column is calculated by: 
 

 inftinftradiansLcol 27.8)/12)(64)(0108.0(38 ===∆ θ  

 
 

5.1.12 Total Mast-Arm Deflection Range total∆  

 
The total displacement range at the tip of the mast-arm is obtained by the superposition of each of the 
deflection quantities: 
 

 87654321 ∆+∆+∆+∆+∆+∆+∆+∆=∆ total  

           
in

inininininininin

5.26

27.843.585.334.464.244.149.006.0

=
+++++++=

 

 
The allowable vertical-plane mast-arm displacement from Section 11.8 is 8 inches.  The computed  
deflection range at the tip of the mast-arm (26.5 in) exceeds the allowable deflection range (8 in).  
Therefore, the structure is inadequately designed with respect to the deflection limit state. 
 
 
5.2 Vertical-Plane Displacement Range of the Redesigned Structure 
 
5.2.1 Assumptions 
 
(1) It is assumed that the following geometric properties are increased: 
 
Column    Mast-Arm 
db,column = 25.5 in   db,mast-arm = 22.0 in 
dma,column = 22.49 in  dtip,mast-arm = 13.04 in 
 
(2) The assumptions used in the calculations shown in Section 5.1 of this example are also used in the 

calculations that follow. 
 
 
5.2.2 Average Moment of Inertia of Column 
 
The moment of inertia at the base of the column is: 
 

 ])2()[64/( 4
,

4
,, tddI columnbcolumnbbasecol −−= π  

               
4

44

1581

]))25.0(25.25()5.25)[(64/(

in

ininin

=
−−= π

 

 
The moment of inertia of the column at the mast-arm connection is: 
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 ])2()[64/( 4
,

4
,, tddI columnmacolumnmamacol −−= π  
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ininin

=
−−= π

 

 
The average moment of inertia of the column is: 
 

 444
,,, 13312/)10801581(2/)( inininIII macolbasecolavecol =+=+=  

 
 
5.2.3 Average Moment of Inertia of Mast-Arm 
 
The moment of inertia at the base of the mast-arm is: 
 

 ])2()[64/( 4
,

4
,, tddI mast-armbmast-armbbasearm −−= π  

   
4

44

1010

]))25.0(20.22()0.22)[(64/(

in

ininin

=
−−= π

 

 
The moment of inertia at the tip of the mast-arm is: 
 

])2()[64/( 4
,

4
,, tddI mast-armtipmast-armtiptiparm −−= π  

             
4

44

5.205

]))25.0(204.13()04.13)[(64/(

in

ininin

=
−−= π

 

 
The average moment of inertia of the mast is: 
 

 444
,,, 6082/)5.2051010(2/)( inininIII tiparmbasearmavemast =+=+=  

 
 

5.2.4 Mast-Arm Displacement Range 1∆  

 
The displacement range at the tip of the mast-arm due to the galloping load applied to sign 1 is calculated 
by: 
 

 ])(3)][6/())([( 23,
2

21,1 xLEIxF avemastsignG −=∆  

       
in

ftftinksiftinftk

016.0

]6)64(3))][608)(29000)(6/(()/1728()6)(1418.0[( 4332

=
−=

 

 
 

5.2.5 Mast-Arm Displacement Range 2∆  

 
The displacement range at the tip of the mast-arm due to the galloping load applied to signal 1 is calculated 
by: 
 

])(3)][6/())([( 33,
2

3,2 xLEIxF avemastsigG −=∆  
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in

ftftinksiftinftk

13.0

]16)64(3))][608)(29000)(6/(()/1728()16)(1827.0[( 4332

=
−=

 

 
 

5.2.6 Mast-Arm Displacement Range 3∆  

 
The displacement range at the tip of the mast-arm due to the galloping load applied to signal 2 is calculated 
by: 
 

])(3)][6/())([( 53,
2

5,3 xLEIxF avemastsigG −=∆  

      
in

ftftinksiftinftk

40.0

]5.28)64(3))][608)(29000)(6/(()/1728()5.28)(1827.0[( 4332

=
−=

 

 
 

5.2.7 Mast-Arm Displacement Range 4∆  

 
The displacement range at the tip of the mast-arm due to the galloping load applied to signal 3 is calculated 
by: 
 

])(3)][6/())([( 63,
2

6,4 xLEIxF avemastsigG −=∆  

       
in

ftftinksiftinftk

73.0

]40)64(3))][608)(29000)(6/(()/1728()40)(1827.0[( 4332

=
−=

 

 
 

5.2.8 Mast-Arm Displacement Range 5∆  

 
The displacement range at the tip of the mast-arm due to the galloping load applied to sign 2 is calculated 
by: 
 

])(3)][6/())([( 73,
2

72,5 xLEIxF avemastsignG −=∆  

       
in

ftftinksiftinftk

19.1

]46)64(3))][608)(29000)(6/(()/1728()46)(2363.0[( 4332

=
−=

 

 
 
 

5.2.9 Mast-Arm Displacement Range 6∆  

 
The displacement range at the tip of the mast-arm due to the galloping load applied to signal 4 is calculated 
by: 
  

])(3)][6/())([( 83,
2

8,6 xLEIxF avemastsigG −=∆  

       
in

ftftinksiftinftk

06.1

]50)64(3))][608)(29000)(6/(()/1728()50)(1827.0[( 4332

=
−=
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5.2.10 Mast-Arm Displacement Range 7∆  

 
The displacement range at the tip of the mast-arm due to the galloping load applied to signal 5 is calculated 
by: 
 

])(3)][6/())([( 103,
2

10,7 xLEIxF avemastsigG −=∆  

       
in

ftftinksiftinftk

49.1

]62)64(3))][608)(29000)(6/(()/1728()62)(1827.0[( 4332

=
−=

 

 
 

5.2.11 Mast-Arm Displacement Range 8∆  

 
The rotation of the column at the location of the mast-arm is calculated by : 
 

)]1331)(29000/[()/12)(5.21)(4.571()/()()( 4
,2 inksiftinftinkEILM avecolGzcol −==θ

         radians00382.0=  
 
The displacement range at the tip of the mast-arm due to the rotation of the column is calculated by: 
 

 inftinftradiansLcol 93.2)/12)(64)(00382.0(38 ===∆ θ  

 
 

5.2.12 Total Mast-Arm Deflection Range total∆  

 
The total displacement range at the tip of the mast-arm is obtained by the superposition of each of the 
deflection quantities: 
 

 87654321 ∆+∆+∆+∆+∆+∆+∆+∆=∆ total  

           
in

inininininininin

93.7

93.249.106.119.173.040.013.0016.0

=
+++++++=

 

 
The allowable vertical-plane mast-arm displacement from Section 11.8 is 8 inches.  The computed 
deflection range at the tip of the mast-arm (7.93 in) is less than the allowable deflection range (8 in).  
Therefore, the structure is adequately designed with respect to the deflection limit state. 
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DESIGN EXAMPLE 2 
 
1 GENERAL 
 
1.1 Description 
 

The structure is a cantilevered changeable (also known as variable) message sign (CMS or 
VMS) support structure (steel) composed of uniform structural elements.  The signal is to be designed 
for vibration and fatigue in accordance with Section 11 of the AASHTO Specifications.  It is assumed 
that the sign will be installed on a major highway and is therefore checked per the requirements for a 
Category I structure.  Furthermore it is assumed that the structure will be erected without approved 
vibration mitigation devices.  All calculations are performed using U.S. Customary units.   
 

L5

L4

R

L3

L2

L1

y

x

z

Lsign

9"

 
 
1.2 Dimensions 
 
Column (including bend): 
Column length (below bend) = L1 = 21.38 ft 
Diameter  = db,col = 2 ft 
Thickness = t = 0.5 in 
Radius of bend = R = 8 ft 
Height to center of gravity of bend = L2 = L1 + 2R/π = 26.47 ft 
 
Mast-Arm: 
Height to centerline of mast-arm = L3 = 29.38 ft 
Length = L4 = 23.5 ft 
Diameter  = db,arm = 2 ft 
Thickness = t = 0.375 in 
 
Sign: 
Height = 6.75 ft 
Lsign = 25.5 ft 
Depth = 2.67 ft 
Length to center of gravity for sign (from splice) = L5 = (25.5ft/2) - 0.75ft = 12 ft 
Area projected on horizontal plane = Asign,h = (6.75 ft)(25.5 ft) = 172.1 ft2 
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Area projected on vertical plane = Asign,v = (2.67 ft)(25.5 ft) = 68.09 ft2 
 
 
Anchor Rods: 
Nominal rod diameter = dar = 2.5 in 
Stress area = AT,ar = 4.00 in2 

Thread series = 4 UNC 
Number of anchor rods = 12 
Anchor rod circle diameter = darc = 33 in 
 
Splice Bolts: 
Nominal bolt diameter = db = 0.875 in 
Stress area = AT,b = 0.462 in2 

Thread series = 9 UNC 
Number of bolts = 26 
Bolt circle diameter = dbc = 27 in 
 
 
1.3 Critical Fatigue Details 
 
The structure contains the following details, which must be designed for fatigue: 
 
1. Anchor rods (Detail 5 in Table 11-2) 
2. Column-to-baseplate groove-welded connection (with backing ring attached with fillet or tack weld and 

left in place) (Detail 12 in Table 11-2) 
3. Groove-welded stiffener at column base (Details 21 and 23 in Table 11-2) 
4. Splice Plate Bolts (Detail 5 in Table 11-2) 
5.  Mast-arm to splice plate groove-welded connection (with backing ring attached with fillet or tack weld 

and left in place) (Detail 12 in Table 11-2) 
 
 
 
2 CALCULATION OF LIMIT STATES FATIGUE LOADS 
 
2.1 Galloping 
 
The equivalent static shear range to be applied to the sign attachment is calculated in accordance with 
Equation 11-1: 
 

 psfIP FG 0.21)0.1(0.21)(0.21 ===   

 
Where IF  = 1.0 (Table 11-1) is the importance factor used in the design of a Category I sign support 
structure for galloping. 
 
The equivalent static shear load range to be applied to the sign attachment is calculated by: 

lbsftpsfAPF vsignGG 3614)1.172(0.21)( 2
, ===  
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2.2 Vortex Shedding 
 
As per the requirements of Section 11.7.2, vortex shedding need not be considered in the design of  
cantilevered sign support structures for vibration and fatigue. 
 
 
2.3 Natural Wind Gusts 
 
It is assumed that the sign will be erected at a location where the yearly mean wind velocity is 11 mph.  
Therefore, Equation 11-5 is applied without modification.   
 
The equivalent static pressure range to be applied to the structure is calculated in accordance with Equation 
11-5: 
 

 psfCCICP ddFdNW 2.5)0.1(2.5)(2.5 ===  

 
Where IF = 1.0 (Table 11-1) is the importance factor used in the design of a Category I sign support 
structure for natural wind.   
 
The equivalent static load range to be applied to the column (below the bend) is calculated by: 
 

 lbsftftdLAPF colbvcolNWcolNW 6.244)2)(38.21)(1.1(2.5))()(1.1(2.5)( ,1,, ====  

 

dC = 1.1 is a conservative estimate of the drag coefficient for a circular cylinder (Table 3-5). 

 
The equivalent static load range to be applied to the column bend (before the sign) is calculated by: 
 

lbsftftdftRAPF colbvbendNWbendNW 2.135)2)(82.11)(1.1(2.5))(75.2/)(1.1(2.5)( ,,, ==−== π
 
The equivalent static load range to be applied to the sign is calculated by: 
 

 lbsftAPF vsignNWsignNW 1521)1.172)(7.1(2.5)( 2
,, ===  

 

dC = 1.7 is a conservative estimate of the drag coefficient for a variable message sign (Table 3-5). 

 
 
2.4 Truck Gusts 
 
It is assumed that the support structure will be erected at a location where the posted speed limit is not  
significantly less than 65 mph.   
 
The equivalent static pressure range to be applied to the structure is calculated in accordance with Equation 
11-6: 
 

 psfCCICP ddFdTG 6.36)0.1(6.36)(6.36 ===  

 
Where IF  = 1.0 (Table 11-1) is the importance factor used in the design of a Category I sign support 
structure for truck gusts. 
 
The equivalent static pressure is to be applied along the entire length of the sign.  Therefore, the equivalent 
static load range to be applied to the sign is calculated by: 
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lbsftAPF hsignTGsignTG 4237)09.68)(7.1(6.36)( 2
,, ===  

The equivalent static load range to be applied to the mast-arm is calculated by: 

lbsftftdLCAPF armdharmTGarmTG 1892)2)(5.23)(1.1(6.36))()((6.36)( 4,, ====  

3 CALCULATION OF BENDING MOMENTS 
 
3.1 Moment Due to Galloping 
 
The bending moment at the splice-plate (about the z-axis) is calculated by: 

inklbftftlbsLFM GspliceGz −==== 4.52043370)12(3614)( 5,,   

 
The bending moment at the Baseplate (about the z-axis) is calculated by: 

inklbftftftlbsRLFM GbaseGz −==+=+= 4.86772280)812(3614)( 5,,  

 
3.2 Moment Due to Natural Wind Gusts 
 
The bending moment at the splice-plate (about the y-axis) is calculated by: 

inkftlbftlbsLFM signNWspliceNWy −==== 0.21918250)12)(1521())(( 5,,,  

The bending moment at the base of the column (about the y-axis) is calculated by: 

)2/)(())(())(( 1,2,3,,, LFLFLFM colNWbendNWsignNWbaseNWx ++=  

    
inklbft

ftlbsftlbsftlbs

−==
++=

6.61050881

)69.10)(6.244()47.26)(2.135()38.29)(1521(
 

 
3.3 Moment Due to Truck Gusts 
 
The bending moment at the splice-plate (about the z-axis) is calculated by: 

)2/)(())(( 4,5,,, LFLFM armTGsignTGspliceTGz +=  

     
inklbft

ftlbsftlbs

−==
+=
9.87673080

)75.11)(1892()12)(4237(
 

The bending moment at the Baseplate (about the z-axis) is calculated by: 

)2/)(())(( 4,5,,, RLFRLFM armTGsignTGbaseTGz +++=  
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inklbft

ftftlbsftftlbs

−==
+++=

1465122100

)875.11)(1892()812)(4237(
 

4 STRESS RANGE CALCULATIONS
 
4.1 Anchor Rods 
 
Details of the anchor rod group are provided below: 
 

diam. base

diam. bolt circle

diam. column

X1

X2

X3

Z1

Z2

Z3

z

x

Nominal anchor rod diameter = dar = 2.5 in  
Thread series = 4 UNC 
Effective anchor rod area = AT,ar = 4.00 in2 

Number of anchor rods = 12 
Anchor rod circle diameter = darc = 33 in 
 
 
4.1.1 Moment of Inertia of the Anchor Rod Group 
 
The centroidal distances to the anchor rods are calculated by: 
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indxz

indxz

indxz

arc

arc

arc

94.15)75)(sin2/(

67.11)45)(sin2/(

27.4)15)(sin2/(

33

22

11

=°==

=°==

=°==

 

 
The tensile stress area of each of the anchor rods is calculated using Equation 5-23: 
 

 222
, 00.4]4/9743.05.2)[4/(]/9743.0)[4/( ininndA ararT =−=−= ππ  

 
The moment of inertia of the anchor rod group (about the x and z-axes) is calculated by: 
 

 ])[4)(( 2
3

2
2

2
1,

2
, zzzAzAI arTarTar ++=∑=  

        )]94.15()67.11()27.4)[(4)(00.4( 2222 inininin ++=  

       ]5.408)[4)(00.4( 22 inin=  

 
 
4.1.2 Anchor Rod Stress Range 
 
Since the moments of inertia of the anchor rod group about the x- and z-axes at the baseplate are equal, only 
the largest moment (MZ,TG,base) needs to be checked.  The axial stress range in each of the anchor rods is 
calculated by: 
 

 4
,,,, 6536/)5.16)(1465(/)2/()( inininkIdMS zararcbaseTGzzarR −==  

    ksi70.3=  
 
Anchor rods are classified as Category D fatigue details (Detail 5 in Table 11-2).  The constant amplitude 
fatigue limit corresponding to Category D is 7ksi (Table 11-3).  Since the calculated stress range (3.70ksi) 
is less than the constant amplitude fatigue limit (7ksi), the anchor rod group is considered adequately 
designed for fatigue. 
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4.2 Column-to-Baseplate Connection 
 
Details of the column-to-baseplate groove-welded connection are provide below: 
 
 

diam. base

diam. bolt circle

diam. column

X1

X2

X3

Z1

Z2

z

x

 
Column diameter = dcol = 24 in 
Column thickness = t = 0.5 in 
Stiffener length = Lst = 26 in 
Stiffener width = wst = 6.94 in 
Distance to outer edge of stiffener = rst,out = rcol + wst = 18.94 in  
Stiffener thickness = tst = 0.625 in 
Number of stiffeners = 10 
 
 
4.2.1 Moment of Inertia 
 
The moment of inertia of the column is calculated by: 
 

 ])124()24)[(64/(])2()[64/( 4444 ininintddI colcolcol −−=−−= ππ  

         42549in=  
 
The area of each of the stiffeners at the column base is calculated by: 
 

 234.4)625.0)(94.6()( ininintwA ststst ===  

 
The radius to the centroid of the stiffener, at the baseplate, is calculated by:  
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 inininwdr stcolst 47.15)2/94.6()2/24()2/()2/( =+=+=  

 
The centroidal distance to each of the stiffeners is calculated by: 
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inrxz
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st

st

47.15

40.13)60(sin
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The moment of inertia at the column base (about the z-axis) is calculated by: 
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2
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The moment of inertia at the column base (about the x-axis) is calculated by: 
 

 ])[(4 2
2

2
1

2
, zzAIzAII stcolstcolxcb ++=∑+=  

          
4

224
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Note that the individual moment of inertia of each of the stiffeners is neglected in the calculation of the 
moment of inertia of the column base. 
 
 
4.2.2 Stress Range at Column-to-Baseplate Connection 
 
Based upon the calculations of Section 3, the groove-welded column-to-baseplate connection must be
checked with respect to truck gusts about the z-axis and natural wind about the x-axis.  The stress range, due 
to truck gusts, of the groove-welded column-to-baseplate connection is calculated by: 
 

 4
,,,, 8780/)12)(1465(/)2/()( inininkIdMS zcbcolbaseTGzzcolR −==  

    ksi00.2=  
 
The stress range, due to natural wind, of the groove-welded column-to-baseplate connection is calculated 
by: 
 

 4
,,,, 6703/)12)(6.610(/)2/()( inininkIdMS xcbcolbaseNWxxcolR −==  

     ksi09.1=  
 
The groove-welded column-to-baseplate connection (backing ring attached with fillet or tack weld and left 
in place) is classified as a Category E’ fatigue detail (Detail 12 in Table 11-2).  The constant amplitude 
fatigue limit corresponding to Category E’ is 2.6ksi (Table 11-3).  Since the calculated stress range 
(2.00ksi) is less than the constant amplitude fatigue limit (2.6ksi), the column-to-baseplate connection is 
adequately designed for fatigue. 
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4.2.3 Stress Range at Stiffener-to-Baseplate Connection 
 
Based upon the calculations of Section 3, the stiffener-to-baseplate connection must be checked with 
respect to truck gusts about the z-axis and natural wind about the x-axis.  The stress range, due to truck 
gusts, of the stiffener-to-baseplate connection is calculated by: 
 

 4
,,,,, 8780/)94.18)(1465(/)()( inininkIrMS zcboutstbaseTGzzcolR −==  

     ksi16.3=  
 
The stress range, due to natural wind, of the stiffener-to-baseplate connection is calculated by: 
 

 zcboutstbaseNWxxcolR IrMS ,,,,, /)60)(sin()( °=  

     
ksi

ininink

49.1

)6703/)60)(sin94.18)(6.610( 4

=
°−=

    

 
The stiffener-to-baseplate connection is a transverse load-bearing groove-welded attachment.  Because a 
full-penetration weld is used instead of a fillet weld, the thickness limitations for Detail 23 of Table 11-2 do 
not apply.  The connection is Category C regardless of the thickness of the stiffener.  The constant 
amplitude fatigue limit corresponding to Category C is 10.0ksi (Table 11-3).  Since the calculated stress 
range (3.16ksi) is less than the constant amplitude fatigue limit (10.0ksi), the stiffener-to-baseplate 
connection is adequately designed for fatigue. 
 
  
4.2.4 Stress Range at Termination of Stiffener 
 
Based upon the calculations of Section 3, the stiffener-to-baseplate connection must be checked with 
respect to truck gusts about the z-axis and natural wind about the x-axis.  The stress range, due to truck 
gusts, of the stiffener-to-baseplate connection is calculated by: 
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The stress range at the termination of the stiffener, due to natural wind, is calculated by: 
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The weld termination at the end of the stiffener is classified as a Category C fatigue detail (Detail 21with 

°=15α  in Table 11-2).  The constant amplitude fatigue limit corresponding to Category C is 10.0ksi 
(Table 11-3).  Since the calculated stress range (6.90ksi) is less than the constant amplitude fatigue limit 
(10.0ksi), the weld termination at the end of the stiffener is adequately designed for fatigue. 
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4.3 Mast-Arm-to-Splice Plate Connection 
 
4.3.1 Splice Plate Bolt Group 
 
Details of the splice plate bolt group are provided below: 
 

z7
z6
z5
z4
z3
z2
z1

y1 y2 y3 y4 y5 y6

diam. base

diam. bolt
circle

diam. col.

y

z

 
Nominal bolt diameter = db = 0.875 in 
Thread series = 9 UNC 
Number of bolts = 26 
Bolt circle diameter = dbc = 27 in 
 
 
4.3.1.1 Moment of Inertia 
 
The centroidal distance to each of the bolts is calculated by: 
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The tensile stress area of each bolt is calculated using Equation 5-23: 
 

 222
, 462.0)]9/9743.0(875.0)[4/()]/9743.0()[4/( ininndA bbT =−=−= ππ  

 
The moment of inertia of the bolt group about the z-axis is calculated by: 
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The moment of inertia of a bolt group can also be more simply calculated using the “ring” formula: 
 

( ) 4222
,,, 10958/27)462.0(268/ ininindAII bcbTybzb ==∑==  
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4.3.1.2 Splice Plate Bolt Stress Range 
 
Based upon the calculations of Section 3, the splice-plate bolt group must be checked with respect to truck 
gusts about the z-axis and natural wind about the y-axis.  The splice - plate-bolt stress range due to truck 
gusts is calculated by: 
 

 4
,,,, 1094/)5.13)(9.876(/)2/()( inininkIdMS zbbcspliceTGzzboltR −==  

     ksi82.10=  
 
The splice-plate bolt stress range due to natural wind is calculated by: 
 

 4
,,,, 1094/)5.13)(0.219(/)2/()( inininkIdMS ybbcspliceNWyyboltR −==  

      ksi70.2=  
 
Splice bolts are classified as Category D fatigue details (Detail 5 in Table 11-2).  The constant amplitude 
fatigue limit corresponding to Category D is 7ksi (Table 11-3).  Since the calculated stress range (10.82ksi) 
is greater than the constant amplitude fatigue limit (7ksi), the splice-plate bolt group is inadequately 
designed for fatigue.   
 
Potential Redesigns: 
 
1.  Assuming:  (1) the number of bolts remains 26, (2) a 9UNC thread series is still used, and (3) the bolt 
circle diameter remains 27 inches, the connection will be adequately designed for fatigue using a bolt 
diameter of 1.125 inches. 
 
2.  Assuming:  (1) the number of bolts remains 26, (2) a 9UNC thread series is still used, and (3) the bolt 
diameter remains 0.875 inches, the connection will be adequately designed for fatigue using a bolt circle 
diameter of 42 inches. 
 
3.  Assuming:  (1) the number of bolts remains 26 and (2) a 9UNC thread series is still used, the connection 
will be adequately designed for fatigue using a bolt diameter of 1 inch and a bolt circle diameter of 31 
inches. 
 
 
4.3.2 Mast-Arm-to-Splice Plate Connection 
 
Details of the mast-arm to splice plate connection are provided below: 
 
Mast-arm diameter = db = 24 in 
Mast-arm thickness = t = 0.375 in 
 
 
4.3.2.1 Moment of Inertia  
 
The moment of inertia of the mast-arm is calculated by: 

])75.024()24)[(64/(]))(2()[64/( 4444 ininintddI armarmarm −−=−−= ππ  

      41942in=  
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4.3.2.2 Stress Range at Mast-Arm to Splice Plate Connection 
 
Since the moments of inertia of the mast-arm about the x and z-axes are equal, only the largest moment  
(MZ,TG,splice) needs to be checked.  The stress range at the groove-welded mast-arm to splice plate 
connection, due to truck gusts, is calculated by: 

4
,,, 1942/)12)(9.876(/)2/()( inininkIdMS armarmspliceTGzzarmR −==  

   ksi42.5=  

The mast-arm to splice plate connection (with backing ring attached with fillet or tack weld and left in 
place) is classified as a Category E’ fatigue detail (Detail 12 in Table 11-2).  The constant amplitude fatigue 
limit for a Category E’ fatigue detail is 2.6ksi (Table 11-3).  Since the calculated stress range (5.42ksi) is 
greater than the constant amplitude fatigue limit (2.6ksi), the mast-arm to splice plate connection is  
inadequately designed for fatigue. 
 
Potential Redesigns: 
 
1. Assuming: (1) the fatigue resistance of the connection is not improved (i.e. a Category E’ groove-

welded mast-arm-to-baseplate connection with backing ring attached with fillet or tack weld and left in 
place (Detail 11 in Table 11-2) is used) and (2) the thickness of the mast-arm is not increased (i.e. t = 
0.375 inches), the connection will be adequately designed for fatigue using a 37 inch mast-arm 
diameter. 

 
2. Assuming: (1) the fatigue resistance of the connection is improved by attaching the backing ring with a 

full-penetration weld (i.e. a Category E connection (Detail 12 in Table 11-2) is used) and (2) the 
thickness of the mast-arm is not increased (i.e. t = 0.375 inches), the connection will be adequately 
designed for fatigue using a 28 inch mast-arm diameter. 

 
3.    Assuming: (1) the fatigue resistance of the connection is improved by attaching the backing ring with a 

full-penetration weld (i.e. a Category E connection (Detail 12 in Table 11-2) is used) and (2) the 
thickness is increased to 0.5 inches (i.e. t = 0.5 inches), the connection will be adequately designed for 
fatigue using a mast-arm diameter of 25 inches.   
 

5 DEFLECTION 
 
5.1 Assumptions 
 
(1) The displacement range at the tip of the mast-arm is calculated using the superposition of the following 

displacement components. 

1∆ : Displacement range at the tip of the mast-arm due to the rotation of the column (assuming a 

cantilever beam fixed at the base of the column) under application of the moment   

baseTGzM ,, = 1465k-in. 

 

2∆ : Displacement range at the tip of the mast-arm due to the deflection of the column-bend (assuming 

a cantilever beam fixed at the base of the bend) under the application of the moment  

baseTGzM ,, = 1465k-in. 
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3∆ : Displacement range at the tip of the mast-arm due to the rotation of the column-bend (assuming a 

cantilever beam fixed at the base of the bend) under the application of the moment   

baseTGzM ,, = 1465k-in. 

 

4∆ : Displacement range at the tip of the mast-arm due to the deflection of the mast-arm (assuming a 

cantilever beam fixed at the base of the mast-arm) under the application of armTGF , = 1.892kips. 

 

5∆ : Displacement range at the tip of the mast-arm due to the deflection of the mast-arm (assuming a 

cantilever beam fixed at the base of the mast-arm) under the application of signTGF , = 4.24kips. 

5.2 Mast-Arm Displacement Range 1∆  

 
The rotation of the column at the column-bend transition is calculated by: 

 colbaseTGzcol EILM /))(( 1,,=θ  

         
radians

inksiftinftink

0051.0

)]2549)(29000/[()/12)(38.21)(1465( 4

=
−=

 

 
The displacement range at the tip of the mast-arm due to the rotation of the column is calculated by: 
 

 )/12)(85.23)(0051.0()( 41 ftinftftradiansRLcol +=+=∆ θ  

        in93.1=  
 
 

5.3 Mast-Arm Displacement Range 2∆  

 
The displacement range at the tip of the mast-arm due to the deflection of the bend resulting from the truck-
gust moment acting on the bend is calculated by: 
 

 )]2549)(29000/[()96)(1465(/))(( 422
,,2 inksiininkEIRM colbaseTGz −==∆  

        in183.0=  
 
Here Mz,TG,base is conservatively used as the moment acting on the bend.  In actuality, the moment acting on 
the bend varies from Mz,TG,base to Mz,TG,splice. 
 
 

5.4 Mast-Arm Displacement Range 3∆  

 
The rotation of the bend is calculated by: 
 

 colbaseTGzbend EIRM /)2/)(( ,, πθ =  

           
radians

inksiftinftink

0030.0

)]2549)(29000/[()/12)(4)(1465( 4

=
−= π

 

  
The displacement range at the tip of the mast-arm due to the rotation of the bend is calculated by: 
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)/12)(5.23)(0030.0()( 43 ftinftradiansLbend ==∆ θ  

      in846.0=  

5.5 Mast-Arm Displacement Range 4∆  

 
The displacement range at the tip of the mast-arm due to the truck gust load applied to the mast-arm is 
calculated by: 
 

 armarmTG EILLLF 6/))2/(3()2/)(( 44
2

4,4 −=∆  

      
in

inksiftinftftftk

078.0

)]1942)(29000)(6/[()/12)(75.11)5.23(3()75.11)(892.1( 432

=
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5.6 Mast-Arm Displacement Range 5∆  

 
The displacement range at the tip of the mast-arm due to the truck gust load applied to the sign is calculated 
by: 
 

 armsignTG EILLLF 6/))(3())(( 54
2

5,5 −=∆  

             
in

inksiftinftftftk

183.0
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5.7 Total Mast-Arm Deflection Range total∆  

 
The total displacement range at the tip of the mast-arm is obtained by superposition of each of the 
deflection quantities: 
 

 ininininintotal 183.0078.0846.0183.093.154321 ++++=∆+∆+∆+∆+∆=∆  

            in22.3=  
 
The allowable vertical-plane mast-arm displacement range is 8 inches (Section 11.8).  The computed  
deflection range at the tip of the mast-arm (3.22 inches) is less than the allowable deflection range  
(8 inches).  Therefore, the structure is adequately designed with respect to the deflection limit state.   
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DESIGN EXAMPLE 3 
 
1 GENERAL 
 
1.1 Description  
 

The structure is a cantilevered changeable (also known as variable) message sign (CMS or VMS)  
support structure (steel) composed of a uniform column and a four-chord truss mast-arm.  The signal is 
to be designed for vibration and fatigue in accordance with Section 11 of the AASHTO specifications.  
It is assumed that the sign will be installed on a major highway and is therefore checked per the 
requirements for a Category I structure.  Furthermore, it is assumed that the structure will be erected 
without approved vibration mitigation devices.  All calculations are performed using U.S. Customary 
units. 

 

L1

Hsign

z

y

x

L3

L2

L4

 
 

 3.33 ft 3.83 ft 3.33 ft 

4 @ 4.50 ft 

Htruss 

Wtruss 
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1.2 Dimensions 
 
Column: 
Column length = L1 = 31.12 ft 
Height to bottom of truss = L2 = 23.95 ft 
Height from bottom of upper stiffener to top of upper chord = Hst,upper = 13 in 
Height from bottom of lower stiffener to bottom of lower chord = Hst,upper = 14 in 
Diameter at base = db,col = 2 ft 
Thickness = t = 0.5 in 
 
Truss: 
Length of truss chords = L3 = 28.5 ft 
Cross-sectional area of truss chords = 5.75 in2 

Height of truss = Htruss = 7.167 ft 
Width of truss = Wtruss = 3.083ft 
 
Sign: 
Length of sign = L4 = 25.5 ft  (sign slightly overhangs truss) 
Height of sign = Hsign = 6.75 ft 
Width of sign = Wsign = 1.33 ft 
 
Anchor Rods: 
Nominal anchor rod diameter = dar = 2.5 in 
Stress area = AT,ar = 4.00 in2 

Thread series = 4 UNC 
Number of anchor rods = 12 
Anchor rod circle diameter = darc  = 33 in 

upper chord 

upper plate 

stiffener 

collar 

HS bolt 

column wall 

 

 

 

 

lower chord 

lower chord plate 

lower stiffener plate 

HS bolt 

stiffener 

Htruss 

Hst upper 

Hst lower 
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1.3 Critical Fatigue Details 
 
The structure contains the following details, which must be designed for fatigue: 
 
1. Anchor rods (Detail 5 in Table 11-2) 
2. Column-to-baseplate groove-welded connection, with backing ring attached with fillet or tack weld and 

left in place, (Detail 12 in Table 11-2) 
3. Groove-welded stiffener at column-base (Details 21 and 23 in Table 11-2) 
4.    Upper and lower-plate-juncture connections (Details 15 and 20 in Table 11-2) 
5. Truss member-to-member fillet-welded connections (Detail 14 in Table 11-2) 
 
 
 
2 CALCULATION OF LIMIT STATES FATIGUE LOADS 
 
Note:  Visual Analysis software is used to analyze the four-chord truss.  Static and shear loads are applied 
to the truss chords as tributary forces.  The loads are distributed over the truss chords in a way that attempts 
to replicate actual loadings.  Reaction forces in nodes at the upper- and lower-plate-junctures are used to find 
bending moments in the column.  Member forces in the chords are used to find connection stresses.     
  
 
2.1 Galloping 
 
As per the requirements of Section 11.7.1, galloping need not be considered in the design of four-chord 
truss cantilever supports for vibration and fatigue. 
 
2.2 Vortex Shedding 
 
As per the requirements of Section 11.7.2, vortex shedding need not be considered in the design of 
cantilevered sign support structures for vibration and fatigue. 
 
 
2.3 Natural Wind Gusts 
 
It is assumed that the sign will be erected at a location where the yearly mean wind velocity is 11mph.  
Therefore, Equation 11-5 is applied without modification: 
 
The equivalent static pressure range to be applied to the structure is calculated in accordance with: 
 
 PNW = 5.2Cd(IF) = 5.2Cd(1.0) = 5.2Cd psf 
 

Where IF = 1.0 (Table 11-1) is the importance factor used in the design of Category I sign support structures 
for natural wind. 
 
The equivalent static load range to be applied to the sign is calculated by: 
 
 FNW,sign = (PNW)(Hsign)(L4) = (5.2 psf)(1.7)(6.75 ft)(25.5 ft) = 1522 lbs = 1.52 kips 
  
Where Cd = 1.7 is the currently recommended drag coefficient for a variable message sign (Table 3-5). 
 
The equivalent static load ranges to be applied to the exposed truss members are calculated by: 

FNW,lowerchord  = (PNW)(0.5 ft)(L3) = (5.2 psf)(2.0)(0.5 ft)(28.5 ft) = 148.2 lbs  

FNW,upperchord  = (PNW)(0.5 ft)(3.33 ft) = (5.2 psf)(2.0)(0.5 ft)(3.33 ft) = 17.3 lbs  
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 FNW,vertical = (PNW)(0.25ft)(Htruss) = (5.2 psf)(2.0)(0.25 ft)(7.167ft) = 18.63 lbs  
 
 FNW,diagonal = (PNW)(0.25ft)[(3.33 ft)2 + (Htruss)

2] = (5.2 psf)(2.0)(0.25 ft)(7.903ft) = 20.55 lbs  
 
Where 0.5 ft is the angle width of the chords, 0.25 ft is the angle width of the vertical and diagonal  
members, and Cd = 2.0 (Table 3 -5) is the drag coefficient for a flat truss element.   
 
The sign and chord natural wind loads are distributed over the truss chords in the manner shown below: 
 
 

 
The equivalent static load range to be applied to the column is calculated by: 
 
 FNW,column = (PNW)(dcol)(L2) = (5.2 psf)(1.1)(2 ft)(23.95 ft) = 274.0 lbs  
 
Where Cd = 1.1 (Table 3 -5) is a conservative estimate of the drag coefficient for a circular cylinder. 
 
 
2.4 Truck Gusts 
 
It is assumed that the sign will be erected at a location where the posted speed limit is not significantly less 
than 65 mph.  Therefore, Equation 11-6 is applied without modification: 
 
The equivalent static pressure range to be applied to the structure is calculated in accordance with: 
 
 PTG = 36.6Cd(IF) = 36.6Cd(1.0) = 36.6Cd psf 
 
Where IF = 1.0 (Table 11-1) is the importance factor used in the design of Category I sign support structures 
for truck gusts. 
 
The equivalent static load range to be applied to the sign is calculated by: 
 
 FTG,sign = (PTG)(Wsign)(L4) = (36.6 psf)(1.7)(1.33 ft)(25.5 ft) = 2110 lbs = 2.110 kips 
 

Where Cd = 1.7 (Table 3 -5) is the current recommended drag coefficient for a variable message sign. 
 
The equivalent static load range to be applied to each of the lower chords is calculated by: 
 
 FTG,chord = (PTG)(0.5ft)(L4) = (36.6 psf)(2.0)(0.5 ft)(25.5 ft) = 933.3 lbs = 0.933 kips 
 

z 

y 

x 
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Where 0.5 feet is the angle width of the chord and C  = 2.0 (Table 3-5) is an estimate of the drag coefficient d

for a flat truss element.
 
The sign and chord truck gust loads are distributed over the truss chords in the manner shown below: 
 
 
   

 
 
 
 
3 CALCULATION OF BENDING MOMENTS 
 
Note: As mentioned above, reaction forces in the four nodes at the upper and lower-plate-junctures are used 
to find bending moments in the column.  The position of the nodes relative to the truss are shown below:  

V
M
S

N1N2

N3 N4
z

y

T
R
U
S
S

3.1 Moment Due to Galloping 
 
As per the requirements of Section 11.7.1, galloping need not be considered in the design of four-chord 
truss cantilever supports for vibration and fatigue. 

z 

y 

x 
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3.2 Moment Due to Natural Wind 
 
The reaction forces in the four nodes, due to the distributed natural wind load, are given below: 
 
Node   Reaction Force along x-axis (Rx)  Reaction Force along z-axis (Rz) 
N1  R1,X = 2.8638 KIPS   R1,Z = -0.3878 KIPS 
N2  R2,X = -2.8638 KIPS   R2,Z = -0.4453 KIPS 
N3  R3,X = -2.9029 KIPS   R3,Z = -0.4882 KIPS 
N4  R4,X = 2.9029 KIPS   R4,Z = -0.4241 KIPS 
 
Note:  Natural wind gusts are oriented along the z-axis.  Therefore, all natural wind moments about the z-
axis are equal to zero. 
 
The moment at the centerline of the column at the upper-plate stiffener termination is calculated by: 

Mx,NW,upper =  (Hst,upper)(R1,z + R2,z) = (13 in)(-0.3878 kips - 0.4453 kips) = -10.83 k-in 

The moment at the centerline of the column at the lower-plate stiffener termination is calculated by: 

Mx,NW,lower =  (Htruss + Hst,lower)(R1,z + R2,z) + (Hst,lower)(R3,z + R4,z)  

   = (100 in)(-0.3878 kips - 0.4453 kips) + (14 in)(-0.4882 kips - 0.4241 kips) 
 
   = -96.08 k-in 

The moment at the centerline of the column at the column base is calculated by:  

Mx,NW,base =  (L1)(R1,z + R2,z) + (L2)(R3,z + R4,z)  

                = (373.4 in)(-0.3878 kips - 0.4453 kips) + (287.4 in)(-0.4882 kips - 0.4241 kips) 
 

               = -573.3 k-in 
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3.3 Moment Due to Truck Gusts 
 
The reaction forces in the four nodes, due to the distributed truck gust load, are given below: 
 
Node   Reaction Force along x-axis (Rx)  Reaction Force along z-axis (Rz) 
N1  R1,X = -2.3748 KIPS   R1,Z = -0.1720 KIPS 
N2  R2,X = -3.4994 KIPS   R2,Z = -0.2088 KIPS 
N3  R3,X = 3.4994 KIPS   R3,Z = 0.2178 KIPS 
N4  R4,X = 2.3748 KIPS   R4,Z = 0.1630 KIPS 
 
The moments at the centerline of the column at the upper-plate stiffener termination are calculated by: 

Mx,TG,upper =  (Hst,upper)(R1,z + R2,z) = (13 in)(-0.1720 kips - 0.2088 kips) = -4.95 k-in 

Mz,TG,upper =  (Hst,upper)(R1,x + R2,x) = (13 in)(-2.3748 kips - 3.4994 kips) = -76.36 k-in 
 
The moments at the centerline of the column at the lower-plate stiffener termination are calculated by: 

Mx,TG,lower =  (Htruss + Hst,lower)(R1,z + R2,z) + (Hst,lower)(R3,z + R4,z)  

  = (100 in)( -0.1720 kips - 0.2088 kips) + (14 in)(0.2178 kips + 0.1630 kips) 
 
  = -32.75 k-in 

Mz,TG,lower = (Htruss + Hst,lower)(R1,x + R2,x) + (Hst,lower)(R3,x + R4,x)  

 = (100 in)(-2.3748 kips - 3.4994 kips) + (14 in)(3.4994 kips + 2.3748 kips) 
 
 = -505.2 k-in 

The moments at the centerline of the column at the column base are calculated by: 

Mx,TG,base =  (L1)(R1,z + R2,z) + (L2)(R3,z + R4,z)  

               = (373.4 in)(-0.1720 kips - 0.2088 kips) + (287.4 in)(0.2178 kips + 0.1630 kips) 
 

              = -32.75 k-in 

Mz,TG,base = (L1)(R1,x + R2,x) + (L2)(R3,x + R4,x)  

 = (373.4 in)(-2.3748 kips - 3.4994 kips) + (287.4 in)(3.4994 kips + 2.3748 kips) 
 
 = -505.2 k-in 
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4 STRESS RANGE CALCULATIONS 
 
4.1 Anchor Rods 
 
Details of the anchor rod group are provided below: 
 
 

    

diam. base

diam. bolt circle

diam. column

X1

X2

X3

Z1

Z2

Z3

z

x

Nominal anchor rod diameter = dar = 2.5 in 

Thread series = 4 UNC 
Number of anchor rods = 12 
Anchor rod circle diameter = darc = 33 in 
 
 
4.1.1 Moment of Inertia of the Anchor Rod Group 
 
The centroidal distances to the anchor rods are calculated by: 
 

 

indxz

indxz

indxz

arc

arc

arc

94.15)75)(sin2/(

67.11)45)(sin2/(

27.4)15)(sin2/(

33

22

11

=°==

=°==

=°==

 

 
The tensile stress area of each of the anchor rods is calculated using Equation 5-23: 

222
, 00.4]4/9743.05.2)[4/(]/9743.0)[4/( ininndA ararT =−=−= ππ  
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The moment of inertia of the anchor rod group (about the x and z-axes) is by:  
 

 ])[)(4( 2
3

2
2

2
1,

2
, zzzAzAI arTarTar ++=∑=  

        ])94.15()67.11()27.4)[(00.4)(4( 2222 inininin ++=  

        46536in=   
 
 
4.1.2 Anchor Rod Stress Range 
 
Since the moments of inertia of the anchor rod group about the x- and z-axes at the baseplate are equal, only 
the largest moment (Mx,NW,base) needs to be checked.   The axial stress range in the extreme anchor rods due 
to this moment is calculated by:  
 
 (SR) bolt,x = Mx,NW,base(darc/2)/Iar = (573.3 k -in)(33 in / 2)/(6536 in4) = 1.45 ksi  
 
Anchor rods are classified as Category D fatigue details (Detail 5 in Table 11-2).  The constant amplitude 
fatigue limit corresponding to a Category D fatigue detail is 7 ksi (Table 11-3).  Since the calculated stress 
range (1.45 ksi) is less than the constant amplitude fatigue limit (7 ksi), the anchor bolt group is adequately 
designed for fatigue. 
 
 
4.2 Column-to-Baseplate Connection 
 
Details of the column-to-baseplate groove-welded connection are provided below: 
 
 

diam. base

diam. bolt circle

diam. column

X1

X2

X3

Z1

Z2

z

x
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Column diameter = dcol = 24 in 
Column thickness = t = 0.5 in 
Stiffener length = Lst = 26 in 
Stiffener width = wst = 6.94 in 
Distance to outer edge of stiffener = rst,out = (rcol + wst) = 18.94 in  
Stiffener thickness = t st = 0.625 in 
Number of stiffeners = 10 
 
 
4.2.1 Moment of Inertia 
 
The moment of inertia of the column is calculated by: 

])124()24)[(64/(])2()[64/( 4444 ininintddI colcolcol −−=−−= ππ  

       42549in=  

The area of each of the stiffeners at the column base is calculated by: 
 

 234.4)625.0)(94.6())(( ininintwA ststst ===  

 
The radius to the centroid of the stiffener, at the baseplate, is calculated by:  
 

 inininwdr stcolst 47.15)2/94.6()2/24()2/()2/( =+=+=  

 
The centroidal distance to each of the stiffeners is calculated by: 

inrx

inrxz

inrxz

st

st
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The moment of inertia at the column base (about the z-axis) is calculated by: 

))((2])[(4 2
3

2
2

2
1

2
, xAxxAIxAII ststcolstcolzcb +++=∑+=  

222224 )47.15)(34.4(2])40.13()74.7)[(34.4(42549 ininininin +++=  

48783in=  

The moment of inertia at the column base (about the x-axis) is calculated by: 

])[(4 2
2

2
1

2
, zzAIzAII stcolstcolxcb ++=∑+=  

         ])40.13()74.7)[(34.4(42549 2224 inininin ++=  

         46706in=
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Note that the individual moment of inertia of each of the stiffeners is neglected in the calculation of the 
moment of inertia of the column base. 
 
 
4.2.2 Stress Range at Column-to-Baseplate Connection 
 
Based upon the calculations of Section 3, the groove-welded column-to-baseplate connection must be 
checked with respect to truck gusts about the z-axis and natural wind about the x-axis.  The stress range, due 
to truck gusts, of the groove-welded column-to-baseplate connection is calculated by: 
 

 4
,,,, 8783/)2/24)(2.505(/)2/()( inininkIdMS zcbcolbaseTGzzcolR −==  

     ksi69.0=  
 
The stress range, due to natural wind, of the groove-welded column-to-baseplate connection is calculated 
by: 
 

 4
,,,, 6706/)2/24)(3.573(/)2/()( inininkIdMS xcbcolbaseNWxxcolR −==  

      ksi03.1=  
 
The groove-welded column-to-baseplate connection (backing ring attached with fillet or tack weld and left 
in place) is classified as a Category E’ fatigue detail (Detail 12 in Table 11-2).  The constant amplitude 
fatigue limit corresponding to Category E’ is 2.6 ksi (Table 11-3).  Since the calculated stress range (1.03 
ksi) is less than the constant amplitude fatigue limit (2.6 ksi), the column-to-baseplate connection is 
adequately designed for fatigue. 
 
 
4.2.3 Stress Range at Stiffener-to-Baseplate Connection 
 
Based upon the calculations of Section 3, the stiffener-to-baseplate connection must be checked with 
respect to truck gusts about the z-axis and natural wind about the x-axis.  The stress range, due to truck 
gusts, of the stiffener-to-baseplate connection is calculated by: 
 

 
4

,,,,, /)()( zcboutstbaseTGzzcolR IrMS =  

     48783/)94.18)(2.505( ininink −=  

     ksi09.1=  
 
The stress range of the stiffener-to-baseplate connection, due to natural wind, is calculated by: 
 

 xcboutstbaseNWxxcolR IrMS ,,,,, /)60)(sin()( °=  

     
ksi

ininink

40.1

)6706/)60)(sin94.18)(3.573( 4

=
°−=

 
The stiffener-to-baseplate connection is a transverse load-bearing groove-welded attachment.  Because a 
full-penetration weld is used instead of a fillet weld, the thickness limitations for Detail 23 of Table 11-2 do 
not apply.  The connection is Category C regardless of the thickness of the stiffener.  The constant 
amplitude fatigue limit corresponding to Category C is 10.0 ksi (Table 11-3).  Since the calculated stress 
range (1.40 ksi) is less than the constant amplitude fatigue limit (10.0 ksi), the stiffener-to-baseplate 
connection is adequately designed for fatigue. 
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4.2.4 Stress Range at Termination of Stiffener 
 
Based upon the calculations of Section 3, the stiffener-to-column connection must be checked with respect 
to truck gusts about the z-axis and natural wind about the x-axis.  The stress range at the termination of the 
stiffener, due to truck gusts, is calculated by: 
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The stress range at the termination of the stiffener, due to natural wind, is calculated by: 
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Where Mx,NW, base, is a conservative estimate of the bending moment at the stiffener termination. 
 
The weld termination at the end of the stiffener is classified as a Category C fatigue detail (Detail 21with 

°=15α  in Table 11-2).  The constant amplitude fatigue limit corresponding to Category C is 10.0 ksi 
(Table 11-3).  Since the calculated stress range (2.38 ksi) is less than the constant amplitude fatigue limit 
(10.0 ksi), the weld termination at the end of the stiffener is adequately designed for fatigue. 
 

 

4.3 Plate Juncture Connections 
 
There are several details in both the upper- and lower-plate-juncture connections that are susceptible to 
fatigue.  However, internal details of the junctures will have lower stress ranges than the chord-to-plate and 
stiffener-to-column details.  Because of this, the chord-to-plate or stiffener-to-column details will control 
the design of the junctures for fatigue. 
  
 
4.3.1 Chord-to-Plate Connection  
 
The details of the upper-plate-juncture are provided below.  The lower-plate-juncture contains a similar 
detail. 
 

7/16

A A 

7/16

SECTION A-A 
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4.3.1.1 Chord-to-Plate Stress Range 
 
The upper- and lower-plate-junctures have the same chord-to-plate fatigue details.  Because of this, the 
chord coming into either the upper- or lower-plate-juncture with the worst combination of axial force and 
bending moment is used to design the chord-to-plate detail.  The worst-case stress is due to the application 
of the distributed truck gust load.  The stresses in the chords opposite the VMS are calculated by: 
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in
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S
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A
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S

chord

TGchordz

chord

TGchord
chordR 38.3
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32

,,,
, =−+=+=  

 
The fillet-weld connection is categorized as a Category E’ fatigue detail (Detail 15 in Table 11-2).  The 
constant amplitude fatigue limit corresponding to a Category E’ fatigue detail is 2.6 ksi (Table 11-3).  Since 
the calculated stress range (3.38 ksi) is greater than the constant amplitude fatigue limit (2.6 ksi), the chord-
to-plate connection is inadequately designed for fatigue. 
 
Potential Redesigns: 
 
1. Assuming:  (1) the fatigue resistance of the connection is not improved (i.e. a Category E’ connection 
(Detail 15 in Table 11-2) is used) and (2) the length of the chord legs is not increased (i.e. 6” x 6” chord), 
the connection will be adequately designed for fatigue if the thickness of the chord is increased to 0.75 
inches. 
 
2. Assuming:  the fatigue resistance of the connection is improved to Category E by terminating the fillet 
welds short of the plate edge (Detail 14 in Table 11-2), the connection will be adequately designed for 
fatigue if the chord dimensions remain unchanged. 
 
 
4.3.2 Upper-Plate-Juncture Stiffener Termination 
 
Details of the upper-plate-juncture are provided below: 
 

 
Collar thickness = tcollar = 0.625in 
Collar diameter = dcollar = dcol + (2)(tcollar) = 25.25 in 
 
4.3.2.1 Moment of Inertia 
 
The moment of inertia of the column with the collar at the stiffener-termination is calculated by: 

Iupper = Icol + Icollar = 2549 in4 + (π/64)[dcollar
4 – (dcollar – 2t collar)

4]  
= 2549 in4 + (π/64)[(25.25 in)4 – (25.25 in – 1.25 in)4] 
= 6216 in4  

1/4 
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4.3.2.2 Stiffener Termination Stress Range 
 
Based upon the calculations of Section 3, truck gusts control the design of the stiffener-to-column 
connection for fatigue.  Therefore, the stress range at the termination of the stiffener is calculated by: 
 
 SR,upper = (Mz,TG,upper)(dcollar/2)/Iupper = (76.36 k -in)(25.25 in / 2) / 6216 in4 = 0.16 ksi 
 
The weld termination at the end of the stiffener is classified as a Category E fatigue detail (Detail 20 in  
Table 11-2).  The constant amplitude fatigue limit corresponding to a Category E fatigue detail is 4.5 ksi 
(Table 11-3).  Since the calculated stress range (0.16 ksi) is less than the constant amplitude fatigue limit 
(4.5 ksi), the weld termination at the end of the stiffener is adequately designed for fatigue.   
 
 
4.3.3 Lower-Plate-Juncture Stiffener Termination  
  
Details of the lower-plate-juncture are provided below: 
 

 
 
 
4.3.3.1 Moment of Inertia 
 
The moment of inertia of the column (with no collar) at the stiffener-termination is calculated by: 
 

Ilower = Icol = 2549 in4  
 
 
4.3.3.2 Stiffener Termination Stress Range 
 
Based upon the calculations of Section 3, truck gusts control the design of the stiffener-to-column 
connection for fatigue.  Therefore, the stress range at the termination of the stiffener is calculated by: 
 
 SR,lower = (Mz,TG,lower)(dcol/2)/Ilower = (505.2 k -in)(24 in / 2) / 2549 in4 = 2.38 ksi 
 
The weld termination at the end of the stiffener is classified as a Category E fatigue detail (Detail 20 in  
Table 11-2).  The constant amplitude fatigue limit corresponding to a Category E fatigue detail is 4.5 ksi 
(Table 11-3).  Since the calculated stress range (2.38 ksi) is less than the constant amplitude fatigue limit 
(4.5 ksi), the weld termination at the end of the stiffener is adequately designed for fatigue.   
 
 

1/4 
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4.4 Truss Member Connection Stress Range 
 
The details of a typical member-to-member connection are given below: 
 
 

Six different angle sizes are used in the truss.  The greatest axial force for each angle size is used to 
determine the worst-case stress range for each angle size. 
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The fillet-weld member-to-member connections, with the weld terminating short of plate edge, are 
categorized as a Category E fatigue detail (Detail 14 in Table 11-2).  The constant amplitude fatigue limit 
corresponding to a Category E fatigue detail is 4.5 ksi (Table 11-3).  Since the maximum calculated stress 
range (3.38 ksi) is less than the constant amplitude fatigue limit (4.5 ksi), the member-to-member 
connections are adequately designed for fatigue.   
  
 
 
5 DEFLECTION 
 
As per the requirements of Section 11.8, deflection need not be considered in the design of a cantilevered 
truss support structure for fatigue design. 
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DESIGN EXAMPLE 4 
 
1 GENERAL 
 
1.1 Description  
 

The structure is a pole-top luminaire (aluminum) composed of a tapered structural support.  The 
luminaire is to be designed for vibration and fatigue in accordance with Section 11 of the AASHTO 
Specifications.  The structure is installed in a parking lot and is therefore checked per the requirements 
for a Category III structure.  Furthermore, the structure was erected without approved vibration 
mitigation devices.  All calculations are performed using U.S. Customary units.  
 
The column is comprised of three sections:  uniform sections at the base and tip and a tapered section
in between.   

 
 
        
 
 
   
 
 
 
 

 

 

 
 

Handhole Termination 

L3 

L4 

L2 

L1 

t 

t 

d2 

d1 

d2 

d1 
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1.2 Dimensions 
 
Column:     Anchor Rods (Steel): 
Column length = 34.69 ft    Nominal anchor rod diameter = dar = 1 in 
Length from column base to termination  Thread series = 8 UNC 
              of handhole = L1 = 2 ft   Number of anchor rods = 4 
Length from base to top of uniform   Anchor rod circle diameter = darc = 14 in 
 section = L2 = 6 ft 
Length of tapered section L3 = 26.19 ft  Luminaire: 
Length from top of tapered section to top  Area projected on a vertical plane = (Alum)v  =1.0 ft2

  
 of column = L4 = 2.5 ft   Weight = W = 40 lb.  
Diameter of bottom uniform section = d1 = 8 in 
Diameter of top uniform section = d2 = 4.5 in 
Thickness = t = 0.156 in 
 
 
1.3 Critical Fatigue Details 
 
The structure contains the following details, which must be designed for fatigue: 
 
1. Anchor rods (Detail 5 in Table 11-2) 
2. Column-to-baseplate fillet-welded socket connection (Detail 16 in Table 11-2) 
3. Weld termination at reinforced handhole (Detail 20 in Table 11-2) 
 
 
 
2 CALCULATION OF LIMIT STATES FATIGUE LOADS 
 
2.1 Galloping 
 
As per the requirements of Section 11.7.1, galloping need not be considered in the design of luminaire 
support structures for vibration and fatigue. 
 
 
2.2 Vortex Shedding 
 
From a finite-element analysis, the first two natural frequencies of the structure were found to be 0.618 and 
6.952 Hz, respectively.  From visual inspection, the structure is known to vibrate in the second mode, and 
will therefore be designed for vibration in the second mode.  Second mode vibration is characterized by  
large displacements near the column’s mid-height and small displacements at the tip. 
 
Because the column is tapered, a range of critical diameters is possible.  The Ontario Bridge Code 
recommends that vortex-shedding pressures be applied to tapered members wherever the diameter is within 
10% of the critical diameter.  Therefore, the two possible cases for which the maximum moment at the base  
may exist are when the pressure is applied to either a section at the top or bottom of the luminaire.  At the 
top, the area over which the pressure is to be applied is small (because the diameter is small), but the 
moment arm is large.  At the base, the area over which the pressure is to be applied is large, but the moment 
arm is small.  Thus, both cases will be checked in order to determine the worst-case moment. 
 
If the critical diameter is assumed to be 5.00 inches (4.50/90% = 5.00), the pressure will act over the length 
of the column in which the diameter varies from 4.50 to 5.50 inches (i.e., 5.00 ±10%).  This particular 
critical diameter was chosen because the pressure will then be applied to the uniform section at the tip, as 
well as a large portion of the tapered section. 
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where fn2 = 6.952 Hz is the frequency of the second mode of vibration, d = 5.00 inches is the across-wind 
dimension of the column, and S = 0.18 is the Strouhal number for a cylindrical section (Equation 11-2). 
 
The equivalent static pressure range, PVS, to be applied to the column is calculated in accordance with 
Equation 11-4: 
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where Vc = 16.1 ft/s is the critical wind velocity associated with vortex shedding lock-in (Equation 11-2), 
Cd = 1.1 is the drag coefficient for a cylindrical section (Table 3-5), I F = 0.30 is the importance factor used 
in the design of a Category III luminaire support structure for vortex shedding (Table 11-1), and β = 0.005 
is a conservative estimate of the damping ratio. 
 
              

 
            

         dtip 

                     

 
 
 
 
 
The distributed load at the tip of the column is: 
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The distributed load at the start of the loaded section of the column is: 
 

( )( ) ftlb
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If the critical diameter is assumed to be 7.28 inches (8.0/110% = 7.28), the pressure will act over the length 
of the column in which the diameter varies from 8.0 to 6.55 inches (i.e., 7.28 ±10%).  This particular 
critical diameter was chosen because the pressure will then be applied to the uniform section at the base, as  
well as a large portion of the tapered section. 
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where fn2 = 6.952 Hz is the frequency of the second mode of vibration, d = 7.28 inches is the across-wind 
dimension of the column, and S = 0.18 is the Strouhal number for a cylindrical section. 

(qVS)start 

(qVS)tip 
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The equivalent static pressure range, PVS, to be applied to the column is calculated in accordance with 
Equation 11-4: 

( ) ( )( )
( ) psf

sftICV
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===
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where Vc = 23.4 ft/s is the critical wind velocity associated with vortex shedding lock-in (Equation 11-2), 
Cd = 1.1 is the drag coefficient for a cylindrical section (Table 3-5), I F = 0.30 is the importance factor used 
in the design of a Category III luminaire support structure for vortex shedding (Table 11-1), and β = 0.005 
is a conservative estimate of the damping ratio. 
 
            
 
              
 
 
 

           d base

          (qVS) base                                 d end

  

       (qVS)end 

The distributed load at the base of the column is: 

( ) ( )( ) ftlb
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ft
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==  

The distributed load at the end of the loaded section of the column is: 

( ) ( )( ) ftlb
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ft
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==  

2.3 Natural Wind Gusts 
 
The structure is erected at a location where the yearly mean wind velocity is less than 11 mph.  Therefore, 
equation 11-5 is applied without modification. 
 
The equivalent static pressure range, PNW, to be applied to the structure is calculated in accordance with 
Equation 11-5. 

( ) psfCCICP ddFdNW 29.244.02.52.5 ===  

(qVS)end 

(qVS)base 
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Where IF = 0.44 (Table 11-1) is the importance factor used in the design of a Category III luminaire support 
structure for natural wind. 
 
The equivalent static load range to be applied to the entire column, (FNW)base,col, is calculated by: 
 

( ) ( ) ( )( )[ ][ ] lbftAPF vcolNWcolbaseNW 9.466.181.129.2 2
1,, ===  

where  (Acol)v,1 is the area of the entire column projected on a vertical plane, and Cd = 1.1 is the drag 
coefficient for a cylindrical section (Table 3-5). 
 
The equivalent static load range to be applied to the column above the handhole, (FNW)handhole,col, is 
calculated by: 
 

( ) ( ) ( )( )[ ][ ] lbftAPF vcolNWcolhandholeNW 3.432.171.129.2 2
2,, ===  

where  (Acol)v,2 is the area of the column above the handhole projected on a vertical plane, and Cd = 1.1 is 
the drag coefficient for a cylindrical section (Table 3-5). 
 
The equivalent static load range to be applied to the luminaire, (FNW)lum, is calculated by: 
 

( ) ( ) ( )( )[ ] ( )[ ] lbftAPF vlumNWlumNW 75.212.129.2 2 ===  

 
where  (Alum)v = 1 ft2 is the area of the luminaire projected on a vertical plane and Cd = 1.2 is the drag 
coefficient for a luminaire with a rectangular flat side shape (Table 3-5).    

 
 
2.4 Truck Gusts 
 
As per the requirements of Section 11.7.4, truck gusts need not be considered in the design of luminaire 
support structures for vibration and fatigue. 
 
 
 
3 CALCULATION OF BENDING MOMENTS 
 
3.1 Moment Due to Vortex Shedding 
 
3.1.1 Moment Due to Vortex Shedding at Column Base 
 
The bending moment at the base of the column due to vortex shedding loading at the tip is calculated by: 
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The bending moment at the base of the column due to vortex shedding loading near the bottom is calculated 
by: 
 

(qvs)base  

 
               (qvs)end 

 
 
 
 
   

L2  yend 

 

321,)( MMMM bottombaseVS ++=  
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6
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( )( )( ) ( )( ) ftlb
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ftftftlb
Ly

LyqM end
endendVS −=
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−= 1432
2

682.16
682.16/6.11

2
2
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( ) ( ) ( )( )( )endendVSbaseVSend yLqqLyM +−−= 223 2
6

1
 

( )( ) ( )( )[ ] ftlbftftftlbftlbftft −=+−−= 13582.1662/6.11/2.14682.16
6

1
        

 

inkftlbftlbftlbftlbM bottombaseVS −=−=−+−+−= 9.2118231351432256)( ,  

1 

2 

3 
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Since 14.5 k-in is less than 21.9 k-in, applying the vortex shedding load near the bottom of the column 
controls for the vortex shedding moment at the base. 
 
 
3.1.2 Moment Due to Vortex Shedding at Handhole 
 
The bending moment at the handhole due to vortex shedding loading at the tip is calculated by: 
 

( ) 21, MMM tiphandholeVS +=  

 

( ) ( ) 




 −

+++
−++= 1

432
4321 2

L
yLLL

yLLLqM start
starttipVS  

( )( ) 




 −+−= ft

ftft
ftftftlb 2

2

71.2469.34
71.2469.34/79.3  

ftlb −=1048  

 

( ) ( )( )( ) 




 −++

−+−=
6

32 132
322

LLLy
yLLqqM start

starttipVSstartVS  

( )( ) ( )( ) ( )( )





 −++−+−=

6

2319.26671.242
71.2419.266/79.3/63.4

ftftftft
ftftftftlbftlb

ftlb −= 2.79  

 

( ) inkftlbftlbftlbMMM tiphandholeVS −=−=−+−=+= 5.132.11272.79104821,  

 
The bending moment at the handhole due to vortex shedding loading near the bottom is calculated by:  
 

321,)( MMMM bottomhandholeVS ++=  
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ftft

ftftftlb
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 −
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( )( )( ) ( )( ) ftlbft
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ftftftlbL
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LyqM end
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 −+−=





 −

+
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2
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( ) ( ) ( )( )( )1223 32
6

1
LyLqqLyM endendVSbaseVSend −+−−=  

( )( ) ( )( ) ( )( )[ ] ftlbftftftftlbftlbftft −=−+−−= 1072382.1662/6.11/2.14682.16
6

1
        

 

inkftlbftlbftlbftlbM bottomhandholeVS −=−=−+−+−= 8.1614021071181114)( ,  

 
 

Since 13.5 k-in is less than 16.8 k-in, applying the vortex shedding load near the bottom of the pole also 
controls for the vortex shedding moment at the handhole. 
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3.2 Moment Due to Natural Wind Gusts 
 
3.2.1 Moment Due to Natural Wind Gusts at Column Base 
 
The bending moment due to natural wind gusts at the base of the column is calculated by: 
 

( ) )()()()( 4321, LLLFyFM lumNWcolbaseNWbaseNW +++=  

( )( ) ( )( )ftlbftlb 69.3475.246.159.46 +=  

inkftlb −=−= 85.9820  

 
 
3.2.2 Moment Due to Natural Wind Gusts at Handhole 
 
The bending moment due to natural wind gusts at the handhole is calculated by: 
 

( ) )()()()( 14322, LLLLFyFM lumNWcolhandholeNWhandholeNW −+++=  

( )( ) ( )( )ftftlbftlb 269.3475.257.143.43 −+=  

inkftlb −=−= 65.8721  

 
 
 
4 STRESS RANGE CALCULATIONS 
 
4.1 Anchor Rods 
 
Details of the anchor rod group are provided below: 
 
 
 
 
Nominal anchor rod diameter = dar = 1 in 
Thread series = 8 UNC 
Thread pitch = 0.125 in 
Number of anchor rods = 4 
Anchor rod circle diameter = darc = 14 in 
 
 
4.1.1 Moment of Inertia of the Anchor Rod Group 
 
The centroidal distance to each of the anchor rods,  x , is calculated by: 
 

( ) inin
d

x arc 95.445cos745cos
2

=== oo  

where darc = 14 inches is the diameter of the anchor rod circle. 
 
The tensile stress area of each of the anchor rods is calculated by: 
 

2
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606.0
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9743.
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4

9743.

4
inin

n
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 −=



 −= ππ
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 x 
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where AT is the tensile stress area of each anchor rod (Equation 5-23), dar = 1 inch is the nominal anchor rod  
diameter, and n is the number of threads per inch. 
 
The moment of inertia of the anchor rod group is calculated by: 

( )( )[ ] 4222 37.5995.4606.04 inininxAI Tar ==Σ=  

 
where AT = 0.606 in2 is the tensile stress area of each anchor rod and x = 4.95 in is the centroidal distance 
to each of the anchor rods. 
 
 
4.1.2 Anchor Rod Stress Range 
 
Based upon the calculations of Section 3, vortex shedding near the bottom controls the design of the anchor  
rod group for fatigue.  Therefore, the axial stress range in each of the anchor bolts is calculated by: 

( )
ksi

in

inink

I

cM
S

ar

bottombaseVS

rodR 83.1
37.59

)95.4)(9.21(
)(

4

, =−==  

Anchor rods are classified as Category D fatigue details (Detail 5 in Table 11-2).  The constant amplitude 
fatigue limit corresponding to Category D is 7 ksi (steel anchor rods, Table 11-3).  Since the calculated 
stress range (1.83 ksi) is less than the constant amplitude fatigue limit (7 ksi), the anchor rod group is 
adequately designed for fatigue. 
 
 
4.2 Column-to-Baseplate Connection 
 
Details of the column-to-baseplate socket connection are provided below: 

Diameter = d1 = 8 in 
Thickness = t = 0.156 in 

4.2.1 Moment of Inertia 
 
The moment of inertia of the column, Icol , is calculated by: 

( )( ) ( ) ( )( )( )[ ] 4
444

1
4

1 58.29
64

156.0288

64

2
in

ininintdd
Icol =−−=

−−
= ππ

 

Fillet Weld  
(Detail 16) 

Fillet Weld  
(Detail 16) 

d1 
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4.2.2 Column Stress Range 
 
Based upon the calculations of section 3, vortex shedding near the bottom of the column controls the design 
of the column-to-baseplate connection for fatigue.  Therefore, the stress range at the column base is 
calculated by: 
 

( ) ( ) ( )( )
ksi

in

inink

I

cM
S

col

bottombaseVS

colR 96.2
58.29

49.21
4

, =−==  

 
The column-to-baseplate socket connection is classified as a Category E’ fatigue detail (Detail 16 in  
Table 11-2).  The constant amplitude fatigue limit corresponding to Category E’ is 1.0 ksi for aluminum 
(Table 11-3).  Since the calculated stress range (2.96 ksi) is greater than the constant amplitude fatigue limit 
(1.0 ksi), the socket connection is inadequately designed for fatigue. 
 
 
Potential Redesigns: 
 
1. Assuming:  (1) the fatigue resistance of the connection is not improved (i.e. a Category E’ socket 

connection (Detail 16) is used) and (2) the thickness of the column is not increased (i.e. t = 0.156 in), 
the connection will be adequately designed for fatigue using a 13.625-inch column diameter. 

 
2. Assuming:  (1) the fatigue resistance of the connection is not improved (i.e. a Category E’ socket 

connection (Detail 16) is used) and (2) the diameter of the column is not increased (i.e. d = 8 in), the 
connection will be adequately designed for fatigue using a column thickness equal to 0.533 in. 

 
3. Assuming:  (1) the fatigue resistance of the connection is improved to Category E (i.e. a Category E full 

penetration connection (Detail 11) is used) and (2) the thickness of the column is not increased (i.e.  
t = 0.156 in), the connection will be adequately designed for fatigue using a 10-inch column diameter. 

 
4. Assuming:  (1) the fatigue resistance of the connection is improved to category E (i.e. a Category E 

full-penetration connection (Detail 11) is used) and (2) the diameter of the column is not increased (i.e. 
d = 8 in), the connection will be adequately designed for fatigue using a column thickness equal to 0.25 
in. 

 
5. Assuming:  (1) the fatigue resistance of the connection is improved to Category C (i.e. the column-to-

baseplate connection is fabricated with properly detailed stiffeners (Detail 21), and (2) the thickness of 
the column is not increased (i.e. t = 0.156 inches), the connection will be adequately designed for 
fatigue using a 7-inch column diameter. 
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4.3 Handhole 
 
Details of the handhole are provided below: 

Hole height = Lh = 8 inches 
Hole width = w = 5 inches 
Reinforcement thickness = t = 0.25 inches 

            

 

 

4.3.1 Moment of Inertia 
 
From previous calculations, the moment of inertia of the column is: 
 

Icol = 29.58 in4 
 
 

4.3.2 Handhole Stress Range 
 
Based upon the calculations of Section 3, vortex shedding near the bottom controls the design of the 
handhole for fatigue.  The stress range at the termination of  the handhole is calculated by: 
 

( ) ( ) ( )( )
ksi

in

inink

I

cM
S

col

bottomhandholeVS

handholeR 27.2
58.29

48.16
4

, =−==  

 
The handhole termination is classified as a Category E fatigue detail (Detail 20).  The E categorization  
arises from the fact that the length of the reinforcement is greater than both 12t (= 3 in.) and 4 in. and  
t < 1 in.  The constant amplitude fatigue limit corresponding to a Category E is 1.9 ksi for aluminum  
(Table 11-3).  Since the calculated stress range (2.27 ksi) is greater than the constant amplitude fatigue limit 
(1.9 ksi), the handhole termination is inadequately designed for fatigue. 

Lh 

w 

Handhole 

Termination of 
Reinforcement 
(Detail 20) 

A A 

Section A-A 

Fillet Weld  
(Detail 20) 

Reinforcement, 
thickness = t 
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Potential Redesigns: 
 
1. Assuming:  (1) the fatigue resistance of the connection is not improved (i.e. a Category E longitudinal 

attachment (Detail 20) is used) and (2) the thickness of the column is not increased (i.e. t = 0.156 in), 
the connection will be adequately designed for fatigue using a 8.75-inch column diameter. 

 
2. Assuming:  (1) the fatigue resistance of the connection is not improved (i.e. a Category E longitudinal 

attachment (Detail 20) is used) and (2) the diameter of the column is not increased (i.e. d = 8 in), the 
connection will be adequately designed for fatigue using a column thickness equal to 0.189 in. 

 
 
 
5 DEFLECTION 
 
As per the requirements of Section 11-8, luminaire support structures need not be designed to satisfy the 
deflection limit state.  
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DESIGN EXAMPLE 5 
 
1 GENERAL 
 
1.1 Description 
 

The structure is a two-chord truss cantilevered VMS sign support structure (steel) composed of 
prismatic structural elements.  The cantilevered VMS sign support is to be designed for vibration and 
fatigue in accordance with Section 11 of the AASHTO Specifications with the exception of the revisions to 
the Specifications recommended in the Final Report of NCHRP Project 10-38 (2).  The structure is installed 
on a major highway and is therefore checked per the requirements for a Category I structure.  Furthermore,  
the structure was erected without approved vibration mitigation devices.  All calculations are performed 
using U.S. Customary units. 

1.2 Dimensions  
 
Column:      Mast-Arm: 
Column Length = L1 = 29.46 ft    Mast-arm length = L   = 44 ft 7

Length to centerline of bottom chord = L2 = 22.96 ft  Length to centroid of sign = L5 = 31 ft 
Length from center of bottom chord    Length from C.L. of sign to tip = L6 = 13 ft  

to top chord = L3 = 6 ft    Length to start of sign = L8 = 18 ft 
Length from center of top chord to     Chord diameter = dchd = 16 in 

end of column = L4 = 6 in    Chord thickness = tchd = 0.5 in 
Diameter = dcol = 26 in     Strut diameter = dstrut = 5.563 in 
Thickness = tcol = 0.625 in  Strut thickness = tstrut = 0.375 in  
 
Sign: 
Length = Lsign = 26 ft 
Height = hsign = 10.25 ft 
Depth = dsign = 4.083 ft 

L1 

L2 

L3 

L5 L6 

hsign 

L8 Lsign 

L7 

L4 

x 

z 

y 
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1.3 Critical Fatigue Details 
 
1. Anchor rods (Detail 5 in Table 11-2) 
2. Column-to-baseplate fillet-welded socket connection (Detail 16 in Table 11-2) 
3. Fillet-welded stiffener at column base (Details 22 and 23 in Table 11-2) 
4. Column-to-stub pass-through connection (Detail 18 in Table 11-2) 
5. Fillet-welded stiffener at flange plate (Detail 20 in Table 11-2) 
6. Splice bolts (Detail 5 in Table 11-2) 
7. Fillet-welded tube-to-tube connections within the truss (Detail 19 in Table 11-2) 
 
 
 
2 CALCULATION OF LIMIT STATE FATIGUE LOADS 
 
2.1 Galloping 
 
The equivalent static shear range to be applied to the sign attachment is calculated in accordance with  
Equation 11-1: 

( )( ) psfIP FG 210.12121 ===  

 
where IF = 1.0 (Table 11-1) is the importance factor used in the design of a Category I sign support 
structure for galloping. 
 
The area of the sign projected on a vertical plane is calculated by: 
 

( ) ( )( ) 25.26625.1026 ftftfthLA signsignvsign ===  

 
where Lsign = 26 ft. is the length of the sign and h sign = 10.25 ft. is the height of the sign. 
 
The equivalent static shear load range to be applied to the sign attachment is calculated by: 
 

( ) ( )( ) kipsftAPF
vsignGG 60.55.26621 2 ===  

 
where (Asign)v = 266.5 ft2 is the area of the sign projected on a vertical plane.   
 
 
2.2 Vortex Shedding 
 
As per the requirements of Section 11.7.2, vortex shedding need not be considered in the design of  
cantilevered sign support structures for vibration and fatigue. 
 
 
2.3 Natural Wind Gusts 
 
It is assumed that the support structure will be erected at a location where the annual mean wind velocity is 
5 m/s.  The equivalent static pressure range to be applied to the tubular members is calculated in accordance 
with Equation 11-5: 
 

( )( ) psfICP FdNW 72.511.12.52.5 ===  
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where IF = 1 (Table 11-1) is the importance factor used in the design of a Category I support structure for 
natural wind, and Cd = 1.1 is a conservative estimate of the drag coefficient for a circular cylinder  
(Table 3-5).  
 
The equivalent static load range to be applied to the column is calculated by: 
 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )( )[ ] lbinftinftpsfdLPAPF colNWvcolNWcolNW 36512/12646.2972.51 ====  

 
where (Acol)v is the area of the column projected on the vertical plane, L  = 29.46 ft. is the length of the 1

column, dcol = 26 in. is the diameter of the column. 
 
The equivalent static load range applied to each of the chords is calculated by: 
 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )( )[ ] lbinftinftpsfdLPAPF chdNWvchdNWchdNW 13712/1161872.58 ====
 

where (Achd)v is the area of the chord projected on a vertical plane, L8 = 18 ft. is the length of the chord 
exposed to the wind, and dchd = 16 in. is the diameter of the chord. 
 
Note:  The area of the chord behind the sign is excluded from the calculation of the equivalent load range. 
 
The equivalent static load range acting on each of the brace members in the truss is neglected in this design 
example. 
 
The equivalent static load range to be applied to the sign attachment is calculated by: 
 

( ) ( ) ( )( )[ ]( ) kipsftpsfAPF
vsignNWsignNW 36.25.2667.12.5 2 ===  

 
where (Asign)v = 266.5 ft2 is the area of the sign projected on a vertical plane and Cd =1.7 is the drag 
coefficient for a VMS sign (Table 3-5).  
 
 
2.4 Truck Gusts 
 
It is assumed that the support structure will be erected at a location where the posted limit is not 
significantly less than 65 mph. 
 
The maximum equivalent static pressure range to be applied to a structure is calculated in accordance with 
the modified version of Equation 11-6 recommended in this report: 
 

psfCICP dFdTG 8.188.18 ==  

 
where IF = 1.0 (Table 11-1) is the importance factor used in the design of a Category I sign support structure 
for truck gusts. 
 
As per the recommended revisions to Section 11.7.4, truck gust pressures decrease linearly between 
elevations of 19.7 and 32.8 ft.  For this example, it is assumed that the base of the column is at the same  
elevation as the roadway surface.  Therefore, the elevation of the bottom of the VMS is: 

ft
ftft

ft
hL

Ly sign
sign 84.20

2

25.10

2

6
96.22

22
3

2 =−+=−+=  
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Similarly, the elevation of the bottom of the bottom chord is: 
 

( )
ft

inftin
ft

d
Ly chd

chd 29.22
2

12/116
96.22

22 =−=−=  

 
Therefore, the modified truck gust pressures are: 
 

psfCpsf
ftft

ftft
CP ddsignTG 2.17

7.198.32

7.1984.20
18.18, =











−
−−=  

psfCpsf
ftft

ftft
CP ddchdTG 1.15

7.198.32

7.1929.22
18.18, =











−
−−=  

 
As per the recommended revisions to Section 11.7.4, the equivalent static pressure is to be applied along the 
outermost 12 ft. of the cantilever. 
 
The equivalent static load range to be applied to the sign attachment is calculated by: 
 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )[ ] ( )( )[ ] kipsftftdLPAPF signsignsignTGhsignsignTGsignTG 43.1083.4127.12.17,, ====  

 
where (Asign)h is the area of the sign (exposed to the truck gust) projected on a horizontal plane, Lsign = 12 ft. 
is the length of the sign (exposed to the truck gust), dsign = 4.083 ft. is the depth of the sign in the direction 
of traffic, and Cd =1.7 is the drag coefficient used for a VMS sign (Table 3-5). 
 
The equivalent static load range to be applied to the bottom chord is calculated by: 
 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )[ ] ( )( )( )[ ] kipsinftinftdLPAPF chdsignchdTGhchdchdTGchdTG 27.012/116121.11.15,, ====
 

 
where (Asign)h is the area of the bottom chord (exposed to the truck gust) projected on a horizontal plane, 
Lsign = 12 ft. is the length of the sign (exposed to the truck gust), dchd = 16 in. is the diameter of the chord, 
and Cd = 1.1 is a conservative estimate of the drag coefficient for a circular cylinder (Table 3-5). 
 
 
 
3 CALCULATION OF BENDING MOMENTS
 
3.1 Moment Due to Galloping 
 
The bending moment at the centerline of the column (about the z-axis) is calculated by: 

 

( ) ( )( ) ftkftkipsLFM GGz −=== 1743160.55  

3.2 Moment Due to Natural Wind Gusts 
 
The bending moment at the base of the column (about the x-axis) is calculated by: 
 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
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( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )( ) ( ) 




 ++++
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2
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96.2236.296.28137.096.22137.0
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( ) ftkM NWx −= 8.73  

 
The bending moment at the centerline of the column (about the y-axis) is calculated by: 
 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )ftk
ft

kLF
L

FM signNWchdNWNWy 3136.2
2

18
137.02

2
2 5

8 +




=+





=  

 

( ) ftkM
NWy −= 6.75  

 
 

3.3 Moment Due to Truck Gusts 
 
The bending moment at the centerline of the column (about the z-axis) is calculated by: 
 

( ) ( ) ( )[ ]( ) ( )( )ftftkkftLFFM chdTGsignTGTGz 64427.043.167 −+=−+=  

 

( ) ftkM TGz −= 6.64  

 
 
 

4 STRESS RANGE CALCULATIONS 
 
 
4.1 Anchor Rods 
 
Details of the anchor rod group are provided below:

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Nominal anchor rod diameter = dar = 3 in. 
Thread series = 4 UNC 
Threads per inch = 4 
Number of anchor rods = 8 
Anchor rod circle diameter = darc = 36 in. 
 
 

 

 

 

dar 

 x1 

Anchor rod 
(Detail  5 )  darc 

 x2 
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4.1.1 Moment of Inertia of the Anchor Rod Group 
 
The centroidal distance to each of the anchor rods is calculated by: 
 

( ) ( )

( ) ( ) in
ind

x

in
ind

x

arc

arc

89.63827.0
2

36
5.67cos

2

63.169239.0
2

36
5.22cos

2

2

1

=




=°





=

=




=°





=

 

 
 

where x is the centroidal distance to each of the anchor rods and darc = 36 in. is the diameter of the anchor 
rod circle. 
 
The tensile stress area of each of the anchor rods is calculated by: 
 

2
22

97.5
4

9743.0
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9743.0

4
inin

n
dA arT =





 −=





 −= ππ

 

 
where AT is the tensile stress area of each anchor rod (Equation 5-23), d ar = 3 in. is the nominal anchor rod 
diameter, and n = 4 is the number of threads per inch. 
 
The moment of inertia of the anchor rod group is calculated by: 
 

( ) ( ) ( )[ ] 42222 773863.1689.697.54 ininininxAI Tar =+=Σ=  

 
where AT = 5.97 in2 is the tensile stress area of each anchor rod and x is the centroidal distance to each of  
the anchor rods.
 
 
4.1.2 Anchor Rod Stress Range 
 
Based upon the calculations of Section 3, galloping controls the design of the anchor rod group for fatigue.  
Therefore, the axial stress range in each of the anchor rods is calculated by: 
 

( ) ( ) ( )( )( )
ksi

in

inftinftk

I

cM
S

ar

Gz
arR 86.4

7738

18/12174
4

=−==  

 
Anchor rods are classified as Category D fatigue details (Detail 5 in Table 11-2).  The constant amplitude 
fatigue limit corresponding to Category D is 7 ksi (Table 11-3).  Since the calculated stress range (4.86 ksi) 
is less than the constant amplitude fatigue limit (7ksi), the anchor rod group is adequately designed for 
fatigue. 
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4.2 Column-to-Baseplate Connection 
 
Details of the column-to-baseplate connection are provided below: 

Column diameter = dcol = 26 in 
Column thickness = tcol = 0.625 in 
Stiffener length = Lst = 12 in 
Stiffener width = wst = 8.75 in 
Stiffener thickness = tst = 0.75 in 
Number of stiffeners = 4 

4.2.1 Moment of Inertia 
 
The moment of inertia of the column is calculated by: 
 

( )[ ] ( ) ( )( )[ ] 44444 4013625.022626
64

2
64

inininintddI colcolcolcol =−−=−−= ππ
 

 
where dcol = 26 in. is the column diameter and tcol = 0.625 in. is the column thickness. 
 
The area of each of the stiffeners at the column base is calculated by: 
 

( )( ) 256.675.075.8 ininintwA ststst ===  

 
where wst = 8.75 in is the width of the stiffener at the column base and tst = 0.75 in is the thickness of the 
stiffener at the column base. 
 
 
The centroidal distance to each of the stiffeners is calculated by: 
 

in
ininwd

x stcol 38.17
2

75.8

2

26

22
=+=+=  

 
where x is the centroidal distance to the stiffener, dcol = 26 in. is the diameter of the column, and  
wst = 8.75 in. is the width of the stiffener at the column base. 
 
The moment of inertia at the column base is calculated by: 
 

( )( ) 42242 797638.1756.624013 ininininxAII stcolcb =+=Σ+=  

dcol 

tcol 

Lst 

Wst 
tst 
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Note that the individual moments of inertia of each of the stiffeners are neglected in  the calculation of the 
moment of inertia of the column base. 
 
 
4.2.2 Stress Range at the Column-to-Baseplate Connection 
 
Based upon the calculations of Section 3, truck-induced gusts control the design of the fillet-welded 
column-to-baseplate connection for fatigue.  Therefore, the stress range at the column-to-baseplate 
connection is calculated by: 
 

( ) ( ) ( )( )( )
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in

inftinftk
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The fillet-welded column-to-baseplate connection is classified as a Category E’ fatigue detail (Detail 16 in 
Table 11-2).  The constant amplitude fatigue limit corresponding to Category E’ is 2.6 ksi (Table 11-3).  
Since the calculated stress range (3.40 ksi) is greater than the constant amplitude fatigue limit (2.6 ksi), the 
column-to-baseplate connection is inadequately designed for fatigue. 
 
Potential Redesigns: 
 
1. Assuming:  (1) the fatigue resistance of the connection is not improved (i.e. a Category E’ socket 
connection (Detail 16 in Table 11-2) is used), and (2) the diameter and thickness of the column are not  
increased (i.e. dcol = 26 in. and tcol = 0.625 in.), the connection will be adequately designed for fatigue if 
four additional stiffeners are added at 45o angles to the original stiffeners. 
 
2. Assuming:  (1) the diameter and thickness of the column are not increased (i.e. dcol = 26 in. and  
tcol = 0.625 in.) and (2) the width and thickness of the stiffeners are not increased (i.e. wst = 8.75 in. and  
tst = 0.75 in.), the connection will be adequately designed for fatigue if the fatigue resistance of the column-
to-baseplate connection is improved to Category E by utilizing a groove-welded connection in which the 
backing ring is attached with either a full-penetration groove weld or a continuous fillet weld (Detail 11 in  
Table 11-2 as modified in this report). 
 
 
4.2.3 Stress Range at Stiffener-to-Baseplate Connection 
 
Based upon the calculations of Section 3, galloping controls the design of the stiffener-to-baseplate 
connection for fatigue.  Therefore, the stress range at the stiffener-to-baseplate connection is calculated by: 
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The stiffener-to-baseplate connection is a transverse load-bearing fillet-welded attachment with a thickness 
greater than 0.5 inches (Detail 23 in Table 11-2).  Therefore, the constant amplitude fatigue limit of this 
detail must be reduced in  accordance with the following relationship: 
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where H = 0.375 inches is the effective throat of the stiffener-to-baseplate fillet weld,  tst = 0.75 inches is the 
thickness of the stiffener plate, ∆Fn  is the modified fatigue strength, and ∆Fn

C = 10 ksi is the CAFL for a 
Category C detail. 
 
Since the calculated stress range (5.69 ksi) is greater than the constant amplitude fatigue limit (4.35 ksi), the 
stiffener-to-baseplate connection is inadequately designed for fatigue. 
 
Potential Redesigns: 
 
1. Assuming: (1) the diameter and thickness of the column are not increased (i.e. dcol = 26 in. and  
tcol = 0.625 in.) and (2) the width and thickness of the stiffeners are not increased (i.e. wst = 8.75 in. and  
tst = 0.75 in.), the connection will be adequately designed for fatigue if four additional stiffeners are added 
at 45o angles to the original stiffeners. 
 
2. Assuming: (1) the diameter and thickness of the column are not increased (i.e. dcol = 26 in. and  
tcol = 0.625 in.) and (2) the width and thickness of the stiffeners are not increased (i.e. wst = 8.75 in. and  
tst = 0.75 in.), the connection will be adequately designed for fatigue if the effective weld throat is increased 
to 0.5 in. 
 
4.2.4 Stress Range at Termination of Stiffener 
 
Based upon the calculations of Section 3, galloping controls the design of the stiffener-to-column 
connection.  Therefore, the stress range at the termination of the stiffener is calculated by: 
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The weld termination at the end of the stiffener is classified as a Category E fatigue detail (Detail 20 in 
Table 11-2).  The constant amplitude fatigue limit corresponding to Category E is 4.5 ksi (Table 11-3).  
Since the calculated stress range (6.76 ksi) is greater than the constant amplitude fatigue limit (4.5 ksi), the 
weld termination at the end of the stiffener is inadequately designed for fatigue. 
 
Potential Redesign: 
 
1.  Assuming:  the column diameter and thickness remain unchanged (i.e. dcol = 26 in. and tcol = 0.625 in.), 
the weld termination at the end of the stiffener will be adequately designed for fatigue if the fatigue 
resistance of the weld termination is improved to Category D by ensuring that the stiffeners intersect the 
column at a radius greater than 2 inches or at an angle less than 60o (i.e. Detail 22 in Table 11-2). 
 
 
4.3 Column-to-Stub Connection 
 
The details of the column-to-stub connection are given below.  Because both of the members in the 
connection are subjected to loads, the detail must be checked with respect to the stress in each member. 
 
Note:  Both the pass-through column-to-stub connection and the fillet-welded socket stub-to-flange plate 
connection are Category E’ details.  Because the stress in the stub is greatest at the column face, the stress 
range at the column face (and not at the flange plate) will always control the design of the stub.  Thus, the  
adequacy of the stub-to-flange plate connection does not need to be checked. 
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Stub diameter = dstub = 16 in 
Stub thickness = t stub = 0.5 in 
 
 
4.3.1 Stress Range in Column 
 
Based on the calculations of Section 3, galloping controls the design of the column-to-stub connection.  
Therefore, the stress range in the column is calculated by: 
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With respect to the stress in the column, the column-to-stub connection is classified as a Category E detail  
(Detail 18 in Table 11-2, as modified in this report).  The constant amplitude fatigue limit corresponding to 
Category E is 4.5 ksi (Table 11-3).  Since the calculated stress range (6.76 ksi) is greater than the constant 
amplitude fatigue limit (4.5 ksi), the column-to-stub connection is inadequately designed for fatigue. 
 
Potential Redesign: 
 
1. Assuming:  the fatigue resistance of the connection is not improved (i.e. a Category E pass-through 
connection (Detail 18 in Table 11-2) is used), the connection will be adequately designed for fatigue using a 
30-inch diameter and 0.75-inch thick column. 
 
 
4.3.2 Stress Range in Stub 
 
The following calculations determine the fatigue strength of the column-to-stub connection with respect to 
the stress in the stub. 
 
 
4.3.2.1 Moment of Inertia and Area 
 
The moment of inertia and area of the stub are calculated by: 
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where dstub = 16 inches is the diameter of the stub and t stub = 0.5 inches is the thickness of the stub.  
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4.3.2.2 Stress Range in Stub at Column Face 
 
Based upon the calculations of Section 3, galloping controls the design of the column-to-stub connection.  
The maximum axial force and moment in the stub were found using Visual Analysis software.  Therefore, 
the stress range in the stub is calculated by: 
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where AxialG = 24.40 kips and (MZ)G = 37.23 k-ft are the axial force and internal bending moment,  
respectively, in the stub at the column face.  With respect to the stress in the stub, the column-to-stub 
connection is classified as a Category E’ detail (Detail 18 in Table 11-2).  The constant amplitude fatigue 
limit corresponding to Category E’ is 2.6 ksi (Table 11-3).  Since the calculated stress range (5.89 ksi) is 
greater than the constant amplitude fatigue limit (2.6 ksi), the column-to-stub connection is inadequately 
designed for fatigue. 
 
Potential Redesigns: 
 
1. Assuming:  the fatigue resistance of the connection is not improved (i.e. a Category E’ pass-through 
connection (Detail 18 in Table 11-2) is used), the connection will be adequately designed for fatigue using a 
21-inch diameter and 0.75-inch thick stub. 
 
2. Assuming:  (1) the fatigue resistance of the connection is not improved (i.e. a Category E’ pass-through 
connection (Detail 18 in Table 11-2) is used), (2) the thickness of the stub is not increased (i.e.  
tstub = 0.5 inches), and (3) the diameter of the stub is not increased (i.e. dstub = 16 inches), the connection  
will be adequately designed for fatigue if the stiffeners at the stub-to-flange plate connection are extended 
the length of the stub so that they also intersect the column (wst = 6.5 inches and tst = 0.5 inches). 
 
 
4.4 Stress Range at Termination of Stiffener on Stub 
 
If the stub-to-flange plate stiffeners are not extended back to the column as is recommended in the second 
redesign above, the stress at the stiffener termination must be checked for fatigue.  Based upon the 
calculations of Section 3, galloping controls the design of the end of the stiffener-to-stub connection.  
Therefore, the stress range at the termination of the stiffener on the stub is calculated by: 
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where AxialG = 24.40 kips and (Mz)G = 20.73 k-ft are the axial force and internal bending moment,  
respectively, in the stub at the stiffener termination.  Since the stiffener is greater than four inches long, the 
connection is classified as a Category E detail (Detail 20 in Table 11-2).  The corresponding constant 
amplitude fatigue limit for Category E is 4.5 ksi (Table 11-3).  Since the calculated stress range (3.72 ksi) is 
less than the constant amplitude fatigue limit (4.5 ksi), the stiffener-to-stub connection is adequately 
designed for fatigue. 
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4.5 Flange Plate Bolt Group 
 
Details of the flange plate bolt group are shown below: 
 

 
 
 
 
 
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
          
 
 
 
 
 
Bolt circle diameter = dbc = 25.5 in.  
Bolt diameter = db = 1.5 in.  
Threads per inch = 6 
 
 
 
The distance to the centroid of each of the splice bolts is: 
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The tensile stress area of each splice bolt is: 
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where AT is the tensile stress area of each bolt (Equation 5-23), d b = 3 in. is the nominal bolt diameter, and  
n = 6 is the number of threads per inch. 

 
The moment of inertia of the bolt group is: 
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The area of the bolt group is: 
 

( )( ) ( )( ) 22 92.1641.112# ininboltsAboltsA Tb ===  

 
Based on the calculations of Section 3, galloping controls the design of the bolt group for fatigue.  
Therefore, the axial stress range at the extreme splice bolts is calculated by: 
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where AxialG = 24.40 kips and (Mz)G = 20.73 k-ft are the axial force and internal bending moment, 
respectively, in the stub at the stiffener termination (conservative estimation).  Bolts subjected to tension are 
classified as Category D fatigue details (Detail 5 in Table 11-2).  The constant amplitude fatigue limit 
corresponding to Category D is 7 ksi (Table 11-3).  Since the calculated stress range (3.67 ksi) is less than 
the constant amplitude fatigue limit (7 ksi), the bolt group is adequately designed for fatigue. 
 
 
4.6 Strut-to-Chord Connection 
 
The details of the strut-to-chord connection are shown below.  Because both of the members in the     
connection are subjected to loads, the detail must be checked with respect to the stress in each member. 
 
 
 
 

 
Chord diameter = dchd = 16 in. 
Chord thickness = tchd = 0.5 in.  
Strut diameter = dstrut = 5.563 in. 
Strut thickness = tstrut = 0.375 in.  

tstrut 
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4.6.1 Moment of Inertia and Area of Chord 
 
The moment of inertia and area of the chord are calculated by: 
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4.6.2 Stress Range in Chord 
 
Based upon the calculations of Section 3, galloping controls the design of the strut-to-chord connection.  
Therefore, the stress range in the chord is calculated by: 
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where AxialG = 24.40 kips and (Mz)G = 16.60 k-ft are the axial force and internal bending moment, 
respectively, in the chord at the strut connection.  With respect to the stress in the chord, the strut-to-chord 
connection is classified as a Category E detail (Detail 19 in Table 11-2).  The corresponding constant 
amplitude fatigue limit for Category E is 4.5 ksi (Table 11-3).  Since the calculated stress range (3.18 ksi) is 
less than the constant amplitude fatigue limit (4.5 ksi), the strut-to-chord connection is adequately designed 
for fatigue. 
 
 
4.6.3 Moment of Inertia and Area of Strut 
 
The moment of inertia and area of the strut are calculated by: 
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4.6.4 Stress Range in Strut at Chord Face 
 
Based upon the calculations of Section 3, galloping controls the design of the strut-to-chord connection.  
Therefore, the stress range in the strut is calculated by: 
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where AxialG = 8.91 kips and (MZ)G = 0.49 k-ft are the axial force and internal bending moment,  
respectively, in the strut at the chord connection.  With respect to the strut, the strut-to-chord connection is 
classified as a Category ET detail (Detail 19 in Table 11-2).  The corresponding constant amplitude fatigue 
limit for Category ET is 1.2 ksi (Table 11-3).  Since the calculated stress range (2.25 ksi) is greater than the 
constant amplitude fatigue limit (1.2 ksi), the strut-to-chord connection is inadequately designed for fatigue. 
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Potential Redesign: 
 
1. Assuming:  (1) the diameter and thickness of the strut are not increased (i.e. dstrut = 5.563 in. and  
tstrut = 0.375 in.), the connection will be adequately designed for fatigue if the fatigue resistance of the 
connection is improved to Category E’ (i.e. a slotted tube-to-gusset connection without a coped hole  
(Detail 15 in Table 11-2) is used).  
 
 
 
5 DEFLECTION 
 
As per the requirements of Section 11.8, cantilevered sign support structures with trussed mast-arms need 
not be designed to satisfy the deflection limit state. 
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DESIGN EXAMPLE 6 
 
1 GENERAL 
 
1.1 Description 
 
 The structure is a two-chord truss cantilevered sign support structure (steel) composed of prismatic 
structural elements.  The flat panel sign is to be designed for vibration and fatigue in accordance with 
Section 11 of the AASHTO Standard Specifications for Structural Supports for Highway Signs, Luminaires, 
and Traffic Signals with the exception of the revisions recommended in the Final Report of NCHRP Project 
10-38(2).  It is assumed that the sign will be installed on a major highway and is therefore checked per the 
requirements for a Category I structure.  Furthermore, it is assumed that the structure will be erected without 
approved mitigation devices.  All calculations are performed using SI units. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

y  
*Note all dimensions are in mm 

 
 x  

z  

 
1.2 Dimensions 
  
Column:  Chord: 
Column Length  = 13279 mm  Chord Length (Span Length) = 12000 mm 
Column Diameter = dcol = 660.4 mm  Chord Diameter = dchd = 457.2 mm 
Thickness = tcol = 22.2 mm  Thickness = tchd = 12.7 mm   
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Strut: Sign: 
Strut Diameter = dstrut = 141.3 mm  Sign Length = 9600 mm 
Thickness = tstrut = 9.5 mm  Height = 4600 mm 
 
 
1.3 Critical Fatigue Details 
 
The following details are to be checked for fatigue: 
 

1. Anchor Rods (Detail 5 in Table 11-2) 
2. Weld termination at stiffener-to-column connection (Detail 20 in Table 11-2) 
3. Weld termination at stiffener-to-baseplate connection (Detail 23 in Table 11-2) 
4. Column-to-baseplate socket connection (Detail 16 in Table 11-2) 
5. Reinforced handhole (Detail 20 in Table 11-2) 
6. Column-to-stub pass-through connection (Detail 18 in Table 11-2) 
7.  Weld termination at stiffener-to-chord connection near chord splice (Detail 20 in Table 11-2) 
8.  Weld termination at stiffener-to-splice plate connection (Detail 23 in Table 11-2)  
9. Chord-to-splice plate socket connection (Detail 16 in Table 11-2) 
10. Splice bolts (Detail 5 in Table 11-2) 
11. Strut-to-chord connection (Detail 19 in Table 11-2) 

 
 
 
2 CALCULATION OF LIMIT STATE FATIGUE LOADS 
 
2.1 Galloping 
 
The equivalent static shear range to be applied to the sign is calculated in accordance with equation 11-1: 
 

( )( ) PaPaIP FG 10000.110001000 ===  

 
where IF = 1.0 is the importance factor used in the design of a Category I sign support structure for 
galloping. 
 
The area of the sign projected on a vertical plane is: 
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The equivalent static shear load range to be applied to the sign is: 
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2.2 Vortex Shedding 
 
As per the requirements of Section 11.7.2, vortex shedding need not be considered in the design of  
cantilevered sign support structures for vibration and fatigue. 
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2.3 Natural Wind 
 
It is assumed that the structure will be erected at a location where the yearly mean wind velocity is 5.2 m/s.  
Therefore, Equation 11-5 cannot be applied without modification. 
 
The equivalent static pressure range to be applied to the structure is calculated in accordance with equation 
C 11-5: 
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where IF = 1.0 is the importance factor used in the design of a Category I sign support structure for natural 
wind gusts (Table 11-1), Cd is the drag coefficient (Table 3-5) (to be applied individually to each of the 
structural components considered), and Vmean is the yearly mean wind velocity. 
 
The equivalent static load range to be applied to the column is: 
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where (Acol)v is the area of the column projected on a vertical plane and Cd = 1.10 is a conservative estimate 
of the drag coefficient for a circular cylinder (Table 3-5).  
 
The equivalent static load range to be applied to each of the chords is: 
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where (Achd)v is the area of the chord projected on a vertical plane and Cd = 1.10 is a conservative estimate 
of the drag coefficient for a circular cylinder (Table 3-5).  
 
*Note that the area of the chord behind the sign is excluded from the calculation of the equivalent static 
load range.  Therefore, the exposed length of the chord is taken as the distance from the column face to the 
beginning of the sign panel (see below): 
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*Note also that the equivalent static load range acting on the vertical and diagonal struts is being neglected 
in this design example. 
 
The equivalent static load range to be applied to the sign is: 
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where (Asign)v is the area of the sign projected on a vertical plane and Cd = 1.19 is the drag coefficient for a 
sign with an aspect ratio of approximately 2.0 (Table 3-5). 
 
 
2.4 Truck Gusts 
 
It is assumed that the support structure will be erected at a location where the posted limit is not  
significantly less than 105 km/hr. 
 
The maximum equivalent static pressure range to be applied to a structure is calculated in accordance with the 
modified version of Equation 11-6 recommended in  this report: 
 

( ) PaCCICP ddFdTG 9000.1900900 ===  

 
where IF = 1.0 is the importance factor used in the design of a Category I support structure for truck gusts 
(Table 11-1). 
 
As per the recommended revisions to Section 11.7.4, truck gust pressures decrease linearly between 
elevations of 6 and 10 m.  For this example, it is assumed that the base of the column is at the same 
elevation as the roadway surface.  Therefore, the elevations at the bottom of the chord and walkway are: 
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mmmmmmmmywalkway 9400450215012000 =−−=  

 
Since the elevation of the bottom chord is greater than 10 m, no truck gust pressure should be applied to it.  
As well, the modified walkway truck gust pressure is: 
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It is assumed that the sign depth is negligible.  Therefore, the truck gust pressure acting on the sign has been  
neglected in this example. 

 
As per the recommended revisions to Section 11.7.4, the equivalent static pressure range is to be applied 
along the outermost 3.7 m of the support truss. 
 
The equivalent static load range to be applied to the maintenance walkway is calculated as follows: 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Number of Walkway Hangers: 
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Number of Bearing Bars: 
 

BarsSay
mm

mm

Spacing

WidthWalkway
Bars  23 9.22

30
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# →===  

 
The equivalent static load range to be applied to the walkway is: 
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where (Ahanger)h is the area of the hanger (exposed to the truck gust) projected on a horizontal plane and  
Cd = 1.7 is the drag coefficient for a sharp edged member (Table 3-5). 
 
The equivalent static load range to be applied to the walkway grating is: 
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where (Agrating)h is the area of the walkway grating (exposed to the truck gust) projected on a horizontal 
plane and Cd = 1.7 is the drag coefficient for a sharp-edged member (Table 3-5).   
 
*Note that only the area of the bearing bars has been included in the calculation of this force.  Had the 
dimensions of the grating been known, the area of the grating would have also been included in the 
calculation.  
 
The equivalent static load range to be applied to the luminaire support is: 
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( ) NF lsTG 70=  

 
where (Als)h is the area of the luminaire support (exposed to the truck gust) projected on a horizontal plane 
and Cd = 1.7 is the drag coefficient for a sharp edged member (Table 3-5). 
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The total equivalent static load range is: 
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*Note that the truck gust force acting on the luminaire has been neglected in this calculation.  Had details of 
the luminaire been known, the area of the luminaire would have been included in the calculation of the truck 
gust force. 
 
 
 
3 CALCULATION OF BENDING MOMENTS 
 
3.1 Moment Due to Galloping 
 
The bending moment at the centerline of the column (about the z-axis) is calculated by: 
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The bending moment at the base of the column (about the x-axis) is calculated by: 
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The bending moment at the centerline of the column (about the y-axis) is calculated by: 
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3.3 Moment Due to Truck Gusts 

 

The bending moment at the centerline of the column (about the z-axis) is calculated by: 
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The bending moment at the centerline of the column (about the x-axis) due to the eccentric loading on the 
miscellaneous attachments is calculated by: 
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4 STRESS RANGE CALCULATIONS 

4.1 Anchor Rods 
 
Details of the anchor rod group are provided below:       

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
Anchor rod circle diameter = darc = 900 mm 
Anchor rod diameter = dar = 80 mm 
Thread series = metric course = 0.1575 threads/mm 

 
 

L1 = 952.6 mm        (FTG)grating 

L2 = 1111.1 mm     (FTG)hanger 

L3 = 1333.6 mm              (FTG)ls 

L4 = 1943.6 mm               (FTG)ls 

Chord 

            Walkway 

Walkway 
Hanger 

   Luminaire 
    Supports 

  x1 

 
 x2   

darc 

Anchor Rod 

Stiffener 

 
 
22.5° 
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The distance to the centroid of each anchor rod is calculated by: 
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The tensile stress area of each anchor rod is calculated by  
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The moment of inertia of the anchor rod group is: 
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4.1.1 Anchor Rod Stress Range 
 
Based upon the calculations of Section 3, galloping controls the design of the anchor rod group for fatigue.  
The axial stress range in each of the anchor rods is calculated by: 
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Anchor rods are classified as Category D fatigue details (Detail 5 in Table 11-2).  The constant amplitude 
fatigue limit corresponding to Category D is 45 MPa.  Since the calculated stress range (41 MPa) is less 
than the constant amplitude fatigue limit (45 MPa), the anchor rod group is adequately designed for fatigue. 
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4.2 Column-to-Baseplate Connection 
 
Details of the column-to-baseplate connection are provided below: 

4.2.1 Stress Range at Termination of Stiffener 
 
The stress range at the termination of the stiffener (Detail 20 Table 11-2) is calculated as follows: 
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Based on the calculations of Section 3, galloping controls the design of the stiffener termination for fatigue.  
Therefore: 
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The weld termination at the end of the stiffener is classified as a Category E fatigue detail (Detail 20 in 
Table 11-2).  The Category E classification arises from the fact that the length of the stiffener is greater than  
102 mm and the weld termination does not possess a smooth transition (i.e. the end of the stiffener is 
perpendicular to the longitudinal axis of the column).  The constant amplitude fatigue limit corresponding to
Category E is 31 MPa (Table 11-3).  Since the calculated stress range (46 MPa) at the weld termination is 
greater than the constant amplitude fatigue limit (31 MPa), the stiffener termination is inadequately 
designed for fatigue. 
 
Potential Redesign: 
 
The stiffener connection can be improved by providing a smooth transition at the weld termination.  For  
example, the weld termination can be improved to Category D (Detail 22 in Table 11-2) by providing a 
transition radius > 51 mm or a taper with an angle 15° < α < 60° (see the figure below): 

           215 mm 

  305 mm 

      75 mm 

Stiffener 

25-mm x 25-mm clip 
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For this configuration,  α = 36° is OK for Category D        

Since the calculated stress range (46 MPa) is less than the constant amplitude fatigue limit corresponding to  
Category D (48 MPa), the connection would be adequately designed for fatigue.  Therefore, one option for 
design would be to use a tapered stiffener with a length of 375 mm. 

4.2.2 Stress Range at Stiffener-to-Baseplate Connection 

wst = 215 mm – 25 mm = 190 mm 
tst = 20 mm 

From previous calculations:  Icol = 2.269x109 mm4 

The moment of inertia of the stiffeners is estimated as follows: 
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The area of each of the stiffeners is: 

( )( ) 2380020190 mmmmmmtwA ststst ===  

The moment of inertia of the stiffeners is estimated by: 
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*Note that the individual moments of inertia of each of the stiffeners (i.e. the bh3/12 term ) has been 
neglected in the calculation of Ist. 
 
The moment of inertia of the column base is calculated as follows: 
 

494949 10349.51008.310269.2 mmxmmxmmxIII stcolcb =+=+=  

 
The stress range at the end of the stiffener (Detail 23 Table 11-2) is calculated as follows: 
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Since the thickness of the stiffener is greater than 13 mm, the constant amplitude fatigue limit of this detail 
is calculated as follows (Detail 23 and Noted in Table 11-2): 
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where H is the effective weld throat (mm), and tp is the thickness of the stiffener (mm). 

 
The thickness of the stiffener = tp = 20 mm 
The effective weld throat = H = 18 mm 
 
Therefore, the constant amplitude fatigue limit is calculated using the given H and tp: 
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Since the calculated stress range (32 MPa) is less than the constant amplitude fatigue limit (50 MPa), the 
stiffener connection is adequately designed for fatigue. 
 

H tp 
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4.2.3 Stress Range at Column-to-Baseplate Connection 
 
The stress range at the fillet-welded socket column-to-baseplate connection is calculated as follows: 
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The fillet-welded socket connection is classified as a Category E’ fatigue detail (Detail 16 in Table 11-2).  
The constant amplitude fatigue limit corresponding to Category E’ is 18 MPa (Table 11-3).  Since the  
calculated stress range (20 MPa) is greater than the constant amplitude fatigue limit (18 MPa), the detail is 
inadequately designed for fatigue.  However, the level of overstress is minimal.  As a result, the socket   
connection can be considered adequately designed for fatigue considering the fact that a conservative  
assumption was made in calculating the moment of inertia of the column base (i.e. the individual moments 
of inertia of the stiffeners were neglected in the calculation of Icb). 
 
 
4.3 Stress Range at Reinforced Handhole 
 
The reinforced handhole is considered a non-load bearing fillet-welded longitudinal attachment (Detail 20 
in Table 11-2).  Since the length of the reinforcement (125 mm)  is greater than 102 mm, the handhole is a 
Category E detail. 

 
 
 
 

 
The critical loading for the reinforced handhole is the bending moment about the x-axis due to natural wind  
(Mx)NW.  Although the bending moment due to galloping  (Mz)G is greater than (Mx)NW, the handhole is 
located in an area of minimal stress with respect to the galloping moment.  Therefore, (Mx)NW controls the 
design of the handhole for fatigue. 

z 

x        x 

z 

       Detail 20 

125 mm 

600 mm 

Handhole 
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The stress range at the termination of the reinforcement is calculated as follows: 
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*Note that this stress range calculation is conservative because (Mx)NW is based upon a moment arm  
extending to the base of the column. 
 
The constant amplitude fatigue limit corresponding to Category E is 31 MPa (Table 11-3).  Since the 
calculated stress range (28 MPa) is less than the constant amplitude fatigue limit (31 MPa), the handhole is  
adequately designed for fatigue. 
 

4.4 Stress Range at Post-Stub Connection 
 
The post-stub connection is a “mast-arm-to-column pass-through detail” (Detail 18 in Table 11-2) and is 
classified as a Category E’ fatigue detail. 
 

 

The moment of inertia of the chord is calculated by: 
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The area of the chord is calculated as follows:
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Based upon the calculations of Section 3, galloping controls the design of the post-stub connection for 
fatigue.  The results of a computer analysis indicate that the galloping load is distributed through the truss to 
the column in the following manner: 

Chord 

Column 

 Detail 18 

330.2 mm 
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The moment and axial load ranges at the bottom chord control the design of the connection.  Therefore, the  
stress range at the post-stub connection is calculated as follows: 
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The post-stub connection is classified as a Category E’ fatigue detail (Detail 18 in Table 11-2).  The 
constant amplitude fatigue limit corresponding to Category E’ is 18 MPa (Table 11-3).  Since the calculated 
stress range (37 MPa) is greater than the constant amplitude fatigue limit (18 MPa), the detail is 
inadequately designed for fatigue. 
 
*Note that the axial stress range has been included in the calculation of (SR)chd.  The axial stress makes up a 
significant portion of (SR)chd (≈ 21%) and therefore must be included in the calculation.  The axial stress 
range, however, was neglected in the fatigue calculations at the column base because the axial stress range 
was negligible in comparison to the bending stress range. 
 
Potential Redesign: 
 
The post-stub connection will be adequately designed for fatigue if the stiffeners at the chord splice 
assembly are extended to the column: 

139104 N   

2.16x106 N-mm 

              15456 N   

139104 N 
5.61x107 N-mm 

 
59616 N 

Top Chord 

Bottom Chord 

*Note all forces and moments 
are shown as ranges. 
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The area of one stiffener is: 
 

( )( ) 2
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The total area of all six stiffeners is: 
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Stiffener 

Flange plate for chord splice assembly 
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Stiffener 
         Column 

  A  

A 

 30° 
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 x 

wst = 135 mm - 25 mm = 110 mm 

Section A-A 
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The moment of inertia of the stiffeners is estimated by: 
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*Note that the moments of inertia of each of the individual stiffeners (i.e. the bh 3/12 term) have been 
neglected in the calculation of Ist . 
 
The moment of inertia of the flange plate assembly is: 
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The area of the flange plate assembly is: 
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The stress range at the post-stub connection is calculated as follows: 
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Since the calculated stress range (17 MPa) is now less than the constant amplitude fatigue limit 
corresponding to a Category E’ fatigue detail (18 MPa), the post-stub connection is adequately designed for  
fatigue. 
 
The stress range at the stiffener-to-column connection (Detail 23 Table 11-2) is calculated as follows: 
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Since the thickness of the stiffener is greater than 13 mm, the constant amplitude fatigue limit of this detail 
is calculated as follows: 
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where H is the effective weld throat (mm) and tp is the thickness of the stiffener (mm).  Therefore, the 
CAFL is calculated as follows:
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Since the calculated stress range (21 MPa) is less than the constant amplitude fatigue limit (48 MPa), the 
stiffener-to-column connection is adequately designed for fatigue. 

4.5 Chord Splice Assembly 

Details of the chord splice assembly are shown below:  

135 mm 

230 mm 

25-mm x 25-mm clip 

Stiffener 

Detail 20 

Detail 16 

Detail 23 

30° 

15° 
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4.5.1 Stress Range at Weld Termination at End of Stiffener 
 
The stress range at the termination of the stiffener is calculated as follows: 
 

From previous calculations: I chd = 4.384x108 mm4 
     Achd = 17735 mm2 
 
Based upon the calculations of Section 3, galloping controls the design of the chord splice assembly for 
fatigue. 
 
The results of a computer analysis indicate that the galloping load is distributed through the truss to the 
splice in the following manner: 
 
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
          
 
*Note that the moment range and axial load range at the center of the splice is used to check the fatigue 
strength of the weld termination at the end of the stiffener.  This is a conservative assumption: 
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The weld termination at the end of the stiffener is classified as a Category E detail (Detail 20 in  
Table 11-2).  The Category E classification arises from the fact that the length of the stiffener is greater than 
102 mm and the weld termination does not possess a smooth transition.  The constant amplitude fatigue 
limit corresponding to Category E is 31 MPa (Table 11-3).  Since the calculated stress range (25 MPa) is 
less than the constant amplitude fatigue limit (31 MPa), the stiffener termination is adequately designed for 
fatigue. 
 
Possible Design Improvements: 
 
Similar to the stiffener at the column base, the fatigue resistance of the stiffener at the chord can be 
improved by providing a smooth transition at the weld termination (Detail 22 in Table 11-2).  As was shown 

 
 
 
3.67x106 N-mm            139104 N  
 
     15456 N 

 
3.39x107 N-mm   
             139104 N  
 
     59616 N 

Detail 20 

Center of Splice 
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in Section 4.2.1, the weld termination can be improved to Category D by providing a transition radius > 51 
mm or a taper with an angle 15° < α < 60° (see figure in Section 4.2.1). 
 
 
4.5.2 Stress Range at Stiffener-to-Flange Plate Connection 

            
           
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
       

 
From previous calculations: AFP = 30935 mm2 

     IFP = 1.067x109 mm4 

 
Based upon the calculations of Section 3, galloping controls the design of the flange plate assembly for 
fatigue.  Using the forces at the centerline of the splice, the stress range at the end of the stiffener (Detail 23 
in Table 11-2) is calculated as follows: 
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where c = [dchd/2 + clip + wst]cos30° = [(457.2 mm)/2 + 25 mm + 110 mm]cos30° = 314.9 mm 
 
From previous calculations, the constant amplitude fatigue limit of this connection is 48 MPa.  Since the 
calculated stress range (15 MPa) is less than the constant amplitude fatigue limit (48 MPa), the stiffener-to-
flange plate connection is adequately designed for fatigue. 
 
 
4.5.3 Stress Range at Chord-to-Flange Plate Connection 
 
The stress range at the fillet-welded socket chord-to-flange plate connection (Detail 16 in Table 11-2) is 
calculated as follows: 
 

 30° 

x1 
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The fillet-welded socket connection is classified as a Category E’ detail (Detail 16 in Table 11-2).  The 
constant amplitude fatigue limit corresponding to Category E’ is 18 MPa (Table 11-3).  Since the calculated 
stress range (12 MPa) is less than the constant amplitude fatigue limit (18 MPa), the detail is adequately 
designed for fatigue. 

4.6 Flange Plate Bolt Group 

Details of the flange plate bolt group are shown below: 

 

            
            
            
            
            
            
            
          

Bolt circle diameter = dbc = 648 mm 
Bolt diameter = 36 mm 
Thread series = 0.2362 threads/mm 

The distance to the centroid of each of the splice bolts is: 
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The tensile stress area of each splice bolt is: 
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where P is the thread pitch = 1/thread series = 1/0.2362 = 4.23 mm/thread. 
 
The moment of inertia of the bolt group is: 
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The area of the bolt group is: 

( )( ) ( )( ) 22 967280612# mmmmboltsAboltsA Tb ===  

Based upon the calculations of Section 3, galloping controls the design of the bolt group for fatigue. 
 
The axial stress range at the extreme splice bolts is calculated by: 
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Bolts subjected to tension are classified as Category D fatigue details (Detail 5 in Table 11-2).  The 
constant amplitude fatigue limit corresponding to Category D is 48 MPa (Table 11-3).  Since the calculated 
stress range (35 MPa) is less than the constant amplitude fatigue limit (48 MPa), the bolt group is 
adequately designed for fatigue. 
 
 
4.7 Strut-to-Chord Connection 
 
Details of the strut-to-chord connection are shown below: 

Detail 19 
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The moment of inertia of the strut is: 
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The area of the strut is: 
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Based upon calculations of Section 3, galloping controls the design of the strut-to-chord connection for 
fatigue. 
 
The results of a computer analysis indicate that the maximum forces occur in the first vertical strut from the 
face of the column.  Therefore, this strut will be used to check the adequacy of the strut-to-chord connection 
for fatigue. 

The forces carried by the first strut are as follows: 

Axial load range = 55200 N 
Bending moment range = 8.832 x 105 N-mm 

The stress range at the strut-to-chord connection is calculated by: 
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The r/t ratio for the chord is: 
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Since the r/t ratio of the chord is less than 24, the strut-to-chord connection (Detail 19 in Table 11-2) is 
classified as Category ET with respect to the stress range in the strut.  The constant amplitude fatigue limit 
for Category ET is 8 MPa (Table 11-3).  Since the calculated stress range (21 MPa) is greater than the 
constant amplitude fatigue limit (8 MPa), the strut-to-chord connection is inadequately designed for fatigue. 
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Potential Redesigns: 
 
1.  Try using a strut with a 323.9-mm diameter and a 9.5-mm thickness. 

 
The moment of inertia of the strut would be: 
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The area of the strut would be: 
 

( )[ ] ( ) ( )( )
2

2222

9383

5.929.3239.323
4

2
4

mmA

mmmmtddA

strut

strutstrutstrutstrut

=

−−=−−= ππ

 
The stress range at the strut-to-chord connection is calculated by: 
 

( ) ( )( )

( ) MPaS

mmx

mmmmNx

mm

N

I

cM

A

P
S

chdstrutR

strut

strut

strut

strut
chdstrutR

7

1016.1

16210832.8

9383

55200
48

5

2

=

−+=+=

−

−

 
Since the calculated stress range (7 MPa) is less then the CAFL for Category ET (8 MPa), the strut-to-chord 
connection will be adequately designed for fatigue using a strut with a diameter = 323.9 mm and a thickness 
= 9.5 mm. 
 
 
2.  Connect the struts and diagonals to the chords using gusset plates.  For this connection, try a 425-mm 
long by 20-mm thick gusset plate.  This detail is Category ET. 

The area of the gusset plate is: 

( )( ) 2850020425 mmmmmmtLA gussetgussetgusset ===  

The moment of inertia of the gusset plate is: 
 

( )( ) ( )( ) 48
33

1028.1
12

42520

12
mmx

mmmmLt
I gussetgusset

gusset ===  

 
The stress range in the gusset plate is: 
 

( ) ( )( )

( ) MPaS

mmx

mmmmNx

mm

N
S

gussetR

gussetR

8

1028.1

5.21210832.8

8500

55200
48

5

2

=

−+=
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Since the calculated stress range (8 MPa) is equal to the CAFL for Category ET (8 MPa), the connection of 
the gusset plate to the chord is adequately designed for fatigue. 
 
The connection of the strut to the gusset is a Category E’ detail.  As was shown above, using a 141.3-mm by 
9.5-mm strut results in a stress range of 21 MPa, which just exceeds the CAFL of 18 MPa. 
 
Options Include: 
 

1.  Drill a cope hole at the end of the cut out in the tube.  According to the modifications 
recommended in this report, the hole diameter should be the greater of:  25 mm, twice the gusset 
plate thickness (2 x 20 mm = 40 mm), and twice the tube thickness (2 x 9.5 mm = 19 mm). 
Therefore, the cope hole diameter should be at least 40 mm.  This improves the fatigue Category to 
E (CAFL = 31 MPa).  

2. Increase the strut size to 168.3-mm by 11-mm tube to reduce the stress range to 15 MPa. 
 
 

*Note:  Other chord to strut and diagonal joints should also be checked for fatigue. 
 
The results of a computer analysis indicate that the force transfer through the chords at the location of the  
first vertical is as follows: 

Cope Hole 

1.15x107N-mm 
 

 139104 N 
      15456 N 

7.95x106N-mm 
139104 N 

      59616 N 

Top Chord 

Bottom Chord 

Vertical Strut 
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The stress range in the chord at the location of the first vertical strut is: 
 

( ) ( )( )

( ) MPaS

mmx

mmmmNx

mm

N

I

cM

A

P
S

strutchdR

chd

chdchd

chd

chd
strutchdR

14

10384.4

6.2291015.1

17735

139104
48

7

2

=

−+=+=

−

−

 
The strut-to-chord connection is classified as a Category E detail with respect to the stress range in the 
chord.  The constant amplitude fatigue limit for Category E is 31 MPa (Table 11-3).  Since the calculated 
stress range (14 MPa) is less than the CAFL (31 MPa), the strut-to-chord connection is adequately designed
for fatigue with respect to the stress range in the chord. 

5 DEFLECTION 
 
As per the requirements of Section 11.8, cantilevered sign support structures with trussed mast-arms need 
not be designed to satisfy the deflection limit state. 
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DESIGN EXAMPLE 7 
 
1 GENERAL 
 
1.1 Description 
 
 The structure is a cantilevered signal support structure (steel) composed of prismatic and uniformly 
tapered structural elements.  The signal is to be designed for vibration and fatigue in accordance with 
Section 11 of the AASHTO Specifications with the exception of the revisions to the Specifications 
recommended in the Final Report of NCHRP Project 10-38(2).  It is assumed that the signal will be 
installed on a major highway and is therefore checked per the requirements for a Category I structure.  
Furthermore, it is assumed that the structure will be erected without approved vibration mitigation devices.  
All calculations are performed using S.I. units. 
 
 

 

1.2 Dimensions 
 
Column: Signal Arm: 
Column length = L1 = 8.5 m Signal arm length = 9.1 m 
Signal arm attachment height = L2 = 5.35 m  Signal arm rise = 1050 mm 
Column base diameter = 457 mm Signal arm base diameter = 273 mm 
Column wall thickness = 11 mm Signal arm wall thickness = 6.0 mm 
Taper = 11.67 mm/m Taper = 10.83 mm/m 

y 

  z1   z2 

0.7 m2 0.5 m2 

  9.1 m 

0.7 m2 

L1 

y1        y2       y3          y4 

1.2 m2 

L2 1.1 m2 

0.4 m2 

0.85 m2 

z 

x 

x3 
x4 

x5 

x2 
x1 
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Luminaire Extension:    Anchor Rods: 
Luminaire arm length = 5.5 m   Anchor rod circle diameter = 610 mm 
Luminaire arm diameter = 120 mm  Anchor rod diameter = 44.5 mm 
Luminaire wall thickness = 6.0 mm 
Luminaire arm rise  = 1219 mm 
 
Distances to Attachments: 
Distance from column to center of sign 1 = x1 = 0.45 m 
Distance from column to center of sign 2 = x2 = 5.0 m 
Distance from column to center of signal 2 = x3 = 5.6 m 
Distance from column to center of sign 3 = x4 = 8.5 m 
Distance from column to center of signal 3 = x5 = 9.1 m 
Height to center of signal 1.1 = z1 = 3.18 m  
Height to center of signal 1 = z2 = 3.89 m 
Height to center of sign 2, sign 3, signal 2, and signal 3 = y = y1 = y2 = y3 = y4 = 6.4 m  

1.3 Critical Fatigue Details 
The structure contains the following details, which must be checked for fatigue. 
 
1.     Anchor rods (Detail 5 in Table 11-2) 
2.     Column-to-baseplate fillet-welded connection (Detail 16 in Table 11-2) 
3.     Signal mast-arm-to-column connection (Details 5, 16, and 17 in Table 11-2) 
4.     Luminaire mast-arm-to-column connection (Details 5, 16, 17, and 19 in Table 11-2) 

2 CALCULATION OF LIMIT STATE FATIGUE LOADS 
 
2.1 Galloping 
 
The equivalent static shear range to be applied to each of the signal and sign attachments is calculated in 
accordance with Equation 11-1: 

( ) ( ) PaIP FG 10000.110001000 ===  

where IF = 1.0 (Table 11-1) is the importance factor used in the design of a Category I signal support 
structure for galloping. 
 
The equivalent static shear load ranges to be applied to each of the signals and signs attached to the signal 
arm are calculated by: 

( ) ( ) NmPaAPF
vsignGsignG 11001.11000 2

11, ===

( ) ( ) NmPaAPF
vsignGsignG 7007.01000 2

22, ===

( ) ( ) NmPaAPF
vsignalGsignalG 85085.01000 2

22, ===

( ) ( ) NmPaAPF
vsignGsignG 5005.01000 2

33, ===

( ) ( ) NmPaAPF
vsignalGsignalG 12002.11000 2

33, ===
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2.2 Vortex Shedding 
 
As per the requirements of Section 11.7.2, vortex shedding need not be considered in the design of  
cantilevered signal support structures for vibration and fatigue. 

2.3 Natural Wind Gusts 
 
It is assumed that the support structure will be erected at a location where the annual mean wind velocity is 
5.8 m/s.  Since the annual mean wind velocity is greater than 5 m/s, the equivalent static pressure range to 
be applied to the structure is calculated in accordance with Equation C 11-5. 

 

( ) ( ) PaC
sm

CI
V

CP ddF
mean

dNW 4.3360.1
25

/8.5
250

25
250

22

=







=








=  

where IF = 1.0 (Table 11-1) is the importance factor used in the design of a Category I signal support 
structure for natural wind. 
 
The equivalent static load ranges to be applied to the traffic signals is calculated by:  

 

( ) ( ) ( )( )( ) NmPaAPF
vsignalNWsignalNW 6.2827.02.14.336 2

11 ===

( ) ( ) ( )( )( ) NmPaAPF
vsignalNWsignalNW 5.1614.02.14.336 2

1.11.1 ===

( ) ( ) ( )( )( ) NmPaAPF
vsignalNWsignalNW 1.34385.02.14.336 2

22 ===

( ) ( ) ( )( )( ) NmPaAPF
vsignalNWsignalNW 4.4842.12.14.336 2

33 ===

where Cd = 1.2 is a conservative estimate of the drag coefficients for a traffic signal (Table 3-5).   
 
The equivalent static load ranges to be applied to the signs are calculated by: 
 

( ) ( ) ( )( )( ) NmPaAPF
vsignNWsignNW 0.4441.120.14.336 2

11 ===  

( ) ( ) ( )( )( ) NmPaAPF
vsignNWsignNW 2.2807.019.14.336 2

22 ===  

( ) ( ) ( )( )( ) NmPaAPF
vsignNWsignNW 2.2005.019.14.336 2

33 ===  

 
where Cd = 1.2, 1.19, and 1.19 are conservative estimates of the drag coefficients for the signs (Table 3-5).   
 
The equivalent static load ranges to be applied to the circular cylinders are calculated by: 

( ) ( ) ( )( )( ) NmPaAPF vcolNWcolNW 4.176176.41.14.336 2 ===  

( ) ( ) ( )( )( ) NmPaAPF
varmlumNWarmlumNW 2.24466.01.14.336 2

,, ===  

( ) ( ) ( )( )( ) NmPaAPF
varmsigNWarmsigNW 0.753035.21.14.336 2

,, ===  

where Cd = 1.1 is a conservative estimate of the drag coefficient for circular cylinders (Table 3-5).   
 
Note: The area of the signal arm and column behind each of the signals and signs has been 
conservatively included in the calculation of the equivalent load range. 
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2.4 Truck Gusts 
 
It is assumed that the support structure will be erected at a location where the posted speed limit is not 
significantly less than 30 m/s.  Therefore, equation 11-6 (revised) is applied without modification. 
 
The maximum equivalent static pressure range to be applied to a structure is calculated in accordance with 
the modified version of Equation 11-6 recommended in this report: 
 

( ) PaCCICP ddFdTG 9000.1900900 ===  

 
where IF = 1.0 (Table 11-1) is the importance factor used in the design of a Category I signal support  
structure for truck gusts. 
 
As per the recommended revisions to Section 11.7.4, truck gust pressures decrease linearly between 
elevations of 6 and 10 m.  For this example, it is assumed that the base of the column is at the same 
elevation as the roadway surface.  The centers of gravity of the mast arm tip and its attachments are located  
at an elevation of 6.4 m.  However, both signals hang below that elevation by at 0.4 m.  Therefore, the full 
truck gust pressure equation will conservatively be used throughout. 
 
The equivalent static load range applied to the traffic signals and the outer 3.7 meters of the signal arm are 
calculated as follows: 
 

( ) ( ) ( )( ) NmPaAPF
hsignalTGsignalTG 1081.02.1900 2

22 ===  

( ) ( ) ( )( ) NmPaAPF
hsignalTGsignalTG 2162.02.1900 2

33 ===  

( ) ( ) ( )( ) NmPaAPF
harmsigTGarmsigTG 71372.01.1900 2

,, ===  

 
where Cd = 1.2 and 1.1 are conservative estimates of the drag coefficient for the horizontal surface of the 
traffic signals and the signal arm, respectively (Table 3-5).  All areas used are the corresponding areas that   
are projected on a horizontal plane. 
 
 
 
3 CALCULATIONS OF BENDING MOMENTS 
 
3.1 Moment Due to Galloping 
 
 The bending moment at the centerline of the column (about the z-axis) is calculated by:  
 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )5343322211 xFxFxFxFxFM signalGsignGsignalGsignGsignGGz ++++=  

( ) ( )( ) ( )( ) ( )( ) ( )( ) ( )( )mNmNmNmNmNM Gz 1.912005.85006.58500.570045.01100 ++++=
( ) mNM Gz −= 925,23  
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3.2 Moment Due to Natural Wind 
 
The bending moment at the base of the column (about the x-axis) is calculated by:  

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )21,,1 1.92/ zFyFmFLFM signalNWarmsigNWarmlumNWcolNWNWx +++=  

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )[ ]33222111.1 signalNWsignNWsignalNWsignNWsignNWsignaNW FFFFyLFzF ++++++  

( ) ( )( ) ( )( ) ( )( ) ( )( )mNmNmNmNM NWx 89.36.2824.60.7531.92.24425.44.1761 +++=  

( )( ) ( )( ) ( )[ ]NNNNmmNmN 4.4842.2001.3432.2804.635.50.44418.35.161 ++++++
 

( ) mNM NWx −= 886,26  

Note: It is conservatively assumed that the column load [(FNW)col] acts at the mid-height of the column 
and that the mast arm loads [(FNW)sig,arm and (FNW)lum,arm] act at the peak height of the mast arm.  

The bending moment in the signal arm (about the y-axis) at pole connection is calculated by:  

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )2211,,,
2/1.9 xFxFmFM signNWsignNWarmsigNWarmsigNWy ++=  

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )534332 xFxFxF signalNWsignNWsignalNW +++  

 
( ) ( )( ) ( )( ) ( )( )mNmNmNM

armsigNWy 0.52.28045.00.44455.40.753
,,

++=

( )( ) ( )( ) ( )( )mNmNmN 1.92.4845.82.2006.51.343 +++
 

( ) mNM
armsigNWy −= 056,13

,,
 

 
The bending moment in the luminaire arm (about the y-axis) at the pole connection is calculated by:  

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( ) mNmNmFM armlumNWarmlumNWy −=== 67275.22.2442/5.5,,,
 

Note: It is conservatively assumed that the loads on the luminaire and signal arms act at the horizontal
mid-points of the arms and that the signal and crosswalk signal attached to the column need not be 
considered for these calculations. 

3.3 Moment Due to Truck Gusts 
 
The bending moment at the centerline of the column (about the z-axis) is calculated by:  

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )2/6.35,3253 mxFxFxFM armsigTGsignalTGsignalTGTGz −++=  

( ) ( )( ) ( )( ) ( )( )2/7.31.97136.51081.9216 mmNmNmNM TGz −++=  

( ) mNM TGz −= 775,7  
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4 STRESS RANGE CALCULATIONS 
 
4.1  Anchor Rods 
 
Details of the anchor rods are provided below: 

 

 

  
 
            
            
            
            
            
            
  
 
Thread pitch = P = 5.1 mm 
Anchor rod circle diameter = darc = 610 mm 
Nominal anchor rod diameter = dar = 44.5 mm 
Number of anchor rods = 4 
 
 
4.1.1 Moment of Inertia of the Anchor Rod Group 
  
The centroidal distances to the anchor rods are calculated by:  
 

m
md

x arc 216.045cos
2

610.0
45cos

2
=°=°=  

 
where x is the centroidal distance to each of the anchor rods and darc = 0.610 m is the diameter of the 
anchor rod circle. 
 
The tensile stress area of each of the anchor rods is calculated using Equation 5-23:  
 

[ ] ( )[ ] 222 12391.5938.05.44
4

938.0
4

mmmmmmPdA arT =−=−= ππ
 

 
where AT is the tensile stress area of each anchor rod, d ar = 44.5 mm is the nominal anchor rod diameter, 
and P = 5.1 mm is the thread pitch. 
 
The moment of inertia of the anchor rod group is calculated by: 
 

( )( )[ ] 442232 1031.2216.010239.14 mmmxAI Tar
−− ×=×=Σ=  

 
where AT = 1.239 x 10-3 m2 is the tensile stress area of each anchor rod and x is the centroidal distance to  
each of the anchor rods. 
 

 
 x

Pole Base 
Diameter 

Anchor Rod 
Circle 
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4.1.2 Anchor Rod Stress Range 
 
Based upon the calculations of Section 3, natural wind controls the design of the anchor rod group for 
fatigue.  Therefore, the axial stress range in each of the anchor rods is calculated by: 
 

( ) ( ) ( )( )
MPa

m

mmN

I

cM
S

ar

NWx
arR 5.35

1031.2

305.0886,26
44

=
×
−== −  

 
Anchor rods are classified as Category D fatigue details (Detail 5 in Table 11-2).  The constant amplitude 
fatigue limit corresponding to Category D is 48 MPa (Table 11-3).  Since the calculated stress range  
(35.5 MPa) is less than the constant amplitude fatigue limit (48 MPa), the anchor rod group is adequately 
designed for fatigue. 
 
 
4.2 Column-to-Baseplate Connection 
 
Details of the column-to-baseplate socket connection are provided below: 

t

db,column

 
 

Diameter at base = db,column = 0.457 m 
Thickness = t = 11.0 mm 
 
 
4.2.1 Moment of Inertia 
 
The moment of inertia of the column is calculated by: 
 

( )[ ] ( ) ( )[ ] 444444
, 1086.6016.0610.0610.0

64
2

64
mmmmtddI bbbasecol

−×=−−=−−= ππ
 

            
 
4.2.2 Column Stress Range 
 
Based upon the calculations of Section 3, natural wind controls the design of the column-to-baseplate 
connection for fatigue.  Therefore, the stress range at the column is calculated by: 
 

( ) ( ) ( )( )
MPa

m

mmN

I

cM
S

basecol

NWx
colR 0.12

1086.6

305.0886,26
44

,

=
×
−== −  
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The column-to-baseplate socket connection is classified as a Category E’ fatigue detail (Detail 16 in  
Table 11-2).  The constant amplitude fatigue limit corresponding to Category E’ is 18 MPa (Table 11-3).  
Since the calculated stress range (15.8 MPa) is less than the constant amplitude fatigue limit (18 MPa), the 
socket connection is adequately designed for fatigue. 

4.3 Signal Mast-Arm-to-Column Connection 

The signal mast-arm-to-column connection (built-up box) is composed of three components that must be 
checked for fatigue:  (1) flange-plate bolt group, (2) mast-arm-to-flange-plate socket connection, and (3) 
built-up box.  Each of these components will be considered individually in the following sections. 

4.3.1 Flange Plate Bolt Group 

Details of the flange plate bolt group are provided below:

A = 305 mm       B = 508 mm       H = 686 mm       W = 432 mm 
 
Nominal bolt diameter = db = 38.1 mm 
Thread pitch = P = 4.2 mm 
Number of bolts = 4 
 
 
4.3.1.1 Moment of Inertia 
 
The centroidal distances to the bolts are calculated by: 
 

mm
mmB

y 254
2

508

2
===  

 
        H           B  

 
 
A 
 
W 

Z 

      
      Y  
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mm
mmA

z 5.152
2

305

2
===  

The tensile stress area of each of the bolts is calculated using Equation 5-23:  

( ) ( )( ) 222 5.9162.4938.01.38
4

938.0
4

mmmmPdA bT =−=−= ππ

 
where AT is the tensile stress area of each bolt and P = 4.2 mm is the thread pitch. 

The moments of inertia of the bolt group are calculated by: 

( )( )[ ] 442242
, 1037.2254.010165.94 mmmyAI Tzb

−− ×=×=Σ=  

( )( )[ ] 452242
, 1053.81525.010165.94 mmmzAI Tyb

−− ×=×=Σ=  

4.3.1.2 Flange Plate Bolt Stress Range 
 
Based upon the calculations of Section 3, the flange plate bolt group must be checked with respect to  
galloping for moments about the z-axis and natural wind for moments about the y-axis.  Therefore, the bolt   
stress ranges are calculated by: 

( ) ( ) ( )( )
MPa

m

mmN

I

yM
S

zb

Gz
zboltR 6.25

1037.2

254.0925,23
44

,
, =

×
−== −  

( )
( ) ( )( )

MPa
m

mmN

I

zM
S

yb

armsigNWy

yboltR 3.23
1053.8

1525.0056,13
45

,

,,

, =
×
−== −  

Based upon the above calculations, galloping controls the design of the bolt group for fatigue. 
 
Bolts are classified as Category D fatigue details (Detail 5 in Table 11-2).  The constant amplitude fatigue 
limit corresponding to Category D is 48 MPa (Table 11-3).  Since the calculated stress range (25.6 MPa) is  
less than the constant amplitude fatigue limit (48 MPa), the bolt group is adequately designed for fatigue.  

4.3.2 Signal Mast-Arm to Flange Plate Socket Connection 
 
Details of the signal mast-arm-to-flange-plate socket connection are provided below: 

t

db,mast-arm

 
Diameter at base = d b,mast-arm = 0.273 m 

Thickness = t = 6.0 mm 
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4.3.2.1 Moment of Inertia 
 
Since the signal mast-arm is attached to the flange plate at an angle, the cross-section of the mast-arm is an 
ellipse with the dimensions shown below. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The moments of inertia of the signal mast-arm are calculated by: 
 

( ) ( )
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−−−
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,, 15cos15cos4
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,, 15cos

006.01365.0
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15cos

1365.0
1365.0
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mm
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m
mI zarmsig

π
 

45
,, 1098.4 mI zarmsig

−×=  
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,, 006.01365.0
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006.01365.0
1365.0

15cos

1365.0

4
mm

mm
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m
I yarmsig

π
 

45
,, 1065.4 mI yarmsig

−×=  

 
 

4.3.2.2 Signal Mast-Arm Stress Range 
 
Based upon the calculations of Section 3, the mast-arm-to-flange-plate socket connection must be checked 
with respect to galloping for moments about the z-axis and natural wind for moments about the y-axis.   
Therefore, the mast-arm stress ranges are calculated by: 
 

( ) ( ) ( )
MPa

m

m
mN

I

cM
S

armsig

Gz
zsocketR 9.67

1098.4

15cos

1365.0
925,23

45
,

, =
×








°
−

== −  

y 

z 

2r 

2r/cos15o 
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( ) ( ) ( )( )
MPa

m

mmN

I

cM
S

armsig

NWy

ysocketR 3.38
1065.4

1365.0056,13
45

,
, =

×
−== −  

  
The signal mast-arm-to-flange plate socket connection is classified as a Category E’ fatigue detail (Detail 16 
in Table 11-2).  The constant amplitude fatigue limit corresponding to Category E’ is 18 MPa (Table 11-3).  
Since the maximum calculated stress range (67.9 MPa) is greater than the constant amplitude fatigue limit 
(18 MPa), the socket connection is inadequately designed for fatigue. 
 
Potential Redesigns: 
 
1. Assuming:  (1) the fatigue resistance of the connection is not improved (i.e. a Category E’ socket 

connection (Detail 16 in Table 11-2) is used) and (2) the thickness of the signal arm is not increased 
(i.e. t = 6.0 mm), the connection will be adequately designed for fatigue using a 0.522-m signal arm 
diameter. 

 
2. Assuming:  the fatigue resistance of the connection is not improved (i.e. a Category E’ socket 

connection (Detail 16 in Table 11-2) is used), the connection will be adequately designed for fatigue 
using a signal arm with a 0.368-m diameter and 13-mm thickness. 

 
3. Assuming:  (1) the fatigue resistance of the connection is improved to Category E (i.e. a Category E 

full-penetration connection (Detail 11 in Table 11-2) is used) and (2) the thickness of the signal arm is 
not increased (i.e. t = 6.0 mm), the connection will be adequately designed for fatigue using a 0.400-m 
signal arm diameter.

 
4. Assuming:  (1) the fatigue resistance of the connection is improved to Category E (i.e. a Category E 

full-penetration connection (Detail 11 in Table 11-2) is used) and (2) the diameter of the signal arm is 
not increased (i.e. db,mast-arm = 0.273 m), the connection will be adequately designed for fatigue using a 
signal arm thickness equal to 14.5 mm. 

 
5. Assuming:  the fatigue resistance of the connection is improved to Category E (i.e. a Category E full-

penetration connection (Detail 11 in Table 11-2) is used), the connection will be adequately designed 
for fatigue using a signal arm with a 0.333-m diameter and 9-mm thickness. 

 
6. Assuming:  the fatigue resistance of the connection is improved to Category C (i.e. the signal-arm-to-

flange-plate connection is fabricated with properly detailed stiffeners (Detail 21 in Table 11-2)), the 
connection will be adequately designed for fatigue without increasing either the signal arm diameter 
(i.e. d b,mast-arm = 0.273 m) or thickness (i.e. t = 6.0 mm).  
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4.3.3 Built-Up Box 
 
Details of the built-up box are provided below: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
  

   Y  

H

W 
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      Z  
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Side Gusset 

X  
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         d col 
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H = 686 mm               Side gusset thickness = t SG = 8 mm 
W = 432 mm Top and bottom gusset thickness = tG  = 9.5 mm 
H2 = 662.6 mm Diameter of column at mastarm = d col,mast = 548 mm 

 
 
4.3.3.1 Moment of Inertia 
 
The moments of inertia of the built-up box are calculated by: 
 

( ) ( )( ) ( )( )( ) 42323 00162.0338.0548.00095.0686.0008.0
12

1
2

12

1
mmmmmmzAHtI SGboxz =



 +=Σ+Σ=

 

( ) ( )( ) ( )( )( ) 42323
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4.3.3.2 Built-Up Box Stress Range 
 
Based upon the calculations of Section 3, the built-up box must be checked with respect to galloping about 
the z-axis and natural wind about the y-axis.  The stress range in the built-up box due to galloping is  
calculated by: 
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The stress range in the built-up box due to natural wind gusts is calculated by: 
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Based upon the above calculations, galloping controls the design of the built-up box for fatigue. 
 
The built-up-box-to-flange-plate connection is classified as a Category E’ fatigue detail (Detail 17 in  
Table 11-2).  The constant amplitude fatigue limit corresponding to Category E’ is 18 MPa (Table 11-3).  
Since the calculated stress range (5.1 MPa) is less than the constant amplitude fatigue limit (18 MPa), the 
connection is adequately designed for fatigue. 
 
Since complete ring stiffeners are used to connect the built-up-box to the column, Detail 19 and Note b in 
Table 11-2 do not apply to this example. Instead, the new detail recommended in this report applies to this 
example.  
 
 
4.4 Luminaire Mast-Arm-to-Column Connection 
 
The luminaire mast-arm-to-column connection (built-up box) is composed of three components that must be 
checked for fatigue:  (1) flange-plate bolt group, (2) mast-arm-to-flange-plate socket connection, and (3) 
built-up box.  Each of these components will be considered individually in the following sections. 
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4.4.1 Flange Plate Bolt Group 
 
Details of the flange plate bolt group are provided below: 

           

Nominal bolt diameter = db = 19 mm  
Thread pitch = P = 2.5 mm 
Number of bolts = 3 

4.4.1.1 Moment of Inertia 
 
The tensile stress area of each of the bolts is calculated using Equation 5-23:  
 

( ) ( )( ) 222 9.2175.2938.019
4

938.z
4

mmmmPdA bT =−=−= ππ

 
where AT is the tensile stress area of each bolt and P = 2.5 mm is the thread pitch. 
 
The moment of inertia of the bolt group is calculated by: 

( )( )[ ] 462242
, 1052.2076.010179.22 mmmzAI Tyb

−− ×=×=Σ=  

 
Since moments are only applied to the luminaire-arm-pole connection about the y-axis, the moment of  
inertia about the z-axis does not need to be determined.  

4.4.1.2 Flange Plate Bolt Stress Range 
 
Based upon the calculations of Section 3, the flange plate bolt group must be checked with respect to
natural wind for moments about the y-axis.  Therefore, the bolt stress range is calculated by:  
 

89 mm 

89 mm 

76 mm 76 mm Built-up Box 
Gusset Plates 

Outer Flange 
Plate 

Inner Flange 
Plate 
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Bolts are classified as Category D fatigue details (Detail 5 in Table 11-2).  The constant amplitude fatigue 
limit corresponding to Category D is 48 MPa (Table 11-3).  Since the calculated stress range (20.3 MPa) is 
less than the constant amplitude fatigue limit (48 MPa), the bolt group is adequately designed for fatigue.  

4.4.2 Luminaire Mast-Arm to Flange Plate Socket Connection 

Details of the luminaire mast-arm-to-flange-plate socket connection are provided below: 

t

db,mast-arm

 
Diameter at base = d b,mast-arm = 0.120 m 
Thickness = t = 6.0 mm 
 
 
4.4.2.1 Moment of Inertia 
 
The moment of inertia of the luminaire mast-arm is calculated by: 
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Note:  The increase in moment of inertia due to the slope of the arm has been conservatively ignored. 

 
 
4.4.2.2 Mast-Arm Stress Range 
 
Based upon the calculations of Section 3, natural wind controls the design of the luminaire mast-arm-to-
flange-plate socket connection for fatigue.  Therefore, the mast-arm stress range is calculated by: 
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The luminaire mast-arm-to-baseplate socket connection is classified as a Category E’ fatigue detail (Detail 
16 in Table 11-2).  The constant amplitude fatigue limit corresponding to Category E’ is 18 MPa (Table 11-
3).  Since the calculated stress range (11.5 MPa) is less than the constant amplitude fatigue limit (18 MPa), 
the socket connection is adequately designed for fatigue. 
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4.4.3 Built-Up Box 
 
Details of the built-up box are provided below: 

H = 250 mm  W = 225 mm  Gusset thickness = t = 6.0 mm 

4.4.3.1 Moment of Inertia 

The moment of inertia of the built-up box is calculated by: 
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4.4.3.2 Built-Up Box Stress Range 
 
Based upon the calculations of Section 3, the built-up box must be checked with respect to natural wind 
about the y-axis.  The stress range in the built-up box is calculated by:  
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The built-up-box-to-flange-plate connection is classified as a Category E’ fatigue detail (Detail 17 in  
Table 11-2).  The constant amplitude fatigue limit corresponding to Category E’ is 18 MPa (Table 11-3).  
Since the calculated stress range (1.5 MPa) is less than the constant amplitude fatigue limit (18 MPa), the 
connection is adequately designed for fatigue. 
 
The branching member (built-up box) of the built-up-box-to-column connection is classified as a  
Category ET fatigue detail (Detail 19, Note b in Table 11-2).  The constant amplitude fatigue limit 
corresponding to Category ET is 8 MPa (Table 11-3).  Since the calculated stress range (1.5 MPa) is less  
than the constant amplitude fatigue limit (8 MPa), the connection is adequately designed for fatigue. 
 
The nominal in-plane stress range in the main member (column) does not need to be checked since no 
fatigue loads are applied to the luminaire mast-arm in the vertical direction. 
 
The nominal out-of-plane stress range in the main member (column) is calculated using the following 
relationship (Note b in Table 11-2): 
 

W 

H 
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where (SR)branching member is the calculated out-of-plane nominal stress range in the branching member induced 
by fatigue loads, t b is the wall thickness of the branching member (built-up box), tc is the wall thickness of 
the main member (column), and α is the out-of-plane bending ovalizing parameter for the main member. 
 
The main member (column) of the built-up-box-to-column connection is classified as a Category K2 fatigue 
detail (Detail 19, Note b in Table 11-2).  The constant amplitude fatigue limit corresponding to Category K2

is 7 MPa (Table 11-3).  However, the r/t ratio of the column at the location of the mast-arm is greater than 
24.  Therefore, the fatigue resistance has to be reduced in accordance with the following relationship  
(Note b from Table 11-2): 
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where ( ) 2K
nF∆ is the CAFL for fatigue Category K 2. 

 
Since the calculated stress range (1.7 MPa) is less than the constant amplitude fatigue limit (5.7 MPa), the 
connection is adequately designed for fatigue. 
 
Since no fatigue loads inducing in-plane moments are applied to the luminaire arm, it is not necessary to  
check the main member (column) for a Category E fatigue detail at the bottom of the welded connection of  
the branching member (built-up box) (Detail 19, Note b in Table 11-2). 

 
 
 
5 DEFLECTION 
 
Section 11.8 limits the vertical-plane mast-arm displacement to 0.2 meters under application of the limit 
state fatigue design load.  Based upon the calculations of Section 3, galloping controls the design of the 
structure with respect to the deflection limit state. 
 
 
5.1 Vertical-Plane Displacement Range of the Structure 
 
5.1.1 Assumptions 
 
(1) The displacement range at the tip of the mast-arm is calculated using the superposition of the following 

displacement components: 
 

∆1: Displacement range at the tip of the mast-arm due to the deflection of the mast-arm (assuming a 

cantilever beam fixed at the base of the mast-arm) under application of  1,signGF = 1100 N to sign 1. 

∆2: Displacement range at the tip of the mast-arm due to the deflection of the mast-arm (assuming a 

cantilever beam fixed at the base of the mast-arm) under application of 2,signGF = 700 N to sign 2. 

∆3: Displacement range at the tip of the mast-arm due to the deflection of the mast-arm (assuming a 

cantilever beam fixed at the base of the mast-arm) under application of  2,signalGF = 850 N to signal 2. 
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∆4: Displacement range at the tip of the mast-arm due to the deflection of the mast-arm (assuming a 

cantilever beam fixed at the base of the mast-arm) under application of 3,signGF = 500 N to sign 3. 

∆5: Displacement range at the tip of the mast-arm due to the deflection of the mast-arm (assuming a 

cantilever beam fixed at the base of the mast-arm) under application of 3,signalGF = 1200 N to signal 3. 

∆6: Displacement range at the tip of the mast-arm due to the rotation of the column (assuming a 
cantilever beam fixed at the base of the column) under application of the moment  

GzM )( = 23,925 N-m. 

 
(2) Calculation of each of the displacement quantities noted above is based upon the average moment of 

inertia of each of the components. 
 
 
5.1.2 Average Moment of Inertia of Column 
 
From previous calculations, the moment of inertia at the base of the column is: 
 

44
, 1086.6 mI basecol

−×=  

 
The moment of inertia of the column at the mast-arm connection is: 
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The average moment of inertia of the column is: 
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5.1.3 Average Moment of Inertia of Signal Mast-Arm 
 
The moment of inertia at the base of the signal mast-arm is: 
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The moment of inertia at the tip of the signal mast-arm is: 
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The average moment of inertia of the mastarm is: 
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Note: Increases in the moments of inertia above due to the angling of the mast-arm near the column have 
been conservatively ignored. 
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5.1.4 Mast-Arm Displacement Range 1∆  

 
The displacement range at the tip of the mast-arm due to the galloping load applied to sign 1 is calculated 
by: 
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5.1.5 Mast-Arm Displacement Range 2∆  

 
The displacement range at the tip of the mast-arm due to the galloping load applied to sign 2 is calculated 
by: 
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5.1.6 Mast-Arm Displacement Range 3∆  

 
The displacement range at the tip of the mast-arm due to the galloping load applied to signal 2 is calculated 
by: 
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5.1.7 Mast-Arm Displacement Range 4∆  

 
The displacement range at the tip of the mast-arm due to the galloping load applied to sign 3 is calculated 
by: 
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5.1.8 Mast-Arm Displacement Range 5∆  

 
The displacement range at the tip of the mast-arm due to the galloping load applied to signal 3 is calculated 
by: 
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5.1.9 Mast-Arm Displacement Range ∆ 6  

 
The rotation of the column at the location of the mast-arm is calculated by : 
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The displacement range at the tip of the mast-arm due to the rotation of the column is calculated by: 
 

( )( ) mmradxcol 010.01.900108.05z ===∆ θ  

 
 

5.1.10 Total Signal Mast-Arm Deflection Range total∆  

 
The total displacement range at the tip of the signal mast-arm is obtained by the superposition of each of the 
deflection quantities: 

 

654321 ∆+∆+∆+∆+∆+∆=∆ total  

mmmmmmtotal 010.0054.0020.0017.0012.00002.0 +++++=∆  

mtotal 113.0=∆  

 
The allowable vertical-plane mast-arm displacement from Section 11.8 is 0.2 m.  The computed deflection 
range at the tip of the mast-arm (0.113 m) does not exceed the allowable deflection range (0.2m).   
Therefore, the structure is adequately designed with respect to the deflection limit state. 
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APPENDIX C

GUIDANCE ON INSTALLATION, INSPECTION, MAINTENANCE,
AND REPAIR OF STRUCTURAL SUPPORTS FOR HIGHWAY SIGNS,
LUMINAIRES, AND TRAFFIC SIGNALS



C.1 INTRODUCTION

C.1.1 Subject and Purpose

This document provides some guidance for the installa-
tion, inspection, maintenance, and repair of structural sup-
ports for traffic signals, overhead highway signs, high-mast
luminaires and other large light poles. The primary reason for
compiling this guidance is increasing problems with wind-
induced vibration, fatigue, and structural collapse of these
support structures. Vibration itself is not necessarily consid-
ered a problem—a small range in motion from the wind is
expected to occur and is not harmful to the structure. For
example, a total displacement range of 200 mm (8 inches)—
that is, plus and minus 100 mm (4 inches)—would not be
unusual at the tip of the mast arm of a cantilevered sign or
signal support structure. However, most states have experi-
enced excessively large motion and/or fatigue cracking prob-
lems with some of their support structures, particularly light
poles and cantilevered support structures [1–4].

Wind-induced vibration of light poles has resulted in pre-
mature failure of lamps as well as fatigue cracking at welded
or bolted connection details, which can lead to structural col-
lapse [1]. Wind-induced motion at the tip of the mast arm of a
cantilevered sign or signal support structure may distract driv-
ers if the range exceeds 200 mm (8 inches) [1]. Fatigue cracks
and collapse may also occur in these cantilevered support
structures, often without anyone noticing previous excessive
motion. Figure 1 shows a signal support structure in Wyoming
where the mast arm has collapsed.

The increasing rate of failures is due in part to inadequate
design specifications prior to 2001, when the 4th edition of the
Standard Specifications for Structural Supports for Highway
Signs, Luminaires and Traffic Signals (hereafter referred to as
the 2001 Specifications) [5] was introduced. This edition is
substantially different than previous editions and contains
explicit fatigue design criteria including fatigue loads and a cat-
alog of the fatigue strength of various details. The installation,
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inspection, and maintenance procedures in this document
should help ensure adequate performance of new structures
that are designed in accordance with the 2001 Specifications to
resist fatigue. However, the vast majority of support structures
for years to come will have been designed before the 2001
Specifications. The inspection, maintenance and repair proce-
dures are even more important to ensure adequate performance
of these older, possibly fatigue-susceptible structures.

C.1.2 Scope and Related Documents

As mentioned above, this document is applicable to traffic
signals, overhead highway signs, high-mast luminaires and
other large light poles. This document is only relevant to
metal support structures, primarily galvanized steel support
structures. The types of support structures include cantilever,
butterfly, and bridge support (also called overhead or span-
type). These structures may be installed on foundations in the
ground and/or pedestals built into barriers on the sides or
median of the roadway or built into parapets or other parts of
a bridge. The guidance in this document may also be applic-
able to other types of poles, for example poles for mounting
cameras, antennas, solar power devices, etc.

Although some of the guidance in this document may also
be applicable to stainless steel and aluminum structures or
even concrete structures, these materials are not explicitly dis-
cussed. Wood poles and signs or traffic signals supported on
span wires are not discussed. Smaller architectural or decora-
tive signs, signals, and lights are not discussed. Roadside signs
are not discussed, and neither are signs attached to the sides of
overpass bridges, although some of this guidance may also be
useful for these types of signs. (These other types of sign, sig-
nal and light support structures are discussed in NCHRP
Report 411 [3], and are expected to be addressed in a future
report on the second phase of NCHRP Project 17-10.)

The focus of this guidance is on the structural supports
only—that is, the signs, traffic signal heads, and luminaires
and their mechanical and electrical connections to the support
structures are not discussed. The lighting and electrical sys-
tems are not discussed. Breakaway supports are also not dis-
cussed. Only the top part of the foundation pedestal and the
anchor rods are discussed; the remainder of the foundation or
bridge mount is not discussed. Various AASHTO documents
and/or manufacturer’s literature should be consulted for
advice on these aspects of signs, luminaires, and traffic signals.

This document is not intended to cover all aspects of instal-
lation, inspection, maintenance, and repair of the structural sup-
ports, but rather only aspects that affect the potential for prob-
lems due to wind-induced vibration and fatigue of these support
structures. The guidance is intended to supplement and com-
plement (and not to supercede) construction contract documents
and drawings and existing guidance, regulations, and specifica-
tions from the state or other agencies, including the following:

• American Association of State Highway and Transporta-
tion Officials (AASHTO) (particularly Standard Specifi-

Figure 1. View of signal support structure in Wyoming
that has partially collapsed due to fatigue cracking of the
mast arm to pole connection.



cations for Structural Supports for Highway Signs, Lumi-
naires and Traffic Signals, 4th Edition, 2001 [5])

• Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) (particularly
Bridge Inspector’s Training Manual [6])

• American Welding Society (AWS), (particularly AWS
D1.1, Structural Welding Code—Steel [7]) (The Bridge
Welding Code, AWS D1.5. is too restrictive to apply to
these structures)

• American Institute of Steel Construction (AISC) (partic-
ularly Code of Standard Practice for Steel Buildings
and Bridges [8])

• Research Council For Structural Connections (RCSC)
(particularly Specification for Structural Joints Using
ASTM A325 or A490 Bolts [9])

• Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA)
(particularly 29 CFR Part 1926, Safety Standards for Steel
Erection [10])

Limited technical information is presented in this document
(i.e. only information necessary to diagnose these problems in
the field and to appreciate why the additional quality control
provisions are needed). For more detailed technical informa-
tion, the reader is referred to NCHRP Report 412: Fatigue-
Resistant Design of Cantilevered Signal, Sign, and Light Sup-
ports. NCHRP Report 412 presents the findings from the first
phase of NCHRP Project 10-38. (This document was prepared
as part of the second phase of Project 10-38 [2].) As mentioned
previously, NCHRP Report 411 [3] (and an anticipated report
on the second phase of Project 17-10) covers a much greater
variety of signs, signals, and light supports made from a vari-
ety of materials, and includes discussion of load cases and
design for factors other than vibration and fatigue.

C.1.3 Short Course

This document may be read by itself or it may be used in
conjunction with a PowerPoint presentation to form the basis
of a one-day short course on the installation, inspection, main-
tenance, and repair of these structural supports. This course
should be developed and led by a local expert, either a state
department of transportation employee or a local consultant.

The guidance in this document and the training course are
intended for structural engineers, materials engineers, traf-
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fic engineers, field inspectors, construction inspectors, con-
struction supervisors, and other technical personnel involved
in installation, inspection, maintenance, and repair of these
support structures. The reader should be familiar with basic
aspects of fabrication, welding, bolting, corrosion and galva-
nizing, construction, fabrication and construction inspection,
structural behavior (load paths, stress, vibration, and fatigue),
and in-service inspection of structures. A quick refresher
course could be given on these topics the day before the short
course, if necessary.

Each participant in the short course should read this docu-
ment before the short course. It is also assumed that the
reader of this document and/or the participant in the short
course has a copy of and has reviewed the following:

• Bridge Inspector’s Training Manual, FHWA Report
No. FHWA-PD-91-015, May 1995 [6]

• Standard Specifications for Structural Supports for High-
way Signs, Luminaires and Traffic Signals, 4th Edition,
2001 [5]

Other materials that will enhance the training are videos of
structures vibrating excessively in the field, slides of typical
details and typical problems, drawings of standard structures,
a Skidmore Wilhelm device for tightening bolts, and a few
samples of small lengths of anchor rods (300 to 600 mm
long), A325 structural bolts, U-bolts, and other hardware.
Parts of structures with actual fatigue cracks would also be
very useful. These parts of structures should be large enough
to contain the whole connection and can be cut out from
structures that have failed in service or during fatigue testing.
These additional materials should be provided by the state or
other local agency so that they are pertinent to local climate,
types of structures, foundations, structural details, usage of
weathering steel or paint, etc.

Table 1 shows a typical agenda for such a training course.
The rotation capacity tests should be demonstrated for struc-
tural bolts and anchor rods. This test is described in the Spec-
ification for Structural Joints Using ASTM A325 or A490
Bolts published in 1999 by the Research Council on Struc-
tural Connections (RCSC) [9]. If fatigue cracked parts of struc-
tures are available, locally used non-destructive evaluation
(NDE) can be demonstrated, including dye-penetrant testing,
magnetic particle testing, or even ultrasonic testing.

Time  Subjects
9-10 a.m. Introduction, motivation, types of structures, nomenclature (go over 

drawings), materials (corrosion, fatigue and fracture), fabrication, 
and weld inspection and acceptance criteria 

10-11 a.m. Vibration and fatigue problems, various wind-loading phenomena 
(videos), design, and mitigation devices 

11 a.m.-noon. Installation and construction inspection 
1-2 p.m. Installation of high-strength bolts and anchor rods (rotation capacity 

test demonstrations) 
2-3 p.m. In-service inspection, visual and NDE (NDE demonstrations) 
3-4 p.m. Repair of construction defects, periodic maintenance, and in-service 

repair 

TABLE 1 Typical agenda for 1-day short course



C.1.4 Overview of This Document

The remainder of this document is organized along the
lines of the above agenda for the short course. The next sec-
tion provides a brief overview of materials, fatigue and design
issues. Following this is a brief overview of the wind-induced
vibration problem with cantilevered support structures. Vari-
ous wind-loading phenomena affecting support structures are
described, including conditions that make structures more or
less susceptible to these wind-loading phenomena. Mitiga-
tion devices appropriate to different types of wind-loading
are discussed.

Since the anchor rods and field-installed bolts play an
important role in proper installation and performance, a sec-
tion on selecting and installing anchor rods in the foundation
is provided. Selection of high-strength structural bolts for
other field connections is also discussed. However, other
aspects of fabrication are not covered in this guide. AASHTO
and American Welding Society documents, particularly AWS
D1.1, Structural Welding Code–Steel [7] may be referred to
for fabrication requirements and guidance. The relative fatigue
resistance of fabricated details and some guidance on fabrica-
tion is discussed in NCHRP Report 412 [1].

The next section of this guide focuses on installation prac-
tices. Pre-installation inspection is discussed. The primary
issues in installation are the sequence of assembly and the bolt
tightening procedures. As mentioned previously, only those
aspects of installation that are relevant to vibration and fatigue
are discussed.

In-service inspection of cantilevered support structures is
covered in the following section. A detailed discussion is pro-
vided of adequate inspection intervals for various cantilevered
support structure types. A brief overview of the fatigue classi-
fication of details is presented, including a discussion of some
of the most fatigue prone details and where the cracks typically
appear. The relative merits of various non-destructive evalua-
tion (NDE) methods are discussed, but the emphasis is on
visual inspection. Periodic checking of anchor rod nuts and
other bolted joints to see if they remain tight is also discussed.

Techniques for periodic maintenance are discussed, includ-
ing touch-up of galvanizing or repainting, periodic retighten-
ing of anchor rods and other bolts, etc. Repair techniques for
anchor rods are discussed that are also useful for correcting
construction errors. Repair of small fatigue cracks in structural
members is discussed. Criteria for when fatigue cracks may be
repaired or when the structure should be replaced are provided.

C.2 DISCUSSION OF MATERIALS, FATIGUE,
AND DESIGN

C.2.1 Steel Materials

Most support structures are made from steel tubes, angles,
and plate. The angle and plate will usually conform to ASTM
A36, A572, A588, or A709 or equivalent AASHTO bridge-
steel standards. The tubes may be A500, A53 Grade B, A595A,
A135, API 5L, or any number of other specifications. Tubes
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may be round, multisided (8, 12, or more sides), or rectangular
and may be prismatic or tapered. Round tubes have tradition-
ally been used because of

• Good torsional resistance,
• Good resistance to bending in all directions, and
• Lower drag coefficient and associated wind loading.

Tube to plate connection, like that at the base of a post, is
always difficult to fabricate correctly. With rectangular or
multisided tubes, there are stress concentrations at the cor-
ners and it may be difficult to weld continuously around the
corners of these shapes without introducing defects.

However, support structures fabricated with rectangular
tubes are attractive (see Figure 2) and have some other
advantages. First, connections can be a lot simpler between
rectangular tubes and between rectangular tubes and other
shapes such as angles. These simpler connections are typi-
cally more fatigue resistant and may be less expensive to fab-
ricate. Most of the details in support structures with really
poor fatigue resistance are a result of attempting to attach to
round tubes. Many of the support structures using rectangu-
lar tubes have also incorporated wide-flange shapes as the
posts. Finally, a very significant potential benefit of using
rectangular tubes is that they may have inherently better
damping. The structure in Figure 2 (a cantilevered sign sup-
port structure featuring a Vierendeel truss (no diagonal mem-
bers) fabricated from rectangular tubes) was tested in the
field and it was found to have exceptionally high damping
and associated resistance to wind-induced vibration.

The 2001 Specifications require that the material be at
least 3 mm (0.125 inches) thick, except truss chords that must
be 4.8 mm (0.1875 inches) thick. Although not required by
the specifications, it is a good idea not to exceed a radius to
thickness ratio (R/t) of 32. This will allow the tubes to be
designed as compact (more resistant to local buckling). More
important though, keeping the R/t small prevents distortion
(ovalization) of the tube and associated secondary stresses.

Figure 2. Cantilevered Vierendeel truss sign 
support structure.



Distortion occurs when there is bending or when stiffeners,
gussets, or branching members press or pull on the cross sec-
tions. In many cases, tubes with R/t greater than 32 have had
significant fatigue problems caused by these distortions. Ide-
ally, the R/t should be less than or equal to 24 to prevent this
type of distortion entirely.

C.2.2 Corrosion Protection

Structural members should be galvanized to protect the
structure from corrosion. Although there are some experi-
ments to the contrary, the majority of test data show that gal-
vanizing does not significantly decrease the fatigue resis-
tance of details relative to non-galvanized steel. Galvanizing
is effective at controlling corrosion but has some limitations
on the life. Depending on climate, the galvanizing may only
last 20 to 30 years. Many existing support structures are near-
ing the end of the useful life of the galvanizing and are begin-
ning to exhibit corrosion.

Other coatings may be used to prevent corrosion of steel
structures, but special consideration should be given to how
the coating may affect the performance of bolted joints and
the anchor rod connection.

Uncoated weathering steel has been used successfully in
many support structures, but the use of weathering steel
requires special consideration beyond the scope of this guide.
Uncoated weathering steel has corroded severely in some
support structures, particularly if there are telescoping joints
or lap joints, if vegetation is allowed to touch the structure,
or if snow and deicing salt is plowed onto the structure.

Stainless steel and aluminum structures have been used for
their corrosion resistance. Aluminum may also be specified
for its light weight and associated ease of erection. Stainless
steel has approximately the same fatigue resistance as struc-
tural steel. However, aluminum structural details are more
susceptible to fatigue than comparable steel details. This is
because aluminum has approximately one-third the fatigue
resistance of steel.

C.2.3 Expected Lifetime

Table 3-3 in the 2001 Specifications provides recommended
minimum design life for various support structures. Lumi-
naires exceeding 15 m (49.2 ft) in height and overhead sign
structures (cantilevers and bridge supports) should be designed
for 50 years. As noted above, the galvanizing may not last that
long in some locations. Smaller luminaires and traffic signal
supports are designed for a minimum life of 25 years.

C.2.4 Design

Support structures are designed primarily to resist wind
loads. The size and thickness of the members of support struc-
tures are usually determined so that they have adequate stiff-
ness to limit deflection under dead load and adequate strength
to resist the once in a lifetime maximum loads, usually gale
or hurricane force wind loads.
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As discussed in the introduction, these support structures
may not have been explicitly designed for vibration or fatigue
in the past because there were no clear design requirements.
In most cases, it wasn’t necessary to explicitly design for
vibration or fatigue because the structure (designed only for
stiffness and strength) did not experience vibration or fatigue
problems. However, the increasing incidence of vibration and
fatigue problems with support structures, particularly lumi-
naires and cantilevered sign and signal supports, indicates that
design for stiffness and strength alone is not sufficient.

In the 2001 Specifications, the fatigue design provisions
for support structures are given in Section 11, including
fatigue design loads. Fatigue design loads are supposed to
represent loads that may occur for a few hours each year and
are therefore much less than the strength design loads.

For structures designed in accordance with new 2001
Specifications, the choice of connection details will usually
be governed by the fatigue design provisions. The best detail
from a fatigue design standpoint is often expensive and dif-
ficult to fabricate. Sometimes even the size and thickness of
the members will also be dictated by fatigue.

C.2.5 Fatigue

Fatigue resistance of particular details is determined by test-
ing full-scale structural members under cyclic loads. The load-
ing is characterized in terms of the nominal stress in the struc-
tural member remote from the welds or bolts in the detail. The
nominal stress is conveniently obtained from standard design
equations using member forces and moments. Testing has
indicated that the primary effect of constant amplitude loading
can be accounted for in the live-load stress range (i.e., the dif-
ference between the maximum and the minimum stress in a
loading cycle). Thus, it is the fluctuation of the stress and not
the absolute value of the stress that affects fatigue. The con-
stant dead load stress does not affect fatigue.

The strength and type of steel have a negligible effect on
the fatigue resistance expected for a particular detail. The
welding process and minor deviations in weld quality from
AWS D1.1 standards, while important, also do not typically
have a significant effect on the fatigue resistance. The inde-
pendence of the fatigue resistance from the type of steel and
weld filler metal greatly simplifies the development of design
rules for fatigue since it eliminates the need to generate data
for every type of steel.

Fatigue failure of a support structure basically occurs be-
cause the stress ranges resulting from the wind or truck-
induced gusts exceed the fatigue thresholds at critical details.
Usually, these failures cannot be blamed on weld defects;
rather, they are an indication that the structure is not ade-
quately designed for the fluctuating loads and is experienc-
ing excessively large stress ranges. This is a good reason to
believe that other similar structures will soon be having sim-
ilar cracking problems. Therefore, if a fatigue failure has
occurred in a structure, one cannot be complacent about
inspecting similar structures. All similar structures should be
intensively inspected immediately.



It is a commonly held but incorrect assumption that cracks
may be caused by overloading the structure. In some cases,
large variable message signs have been placed on a truss
designed for flat green signs, and then fatigue problems have
occurred. These problems are likely from the increased area
of the sign, which increases the gust load ranges and the asso-
ciated stress ranges from wind and trucks, rather than from
the increased dead load stress.

In the 2001 Specifications, the fatigue design provisions
for support structures are given in Section 11. These fatigue
design provisions are similar to those in the bridge specifica-
tions. The fatigue design procedures are based on control of
the nominal stress range and knowledge of the fatigue thresh-
old of the details. Various details are shown in Figure 11-1.
Each of these details is assigned a “Stress Category” in Table
11-2. The fatigue threshold stress range for each category is
given in Table 11-3. The support structures should be designed
so that the stress ranges due to the fatigue design loads are
less than the fatigue thresholds for each detail, thus ensuring
that fatigue will not occur even for a large number (hundreds
of millions) of applied load cycles. Design calculations should
be prepared and stamped by a professional engineer explic-
itly showing the fatigue design as well as the traditional allow-
able stress design for strength.

Since the fatigue resistance of various grades of steel and
anchor rods is the same, it typically is not cost-effective to use
high-strength steel, higher than 420 MPa yield strength. If the
dimensions of the members or anchor rods are decreased to
take advantage of the high-strength steel for the maximum
strength design loads, the stress ranges under the fatigue
design loads will increase and fatigue will become more of a
problem.

C.2.6 Notch Toughness

Since fatigue cracking is possible in these support struc-
tures, it is important that the materials used for anchor rods
and main structural members have some minimum level of
notch toughness (specified with the Charpy-V-notch test, or
CVN) in order to avoid brittle fracture from small cracks.
Materials that meet minimum CVN requirements are usually
also more weldable and less susceptible to weld defects.

Structural members and anchor rods should have CVN at
least comparable to the non-fracture-critical bridge require-
ments—that is, the members and anchor rods should have at
least 20 Joules (15 ft-lb) at room temperature and weld filler
should be used which provides CVN of at least 27 Joules
(20 ft-lb) at −18°C (0°F). Most present materials used for
these support structures are believed to have toughness even
greater than these levels of CVN would provide, even though
it is not usually specified. Even though most of the grades of
steel, filler metal, and anchor rods have adequate notch tough-
ness, there is typically an inverse relationship between notch
toughness and strength such that the higher strength materials
usually have lower notch toughness. This is another good rea-
son to use only lower-strength grades.
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The 2001 Specifications requires that steel “members”
thicker than 13 mm meet these bridge steel CVN require-
ments. This is interpreted to not include anchor rods. It may
be expensive or not even possible to get some anchor rods or
tubular products with a supplemental CVN requirement. For
example, some tubular members will be too thin to get even
a sub-size CVN specimen. Since most materials meet the
CVN requirement without having to actually specify it or pay
for it, supplemental CVN specifications are not recommended
for steel members or anchor rods other than for members
thicker than 13 mm. Some exceptions may be when

• There is the possibility of seismic loading;
• There are concerns about weldability of the steel mem-

bers or anchor rods; or
• A53 Grade B pipe is used, which is not really intended

for structural use.

Usually, anchor rods should conform to ASTM F1554-97,
Standard Specification for Anchor Bolts, Steel, 36, 55, and
105-ksi Yield Strength [11], which is essentially the same as
AASHTO M314-90, and these anchor rods have good frac-
ture toughness. Alternatively, reinforcing bars conforming to
ASTM A706-96, Standard Specification for Low-Alloy Steel
Deformed and Plain Bars for Concrete Reinforcement [12]
may be threaded and used. Ordinary reinforcing bars con-
forming to ASTM A615-96, Standard Specification for
Deformed and Plain Billet-Steel Bars for Concrete Rein-
forcement [13] should not be used for these support struc-
tures because of possible low toughness.

Using materials with additional notch toughness (above
these minimum levels) would not significantly decrease the
time to failure of the structure by fatigue. This is because cracks
grow at an exponential rate, and 95 percent of the life is con-
sumed while the crack size is less than a few millimeters. Even
though additional fracture toughness may correspond with a
greater crack length at the time of failure, it does not corre-
spond with a significantly longer time to failure.

This is also the reason why, unless there is a suspected
crack or there have been cracks in similar details in similar
structures, it is usually not cost-effective to perform ultra-
sonic testing or other non-destructive testing (other than
visual) on anchor rods or other details. There is only a small
window in time when the cracks are both large enough to
detect and small enough to not yet cause fracture.

It should be noted that at least one agency, Michigan
Department of Transportation, feels that it is worthwhile to
order anchor rods with a supplemental CVN requirement and
to perform ultrasonic testing of anchor rods and other details
[14]. However, the situation in Michigan is special, since
they had a series of fatigue failures in anchor rods on some
sign support structures and were sued for a substantial amount
as a result of a fatality. They feel that the small extension of
the fatigue life provided by these measures is worth the addi-
tional costs.



C.3 WIND LOADING PHENOMENA AFFECTING
SUPPORT STRUCTURES AND 
MITIGATION DEVICES

Traffic signals, signs, and luminaires are commonly
mounted on cantilevered support structures for economic
and safety reasons. Because cantilevered structures only
have one vertical support, they are less expensive and not as
prone to vehicle collisions as a bridge support (also known
as a span-type support). However, cantilevered structures are
also much more flexible than bridge supports.

The high flexibility and low damping of cantilevered sup-
port structures makes them susceptible to resonant vibration
in the wind. The flexible cantilevered structures have low
natural frequencies of about 1 Hz (period of vibration of 
1 second), which is in the range of typical wind gust fre-
quencies. The closeness of the wind gust frequencies to the
natural frequency causes resonance or dynamic amplification
of the response. In addition, typical damping ratios in these
structures are extremely low (far less than one percent of crit-
ical damping). The low damping increases the amplification
of the wind-induced vibrations.

Usually, the greater the length of the cantilevered mast
arm, the more susceptible the support structure will be to
wind-induced vibration. In recent years, the span length of
the cantilevered mast arms has increased significantly. Fig-
ure 3 shows a 22-m (72-ft) long cantilevered signal support
structure near the University of Tampa. This structure vibrates
frequently due to its extreme flexibility.

Personnel involved in installation inspection, mainte-
nance, and repair of these support structures should under-
stand the wind loading and response of various support struc-
tures. These personnel will then be able to recognize these
problems in the field and have a better understanding of the
important reasons for the additional quality control. There
are four wind-loading phenomena that can lead to vibration
and fatigue: natural wind gusts, truck-induced gusts, vortex
shedding, and galloping. Each type of structure (e.g., signal,
sign, or luminaire) is susceptible to either two or three of the
four wind loads, as is shown in Table 2.
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C.3.1 Vortex Shedding

Vortex shedding is the shedding of vortices on alternate
sides of a symmetric member (i.e., one without any attach-
ments). Vortex shedding can result in resonant oscillations of a
pole in a plane normal to the direction of wind flow. In the 2001
Specifications, the vortex shedding pressure range for fatigue
design is applied horizontally to the projected area of one side
of the pole to calculate the fatigue stress ranges in the details.

As shown in Table 2, only luminaire support structures
(i.e., light poles) have exhibited problems from vortex shed-
ding. Luminaire support structures may occasionally exhibit
excessive vibration from natural wind gusts. However, if
there is a vibration problem with luminaire supports, it is typ-
ically due to vortex shedding.

In some cases, severe vibration from vortex shedding has
persisted long enough to cause fatigue cracking. This may
not be a long time—for example, in the case of some alu-
minum light poles that failed after a windstorm in New Jer-
sey, it was found that the fatigue cracks initiated and propa-
gated to failure in just that one night. In light poles, cracks
usually are observed at the base of the pole, at the weld join-
ing the pole to the baseplate or transformer base. If there are
stiffeners or gussets reinforcing the pole to baseplate con-

Type of Structure Galloping Vortex 
Shedding 

Natural Wind Truck Gusts 

Cantilevered Sign 
(one- or two-chord) 

X  X X 

Cantilevered Sign 
(four-chord) 

  X X 

Bridge Support 
(Sign or Signal) 

 * X X 

Cantilevered Signal X  X X 
Luminaire  X X  

Note: X indicates structure is susceptible to this type of loading 
* Vortex shedding has occurred in a monotube bridge supports and can occur in cantilevered structures 
if the sign or signal attachment is not attached.

Figure 3. Extreme flexibility of extremely long 
(22-m-span) mast arm.

TABLE 2 Susceptibility of types of support structures to various 
wind-loading phenomena



nection, then the cracks will typically form at the tops of the
stiffeners. In some cast aluminum transformer bases, the
cracks will occur at various details in the castings. If there are
hand holes, cracks may appear around the perimeter of these.
Cracked anchor rods have also occurred.

Vortex shedding tends to occur with steady continuous
winds at a critical velocity. The velocity need not be very
high, but it has been found that significant vibration does not
occur unless the velocity is greater than 5 m/s (10 mph). The
periodic frequency of the vortex shedding can lock in on the
natural frequency of the light pole, resulting in very large
alternating forces acting transverse to the wind flow direc-
tion. There are videotapes of luminaire supports vibrating so
severely that the amplitude of the vibration was on the order
of the pole diameter. Vortex shedding may result in frequent
burnouts of the light filaments. Occasionally, the vibration is
so severe that fatigue cracks will appear.

Although vortex shedding can “lock in” and continue as the
velocity increases or decreases slightly, if the velocity changes
by more than 20 percent, the vortex shedding will stop. Gusty
variable winds, such as might occur in a severe storm, typi-
cally will not cause vortex shedding. In fact, if the wind veloc-
ity is greater than 15 m/s (35 mph), the wind is generally too
turbulent for vortex shedding to occur. In summary, the winds
that are dangerous for vortex shedding are steady winds in the
velocity range 5 to 15 m/s (10 to 35 mph).

For light poles, there are three fundamental “modes” of
vibration and associated natural frequencies, as shown in Fig-
ure 4. The first mode is swaying with maximum displacement
at the top—this is single curvature (Figure 4a). The frequency
for this swaying will usually be about 0.5 to 1 Hz (2 second
to 1 second period). The second mode is double curvature—
the maximum displacement occurs at about mid-height and
the motion at the top is essentially stationary (Figure 4b). The
frequency range for this mode is typically about 4 to 8 Hz.
Finally, the third mode involves a stationary point at about
mid-height. The motion in the bottom part of the pole is in the
opposite direction as the motion in the top part of the pole
(Figure 4c). The frequency for this mode may be from 6 to 
10 Hz or even higher. Due to the typical diameters of poles
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and the “Strouhal” relation (a relationship among the diameter
of the pole, the natural frequency, and the wind velocity), vor-
tex shedding usually locks in to the second mode of vibration.

Luminaire manufacturers have a great deal of successful
experience with damping devices to mitigate vibration. Ball
and chain dampers are effective, where a metal ball is attached
to a long chain hanging inside the pole and the ball swings
around and collides with the wall of the tube. Variations on this
type of damper include an aluminum rod, free to impact the
inside of the pole. A Teflon ring can be placed around the rod
to reduce impact noise.

Stockbridge dampers (also called dog bone dampers) con-
sisting of two weights on the ends of a flexible shaft (see Fig-
ure 5) are also used successfully. These dog bone dampers
may be mounted on the interior or on the exterior, which
makes them useful for retrofitting structures in the field.

Typically, the damper is tuned so that it vibrates at a
frequency that is similar to the vibration frequency. Since
luminaires typically vibrate in the second mode, the dampers
typically have frequencies from 4 to 8 Hz. These dampers
are typically mounted at two-thirds of the pole height. The
mounting location was chosen because it is near the point
of maximum deflection for the second mode (i.e., when the
pole top remains relatively stationary). Note that these dam-
pers will usually be ineffective if the vibration is in the first or
third mode.

Another damper that can be easily installed in the field
consists of two 9-mm (0.375-inch) diameter aluminum cables
placed inside a 32-mm (1-1⁄4-inch) inside-diameter plastic
tube. The semi-rigid tube and the cables inside it are approx-
imately 80 percent of the total pole height. The damper may
be installed by sliding the tube inside the post through the
hand hole, and then letting it rest freely against the base and
the inside of the post. When vortex-shedding forces initiate
motion in the post, the tube and cables impact the insides of
the post, damping out the motion.

Aluminum poles have lower stiffness and are more sus-
ceptible to vibration from vortex shedding. In some cases,
aluminum poles may often have dampers installed in advance
by the manufacturer. For steel light poles, the strategy is often
to try the structure without the dampers; then if the structure
is reported to vibrate, a damper is installed in the field.

Recent studies have verified that vortex shedding can occur
in tapered as well as prismatic circular poles with almost any
diameter. (Note: this is contrary to some statements in the 2001
Specifications, which should be revised in later editions.)

Figure 5. Typical Stockbridge damper for light poles.
Figure 4. First three modes (for motion in one plane) for
typical poles.



In a few cases, sign and signal support structures have
exhibited vortex shedding on the mast arms before the attach-
ments (signs or signal heads) were mounted. After mounting,
this is no longer a problem. Consequently, it is recommended
that mast arms never be erected before these attachments are
mounted. Vortex shedding of long monotube bridge support
structures has also occurred.

C.3.2 Galloping

Galloping is different than vortex shedding but also results
in large-amplitude, resonant oscillations perpendicular to the
direction of wind flow. Unlike vortex shedding, galloping
occurs on asymmetric members (i.e., those with signs, signals,
or other attachments) rather than circular members. Therefore,
it is the mast arms rather than the poles that are susceptible to
galloping. Galloping has caused mast arms to move up and
down with a range greater than 1 m. A large portion of the
vibration and fatigue problems that have been investigated for
cantilevered sign and signal support structures were caused by
galloping.

Galloping is caused by the attachments (i.e., signs/signals).
The number of signs and signal heads, their configuration,
area, connection detail, and the direction of wind flow signif-
icantly influence the susceptibility for galloping. Signal attach-
ments configured with backplates and subjected to flow from
the rear are most susceptible to galloping. However, all types
of signal heads and signs have been observed to be affected
by galloping, even those with louvered backplates.

In the 2001 Specifications, the galloping pressure is applied
vertically (like a shear stress) to the projected frontal area of
all sign and signal attachments. The galloping loads are quite
severe, so when they are applicable, they will typically gov-
ern the fatigue design. Therefore, mitigation devices will have
the greatest payoff in reducing the effects of galloping as
opposed to natural wind gusts or truck-induced wind gusts.

In most cases that have been investigated, the fatigue crack-
ing that has occurred from galloping has developed over a long
period of a year or more where there may have been many days
of winds that caused galloping. In cantilevered sign and signal
support structures, the cracks will usually manifest at the con-
nection of the mast arm to the pole or at the base of the pole.
In truss mast arms, the cracks may form at the truss connec-
tions, usually those closest to the pole. If there is a flanged
splice detail in the mast arm close to the pole, this may also be
a critical location where cracks may form. At the base of the
pole, cracks may form at the weld joining the pole to the base-
plate. If there are stiffeners or gussets reinforcing the pole to
baseplate connection, then the cracks will typically form at the
tops of the stiffeners. If there are hand holes, cracks may
appear around the perimeter of these. Cracked anchor rods
have also occurred.

Galloping also requires uniform steady winds rather than
gusty winds. However, in contrast to vortex shedding, gal-
loping can continue over a large range in wind velocity. The
mode of vibration for galloping is swaying of the mast arm
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Figure 6. Damping plate properly installed on signal
support structure.

in the vertical direction. This mode typically has a frequency
closer to 1 Hz (1 second period). Higher modes of vibration
have not been observed.

Galloping requires twisting of the mast arm as well as ver-
tical motion. Consequently, flexible monotube cantilever
support structures are particularly susceptible to galloping.
As noted above, monotube bridge support structures may be
susceptible to vortex shedding; therefore, one can assume
that these structures may also be susceptible to galloping
from the sign or signal attachments. However, typical bridge
support structures where the sign bridge consists of three-
dimensional, three-chord or four-chord trusses are not sus-
ceptible to vortex shedding or galloping.

Cantilevered sign support structures with mast arms fabri-
cated in three- or four-chord trusses have also never been
reported to vibrate from vortex shedding or galloping. Appar-
ently, these three-dimensional truss mast arms are sufficiently
stiff to resist galloping. However, there are many reported
instances of cantilevered two-chord trusses with signs and sig-
nals galloping. Typically, the longer the cantilever mast arm,
the more susceptible to galloping.

Galloping of signal support structures with horizontal sig-
nal heads can be effectively mitigated by attaching a large
sign blank, 410 mm by 1,680 mm, horizontally directly above
the signal head closest to the mast arm tip, as shown in Fig-
ure 6. The sign blank is raised, so that a gap of 133 mm exists
between the sign blank and the mast arm. The horizontal sign
blank works by adding drag as the mast arm begins moving
up and down in the vertical plane.

Texas has installed the sign blanks on a high percentage of
signal structures. However, the size and location of the sign
blanks often do not conform to the recommendations above,
rendering the devices potentially less effective. Figure 7
shows a horizontal sign blank that is too small and installed
with insufficient gap. Damping plates are totally ineffective
when mounted on mast arms with vertical signal heads.

For sign support structures and signal support structures
with vertical signal heads affected by galloping, there are



several newly developed mitigation devices. Each of the
three feasible mitigation devices has one or more disadvan-
tages. For support structures with a luminaire extension, the
in-plane strut is an effective choice, as shown in Figure 8.

For structures that do not have a luminaire extension, the
Florida impact damper, shown in Figure 9, appears to be the
most well-developed option. A Wyoming strand damper,
Figure 10, also appears to be an effective mitigation device.
A housing will need to be constructed for this device before
it will be accepted for wide use.

C.3.3 Natural Wind Gusts

The most common type of wind-induced vibration in sup-
port structures is from ordinary wind gusts or fluctuations of
the wind velocity. In the 2001 Specifications, these gusts are
referred to as natural wind gusts to distinguish them from
truck-induced wind gusts. Natural wind gusts exert a fluctuat-
ing force that is primarily horizontal, and the resulting motion
of the mast arm is also primarily horizontal, although there is
often a significant vertical motion as well. In the 2001 Speci-
fications, the natural wind gust pressure is applied horizontally
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to the projected frontal area of all surfaces, including the struc-
tural members, as well as the sign and signal attachments.

In cases where fatigue cracking was caused by natural wind
gusts, cracking developed over a long period of at least sev-
eral years. In light poles, the connection of the arm support-
ing the lights to the pole top has cracked. In cantilevered sign
and signal support structures, the cracks will usually manifest
at the connection of the mast arm to the pole, with cracks
forming along the sides of the connection. Natural wind gust
loading has also caused cracks at truss connections and at the
base of the pole, at the weld joining the pole to the baseplate,
at the top of the stiffeners, at hand holes, or at the anchor rods.

Mitigation devices to reduce the effects of horizontal wind
gusts must be able to provide a substantial damping compo-
nent out-of-plane. The vertical strut in Figure 8 and the Florida
impact damper in Figure 9 are not very effective at mitigating
natural wind gust vibration. However, the Wyoming strand
damper shown in Figure 10 is effective in reducing out-of-
plane as well as in-plane motion. Also, a strut can be mounted
off a small out-of-plane cantilever, as shown in Figure 11, to
provide damping out-of-plane for natural wind gust loading.

Figure 10. Wyoming strand impact damper.

Figure 9. Florida semituned mass impact damper.

Figure 7. Broken damping plate improperly installed on
signal support structure.

Figure 8. Wyoming in-plane strut damper.



As shown in Table 2, all structure types are potentially sus-
ceptible to natural wind gusts, which act on all members of the
structure as well as the attachments. The most flexible and
most lightly damped structures are more susceptible, however.

Support structures in certain areas of the country that are
very windy are particularly susceptible to vibration and fatigue
from natural wind gusts. Typically, these are places where the
mean annual wind velocity is greater than 5 m/s (10 mph).

These places where there are frequent constant winds and
support structures are at risk for fatigue cracking due to nat-
ural wind gust loading are not the same places with the max-
imum peak wind velocities that are identified on wind maps
such as those in ASCE 7-98. These maps show the maximum
wind speed that occurs over a 50-year period that is used for
strength design. It is noteworthy that there are very few fail-
ures of cantilevered sign and signal supports after hurricanes
and other large storms. These once-in-a-lifetime wind gusts
have little influence on fatigue.

The fatigue-limit-state natural wind gust loads in the 2001
Specifications are derived for winds that are exceeded about
2 h each year. For example, the four places in the United
States with the greatest wind velocities that are exceeded at
least 2 h per year are

• Tatoosh Island, Washington: 28 m/s (62 mph),
• Clayton, New Mexico: 24 m/s (53 mph),
• Point Judith, Rhode Island: 24 m/s (53 mph), and
• Cheyenne, Wyoming: 24 m/s (53 mph).

It is noteworthy that Cheyenne is one of the four worst loca-
tions in the United States, since there was a significant signal
support structure fatigue problem in Wyoming caused by nat-
ural wind gust loading (see Figure 1 for example). Note that the
fatigue-limit-state velocity is always going to be far lower than
the “once-in-50-year-lifetime” wind speed used to design for
the strength limit state (typically 32 to 46 m/s [70 to 100 mph]).

C.3.4 Truck-Induced Wind Gusts

The passage of trucks beneath cantilevered support struc-
tures induces both horizontal and vertical gust loads on the
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structure, creating a motion that is primarily vertical but may
also include a significant horizontal component as well. The
magnitude of the horizontal truck gust is negligible relative
to the natural wind gust and is therefore ignored in the spec-
ifications. The vertical truck-gust load in the specifications is
an equivalent static pressure range applied to the underside
of the mast arm and any attachments.

Due to the large depth of variable-message signs (VMS) in
the direction of traffic flow (up to 1.2 m), the support structures
are the most susceptible to truck-induced fatigue because they
present a large area in the horizontal plane (see Figure 12).

Fatigue cracking from truck-induced wind gusts also usu-
ally develops over a period of several years. The cracks will
usually manifest at the connection of the mast arm to the pole,
at truss connections, and at the base of the pole—at the weld
joining the pole to the baseplate, at the top of the stiffeners, at
hand holes, or at the anchor rods.

The truck-gust pressure is proportional to the speed of the
trucks, so signs located on major highways are more suscep-
tible than those where the trucks are traveling slowly. Also,
there is a vertical gradient for the truck-induced gust pres-
sure, so the greater the clearance between the tops of trucks
and the bottoms of the signs, the less the susceptibility to
truck-induced vibration. The truck-gust loads essentially go
to zero at a height of 10 m (32.8 ft) above the roadway.

The same damping devices that are useful for galloping
will be useful for truck-gust loading, with the exception of the
horizontal sign blank.

C.4 SELECTION AND INSTALLATION 
OF HIGH-STRENGTH BOLTS AND ANCHOR RODS

C.4.1 High-Strength Bolts

The only type of fastener that should be used in field erec-
tion joints for galvanized steel sign, signal, and light support
structures are galvanized ASTM A325 high-strength bolts
[15] or galvanized ASTM F1852 twist-off-type, tension-

Figure 11. Wyoming dual-strut damper.

Figure 12. Truck passing under variable-message-sign
support structure.



control bolt assemblies. The joints should be between steel
members, and it is essential that the joints be properly pre-
tensioned. These bolts have a very high strength so that they
can supply high forces to compress the joint when they are
tightened. These joints actually carry load through the faying
surfaces rather than through the bolt. The job of the bolt is to
maintain the pretension and the associated precompression
of the faying surfaces [41].

When a pretensioned joint is subject to cyclic fatigue loads,
it acts as if the pieces pressed together were actually mono-
lithic (i.e., the bolts themselves feel only about 20 percent of
the load range), with the majority of the load range transferred
through the faying surfaces [41]. When a bolted joint is not
properly pretensioned, all the load range is transferred through
the bolts and they may quickly fail by fatigue.

Joints between aluminum members or between steel and
aluminum members are not within the scope of this guide.
Aluminum or stainless steel bolts are often used in these
applications, and it may be very difficult to attain a properly
pretensioned joint because of the low strength of these bolts.
Similarly, the U-bolts and other details for connecting lumi-
naires, signs, and signal heads to the structure are not dis-
cussed. The manufacturers design these details, and there
have been few problems with these details in the past.

The design, specification, handling, installation, and inspec-
tion of bolted joints in steel support structures should be in
accordance with the Specification for Structural Joints Using
ASTM A325 or A490 Bolts published in 1999 by the Research
Council on Structural Connections (RCSC) [9]. Only a few
points especially important for support structures are men-
tioned in this training guide.

Heavy-hex nuts should meet the requirements of ASTM
A563 (Grade DH; galvanized and lubricated) [25] or ASTM
A194 (Grade 2H; galvanized and lubricated). Heavy-hex nut
dimensions should meet the requirements of ANSI/ASME
B18.2.6. Markings for the bolt and nuts are discussed in Sec-
tion C.6.3 on inspection.

Flat galvanized circular washers should meet the require-
ments of ASTM F436 [28]. Washers should be used under the
nut. For oversized holes, plate washers 8 mm (5⁄16 inch) should
be used rather than flat washers. Plate washers should be struc-
tural grade steel and may be galvanized or have other coating.

If the bolt head is to be turned during the tightening pro-
cedure, then a washer should also be provided under the
head. Lock washers should never be used.

Compressible-washer-type, direct-tension indicators should
meet the requirements of ASTM F959. When the direct-
tension-indicator is used under the nut, an ASTM F436 washer
should be placed between the bolt and the direct-tension indi-
cator. When the direct-tension-indicator is used under the
bolt head, an ASTM F436 washer is required only when the
bolt head is the turned element.

The bolt length used should be such that the end of the bolt
is flush with or projecting beyond the face of the nut when
properly installed.
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C.4.1.1 Joint Design Considerations

Joints should have at least six bolts for redundancy so that
the joints can tolerate one loose or cracked bolt without rapid
failure. Joints with only four bolts may fail immediately due
to failure of one bolt.

Faying surfaces should be galvanized in accordance with
the requirements of ASTM A123 and subsequently rough-
ened by means of hand wire brushing. Burrs should be
removed from the faying surfaces. The boltholes should be
standard holes equal to the bolt diameter plus 1.5 mm (1⁄16 inch).
Flame cut holes must usually be ground smooth.

Compressible materials, such as gaskets or insulation,
shims or sheets of other metals, should not be placed within
the grip of the bolt. The slope of the surfaces of parts in con-
tact with the bolt head or nut should be equal to or less than
1:20 with respect to a plane that is normal to the bolt axis.

C.4.1.2 Installation of High-Strength Bolts

Fastener components should be protected from dirt and
moisture in closed containers at the site of installation. Fas-
tener components should not be cleaned of lubricant that is
present in the as-delivered condition. Fastener components
that accumulate rust or dirt resulting from plant or job-site
conditions should not be incorporated into the work. Bolts
that have been partially installed or used may not be reused.

Pre-installation verification testing should be performed
using a Skidmore-Wilhelm device (Figure 13) as indicated in
Section 7 of the RCSC Specification. Allowable methods for
pretensioning include turn-of-nut method, calibrated wrench
method, twist-off-type tension-control bolt method, or direct-
tension-indicator method, as described in Section 8 of the
RCSC Specification.

The appropriate inspection for each tightening method (as
described in Section 9.2 of the RCSC Specification) should
be performed by the contractor or, if specified by the contract

Figure 13. Skidmore-Wilhelm tension calibration device
for installation verification test (for calibrated torque
wrench) and rotational capacity test.



documents, by an inspector. The pretensioning and inspection
should be performed while the mast arm is still supported by
the crane.

When the load is released from the crane, it has been found
that some of the pretension is relieved in parts of the joint in
compression. In addition, these galvanized faying surfaces and
bolt and nut threads may creep. Therefore, in addition to the
RCSC requirements, the structural bolts should be retightened
after 48 hours. The retightening can be accomplished by turn-
ing each bolt an additional 1⁄8 turn or with the calibrated wrench
method to 110 percent of the maximum torque required in
the preinstallation verification testing. The retightening should
proceed in a star pattern as the original tightening.

C.4.2 Anchor Rods

The design, specification, handling, installation, and inspec-
tion of steel to concrete joints using anchor rods should be in
accordance with the “Specification for Steel-to-Concrete
Joints Using ASTM F1554 Grades 36, 55, and 105 Smooth
Anchor Rods, ASTM A615 and A706 Grade 60 Deformed
Bars, and AWS D1.1 Type B Studs.” This specification was
presented as an appendix to the Phase II report [2]. It is being
developed further by the Research Council on Structural
Connections and may eventually be published by the RCSC.
For the design strength of the concrete, this specification
refers to current American Concrete Institute criteria. Only a
few points especially important for support structures are
mentioned in the following.

ASTM F1554 [11] provides for three different grades of
anchor rods: Grade 36 (painted blue on the projecting end),
Grade 55 (painted yellow on the projecting end), and Grade
105 (painted red on the projecting end). The specified mini-
mum yield strength (Fy) and specified minimum tensile
strength (Fu) are given in Table 3.

As explained in Section C.2.5, since the fatigue strength of
these various grades of anchor bolts is the same, it is usually
not worthwhile to use the Grade 105 anchor rods. If an exist-
ing support structure (not designed for fatigue in accordance
with the 2001 Specifications) has Grade 105 anchor rods that
were designed for strength only, the size of the anchor rods
may be much less than would be the case if Grade 55 or Grade
36 anchor rods were used. Consequently, the stress ranges in
these Grade 105 anchor rods may be much greater, making
them particularly likely to experience fatigue cracking. Grade
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105 anchor rods should be especially evaluated to see if the
stress ranges calculated using the 2001 Specifications are
large enough that fatigue would be expected to occur quickly.
If so, an ultrasonic test of the rods may be warranted.

ASTM F1554 was passed in 1994. ASTM F1554 is essen-
tially the same as AASHTO M314-90, although there are some
differences. ASTM F1554 Grade 36 is essentially the same as
ASTM A36 [16] or ASTM A307 Grade C [17], and ASTM
F1554 Grade 105 is equivalent to ASTM A193 Grade B7
[18]. ASTM 1554 supercedes these specifications, and the
older specifications should no longer be referenced for anchor
rods. Under no circumstances should the ASTM A325 [15]
or A490 [19] specifications be referred to as anchor rods. The
A325 and A490 specifications are strictly for high-strength
structural bolts with forged heads.

There are three basic shapes of anchor rods:

• Bent anchor rods. These rods are F1554 smooth anchor
rods with the embedded end bent as to form a hook
(Figure 14). The anchorage to the concrete is by means
of the hook. The adherence between the shank and the
concrete is not reliable and is not counted in design.
Grade 105 bent rods should be avoided because they
have been shown to straighten [20] before they reach any
other more predictable steel or concrete mode of failure.

• Headed anchor rods. These rods are F1554 smooth
anchor rods with a head in the embedded end (Figure
15). The anchorage to the concrete is obtained by the
head. Typically, the “head” consists of one or more nuts,
although headed studs could also be included.

• Deformed bars. As discussed in Section C.2.6, con-
crete reinforcing bars (ASTM A706-96, Standard Spec-
ification for Low-Alloy Steel Deformed and Plain Bars
for Concrete Reinforcement [12]) (Figure 16) may be
threaded and galvanized and used for anchor rods. Ordi-
nary reinforcing bars conforming to ASTM A615-96,
Standard Specification for Deformed and Plain Billet-
Steel Bars for Concrete Reinforcement [13] have been
used in the past. However, because of possible low tough-
ness (discussed in Section C.2.6), ordinary reinforcing
bars should not be used for non-redundant, fatigue-
susceptible support structures such as cantilevers and
high-mast luminaires. Reinforcing bars rely on the defor-
mations along the bar for the anchorage to the concrete
and may be threaded on the projecting end. The tensile

Tensile Property* ASTM 
F1554 
Rod 
Grade 36 

ASTM 
F1554 
Rod 
Grade 55 

ASTM 
F1554 
Rod 
Grade 
105 

ASTM 
A706 
Bars 
Grade 60 

Minimum Yield 
Strength Fy, ksi  

36 55 105 60 

Minimum Tensile 
Strength Fu, ksi 

58 75 125 80 

* 1 ksi = 6.89 MPa  

TABLE 3 Tensile properties for anchor rods

Figure 14. Bent anchor rod
(ASTM F1554 rod).



properties of common Grade 60 reinforcing bars are also
given in Table 3. The A706 specification should be used
if the anchor rod is to be welded or if it is used in seismic
applications. Galvanized deformed bars should be speci-
fied by referencing ASTM A767 [21].

C.4.2.1 Galvanizing

Corrosion protection is particularly important for fatigue
critical anchor rods, since corrosion pitting can degrade the
fatigue resistance.

Anchor rods, nuts, and washers that are used outdoors or in
a corrosive environment indoors are typically galvanized.
ASTM F1554 permits hot dip galvanizing by ASTM A153
[22] Class C or mechanically deposited by ASTM B695 [23],
Class 50. The purchaser should specify which of these pro-
cesses should be used or state “no preference.” Galvanized
anchor rods should always be shipped with the nuts pre-
assembled to the anchor rods to ensure good fit and ability to
run the nut down the threads easily. This should be specified
in the purchase order because it is not required in the ASTM
specifications.
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C.4.2.2 Threads

Only UNC [24] threads are recommended, especially for
galvanized anchor rods, although ASTM F1554 also permits
the less common 8 UN [24] series threads. The full range of
diameters (6 mm to 100 mm) (1⁄4 to 4 inches) of anchor rods
with UNC threads can theoretically sustain the overtapping
of corresponding nuts (required to allow for zinc coating
from galvanizing) without stripping, while this may not be
true for 8 UN threads. It should be noted that the Michigan
Department of Transportation feels that the use of 8 UN
threads is advantageous [14]. They have not experienced any
problems with thread stripping.

The thread class (tolerances) of the anchor rods should
also be specified, and typically Class 2A is all that is needed.
Class 1A is less common and provides a looser fit. It is only
needed if rapid assembly and disassembly is required, which
is not common for anchor rods. Class 2A will be provided by
default if class is not specified.

C.4.2.3 Nuts

Nuts on the embedded or projected end of the anchor rod
should be ASTM A563 nuts [25]. The recommended nut
style, grade and finish are shown in Table 4. This table is
based on the appendix of the ASTM A563 specification.

C.4.2.4 Baseplate and Holes

Holes may be thermally cut in the baseplates. In most cases,
the holes in the baseplate should be “Shear Holes” with the
dimensions shown in Table 5. Research [26] has shown that
this size of hole is adequate for a correct transfer of shear
forces from the baseplate to the anchor rods and to allow plas-
tic redistribution of shear forces. On the other hand, if anchor
rods are not required to transfer shear, only holes labeled as
normal holes in Table 5 are recommended. Normal holes may
only be used for some bridge support structures. These nor-
mal holes are the same holes recommended in the AISC man-
ual [27] for baseplates. They are oversized to allow for an easy
placement of the baseplate during erection.

Research described in NCHRP Report 412 [1] has shown
that the baseplate should be at least as thick as the anchor rod
diameter to provide for even distribution of the load and to
minimize prying forces. The minimum distance from the cen-
ter of the hole to the edge of the baseplate should be two times
the nominal diameter of the anchor rod.

C.4.2.5 Washers

There are two types of washers for anchor rods: standard
washers and plate washers. Standard washers are ASTM F436
[28] washers. When “Normal Holes” are used, plate washers
8 mm (5⁄16 inch) should be used. Plate washers should be struc-
tural grade steel and may be galvanized or have other coating.

Figure 15. Headed anchor rod.

Figure 16. Deformed bars (ASTM A615 and A706 bars).



Anchor 
Rod 

Anchor Rod 
Size (in.)* 

Finish ASTM A563 nut style, grade 
and finish 

 

ASTM F436 washer type 
and finishb 

Plain 
(uncoated) 

Hex: A, B, D, DH; plain 
Heavy Hex: A, B, Cc, C3, Dc, 

DHd, DH3; plain 

 
1; plain 

 

1⁄4 - 1 1⁄2  
  

Galvanized Hex: A, B, Dc, DHd; 
galvanized and lubricated 

Heavy Hex: A, B, Cc, C3, Dc, 
DHd, DH3; galvanized and 

lubricated 

 
1; galvanized 

Plain 
(uncoated) 

Heavy Hex: A, B, Cc, C3, Dc, 
DHd, DH3; plain 

1; plain 
 

 
 
 
 

F1554 
Grade 

36 
 
 
 

Over 1 1⁄2 - 4  

Galvanized Heavy Hex: A, B, Cc, C3, Dc, 
DHd, DH3; galvanized and 

lubricated 

 
1; galvanized 

Plain 
(uncoated) 

Hex: A, B, Dc, DHd; plain 
Heavy Hex: A, B, Cc, C3, Dc, 

DHd, DH3; plain 

 
1; plain 

 

1⁄4 - 1 1⁄2  
 

Galvanized Heavy Hex: Aa, Ba, Cc, C3, Dc, 
DHd, DH3; galvanized and 

lubricated 

 
1; galvanized 

Plain 
(uncoated) 

Heavy Hex: A, B, Cc, C3, Dc, 
DHd, DH3; plain 

1; plain 
 

F1554 
Grade 

55 
 

A706 
Grade 

60 Over 1 1⁄2 - 4  

Galvanized Heavy Hex: Aa, Ba, Cc, C3, Dc, 
DHd, DH3; galvanized and 

lubricated 

 
1; galvanized 

Plain 
(uncoated) 

Hex: Dc, DHd; plain 
Heavy Hex: Cc, C3, Dc, DHd, 

DH3; plain 

 
1; plain 

 

1⁄4 - 1 1⁄2  
 

Galvanized Heavy Hex: DHd, DH3; 
galvanized and lubricated 

1; galvanized 

Plain 
(uncoated) 

Heavy Hex: DHd, DH3; plain 1; plain 
 

 
 
 

F1554 
Grade 

105 Over 1 1⁄2 - 4  

Galvanized Heavy Hex: DHd, DH3; 
galvanized and lubricated 

1; galvanized 

a Applicable only to F1554 grade 55 anchor rods. 
b Applicable only if washer is required. 
c ASTM A194 nuts Grade 2 or 2H are acceptable equivalents for Grades C and D nuts. 
d ASTM A194 nuts Grade 2H are acceptable equivalents for Grades DH nuts. 
*Note: Metric bolt sizes and threads are different, for soft conversion 1 inch = 25 mm 

TABLE 4 Acceptable ASTM A563 nut, grade, finish and style and ASTM F436 washer 
type and finish for threaded anchor rods

Anchor Rod Nominal Anchor Rod Hole Dimensionsa,b, in.* 
Diameter 

in.* 
Shear Holes 
(diameter) 

Normal Holes 
(diameter) 

1⁄2 
5/8 
3⁄4 
7

/8 
1 

11
/4 

11
/2 

13
/4 

≥ 2 

5/8 
13/16 
15/16 
11/16 
11/4 
19/16 
113/16 

21/16 
db + 5/16 

11/16 
13/16 
15/16 
19/16 
113/16 
21/16 
25/16 
23/4 

db + 11/4 

* Note: Metric bolt sizes and threads are different, for soft conversion 1 inch = 25 mm

a The upper tolerance on the tabulated nominal dimensions shall not exceed 1⁄16-in. 
b The slightly conical hole that naturally results from punching operations with properly 
matched punches and dies is acceptable. 

TABLE 5 Nominal anchor rod hole dimensions
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Beveled standard washers should be used when the outer
face of the baseplate has a slope that is greater than 1:20 with
respect to a plane that is normal to the anchor axis.

C.4.2.6 Anchor Rod Joints

There are four primary types of steel to concrete joints:

• Welded-shear-and-uplift joints (Figure 17),
• Threaded-shear-and-uplift joints (Figure 18),
• Double-nut-moment joints (Figure 19), and
• Vibratory-machine joints (Figure 20).

The first type, welded-shear-and-uplift joints, is not usu-
ally used for sign, signal, and light support structures and so
is not discussed here.

C.4.2.6.1 Threaded-shear-and-uplift joints. This type of
joint rests directly on the concrete or on a grout pad (Figure
18). The baseplate is held down by single nuts. The threaded-
shear-and-uplift joints can develop some resistance to
bending moment as a couple between compressive bearing
force on the grout and tensile forces in the anchor rods.
However, the rotational stiffness of this joint is far less than
the double-nut-moment joint and the other types of joints, so
there may be excessive rotation before the moment is
developed. Furthermore, it may be difficult to retain the
pretension in the anchor rods under cyclic loads as the
baseplate wears the grout. For these reasons, this type of
joint is not suitable for large cantilevered support structures,
although it is still commonly used for many luminaires and
small traffic signal supports. This type of joint is suitable for
bridge support structures where there are multiple posts.

All three shapes of anchor rods will perform correctly in
this type of joint. The anchor rods transmit shear and tension,
while compression forces are transmitted directly by bearing
of the baseplate on the concrete and are not carried by the
anchor rods. The bearing strength should be computed in
accord with ACI 318-99 Section 10.17 [29].

As a result of the compression on the concrete, friction will
be developed between the baseplate and the concrete. Shear
friction strength should be calculated using the factored load
combination that gives minimum possible compression from
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dead load along with the maximum uplift that is consistent
with the lateral load that is being evaluated. The effect of live
load should not be included when calculating the shear fric-
tion strength unless the live load causes the lateral load or
uplift.

If the friction strength, computed in accord with ACI 349
Section B6.1.4 [30], is greater than the factored applied shear
or torsion on the joint, anchor rods are not needed for trans-
mitting shear or torsion. In fact, if the friction is sufficient to
handle the shear, and if there is no uplift, then anchor rods are
not needed at all for service loads. In this case, anchor rods
may be provided for stability during erection but need not be
designed for the service loads. If the anchor rods are designed
only for the factored loads during erection, it is prudent to
include a minimum lateral shear load equal to 5.0 percent of
the axial load from dead load during erection.

If, on the other hand, the factored loads exceed the friction
capacity of the joint, anchor rods should be assumed to trans-
mit the entire shear because the friction may no longer be effec-
tive at the deformation levels required to develop the shear
strength of the anchor rods. The shear strength of the anchor
rods may be taken as the smaller of the sum of the steel shear
strengths of the contributing individual anchor rods or the con-
crete shear strength of the anchor group (computed in accor-
dance with ACI 318-99 [29]).

Whenever anchor rods are needed for transmitting shear in
this type of joint, the baseplate should have shear holes. Also,
in the same case, bearing of the anchor rod on the walls of
the shear holes should be checked.

Figure 18. Threaded-shear-and-uplift joint.

Figure 19. Double-nut-moment joint.Figure 17. Welded-shear-and-uplift joint.



C.4.2.6.2 Double-nut-moment joints. In this type of joint,
the baseplate stands off from the concrete foundation and
bears on leveling nuts (Figure 19). Thus, the baseplate is
attached to anchor rods through double nuts: the leveling nut
and a top nut. This type of joint may be suitable for any type
of support structure and is required for cantilevered support
structures designed by the 2001 Specifications [5].

Washers should be used under both nuts, and beveled wash-
ers should be used if the misalignment exceeds 1:40 for the
double-nut-moment joints. Double-nut-moment joints are most
easy to level and plumb and are also very reliable for transmit-
ting moment to the foundation; therefore, they are satisfactory
for non-redundant structures and seismic or fatigue-loaded
structures such as highway sign, signal, and light supports.

Double-nut joints are pretensioned between the nuts only,
and the pretension has no effect on strength. Research has
shown that the pretension gives slightly better fatigue resis-
tance, but the effect is not that significant [1]. More impor-
tantly, the pretension ensures that there is a good load distri-
bution among the various anchor rods [1]. Therefore, there
are special tightening procedures for these joints.

Headed rods and deformed bars are best suited for double-
nut-moment joints. Like the welded-shear-and-uplift joints,
in double-nut-moment joints, anchor rods are designed to
resist all the axial forces, moments, and shears applied to the
joint, even if there is grout under the baseplate.

The use of grout under the baseplate in double-nut-moment
joints is not recommended for the following reasons:

• It may crack, retain moisture, and then promote corrosion.
• It makes it impossible to inspect and retighten bottom

nuts if necessary.
• In order to place the grout after the baseplate is in place,

the standoff distance between the top of concrete and
the bottom of the leveling nut may exceed the recom-
mended distance equal to the anchor rod diameter. Re-
search has shown that the local bending of individual
anchor rods from shear forces and torsion becomes sig-
nificant as this standoff distance increases much more
than this one diameter limit [1].

C.4.2.6.3 Vibrating-machinery joints. Vibrating-machinery
joints are sleeved (Figure 20) so that a longer length may be
pretensioned against the concrete. Alternatively, a detail can
be used that incorporates a length of anchor rod within thick-
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walled pipe above the baseplate. The pipes are attached to the
post and the baseplate. The anchor rods are tightened against
the top of the pipes. This joint could possibly be used for
cantilevered support structures, but there is little experience
with this application in the United States. It is used for
cantilevered support structures in Europe.

Only headed rods are recommended for vibratory-machine
joints. Anchor rods may also be partially sleeved in applica-
tions where precise alignment is required, since the sleeve
allows some flexibility of the anchor rod.

The design of the anchor rods for a vibratory-machine
joint is essentially the same as for a threaded-shear-and-uplift
joint. The compression is taken by the concrete, and the ten-
sion by the anchor rod. Shear is carried by either the friction
force or the shear strength of the anchor rod, but not both.

In pretensioned vibratory-machine joints, axial load is dis-
tributed among the anchor rod and the concrete in the grip.
Again, there is no effect of the pretension on the tensile
strength. However, for fatigue design, it is necessary to know
the load ranges in the anchor rods due to cycling of the ser-
vice loads. Since it is very difficult to predict the fraction of
the load transmitted to the anchor rods and the fraction trans-
mitted thorough the concrete in these joints, it should be con-
servatively assumed that the entire load is transmitted through
the anchor rods. However, these joints are undoubtedly better
than the research team assumes for fatigue and so are recom-
mended for very-high-cycle applications like vibrating ma-
chinery, even though it’s not so easy to level and plumb the
attached structure.

C.4.2.7 Redundancy

There is an unfortunate trend toward using fewer very
large anchor rods. It is always better to use more, smaller
anchor rods than fewer, bigger anchor rods. Especially if the
failure mode is fatigue and the structure is non-redundant, it
is essential to have at least eight anchor rods in the anchor rod
group. In the event of one anchor rod failure from fatigue, the
increase in the load on the neighboring anchor rods is toler-
able for the case of an eight-bolt group, and there will be
weeks or months typically before a second anchor rod fails
and total collapse occurs. This gives the joint some measure
of redundancy, even if the structure is non-redundant. The
fatigue failure of one anchor rod from a six- or four-bolt group,
however, may lead to immediate collapse.

C.4.2.8 Installation of Anchor Rods in the
Foundation and Construction Inspection

Proper installation of the anchor rods is the responsibility of
the foundation contractor, and inspection and testing is to be
performed by the foundation contractor. Records shall be kept
of the dates and results of testing and inspection, and these
records shall be available for the Engineer of Record or their
representative to review. The Engineer of Record may require
that their representative witness the inspection and testing.

Figure 20. Vibratory-machine joint.



C.4.2.8.1 Design considerations. If the embedded head of
an ASTM F1554 anchor rod is a nut or is fastened with nuts,
the head nut or the nuts fastening the head should be prevented
from rotating while the anchor rod is tightened. Two methods
have been shown to prevent rotation:

• Tack weld the nut to the anchor rod on the unstressed
(bottom) side of the nut if the ASTM F1554 rod is a
grade 36 rod or a grade 55 rod.

• Jam another nut on the head nut for any grade of ASTM
F1554 rod.

Neither the tack weld nor the jam nut will affect the ulti-
mate or fatigue strength of the rod.

C.4.2.8.2 Pre-installation testing. Prior to placing the
anchor rods in the concrete, an anchor rod rotation capacity
test should be run with at least one anchor rod from every lot.
This test may be run in a Skidmore-Wilhelm device (Figure 13)
or in a mockup of the baseplate using a small piece of plate
with one hole of equivalent grade, thickness, and finish. The
test consists of Steps 2 through 14 of the tightening pro-
cedure (presented later), adapted as necessary because there
is no post or crane, and there is only one anchor rod. The nut
should be rotated at least to the required rotation given in
Table 6. After the test, the nuts should be removed and
inspected for damage to their threads.

Then the anchor rod is removed from the test plate and
restrained while the nuts are turned onto the bolts well past
the location of the leveling nut and top nut in the test and
backed off by one worker using an ordinary wrench (without
a cheater bar). The threads are considered damaged if more
than minimal effort is required to turn the nut. If there is no
damage to the anchor rod or nut during this test, they may be
used in the foundation. If there is damage to the threads or an
inability to attain at least the verification torque, the lot of
anchor rods should be rejected.

C.4.2.8.3 Procedure for installation of anchor rods in the
foundation. The procedure for installing anchor rods in the
foundation is as follows:
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1. Anchor rods should be installed as a group and should
be secured against relative movement and misalign-
ment, such as with a template set composed of rings
with nuts on both sides at two locations along the length
of the anchor rods. One of the plates or rings is usually
above the top of concrete and is reused as a template
(Figure 21).

2. The template set (or other device) with anchor rods
should be secured in its correct position in accordance
with the drawings.

3. The concrete should be placed and cured.
4. If a top template is above the concrete surface, it may

be removed 24 h after placing the concrete.
5. The exposed part of the anchor rods should be cleaned

with a wire brush or equivalent and lubricated with
beeswax or toilet-ring wax.

Nut Rotation from Snug-Tight Conditiona,b,c  
Anchor Rod Diameter, in*. 

F1554 Grade 36 F1554 Grades 55 and 105 
A615 and A706 Grade 60 

≤  1 1⁄2 1/6 turn 1/3 turn 

> 1 1⁄2 1/12 turn 1/6 turn 

a Nut rotation is relative to anchor rod. The tolerance is plus 20 degrees. 
b Applicable only to double-nut-moment joints. 
c Beveled washer should be used if: a) the nut is not into firm contact with the baseplate; or b) the outer 
face of the baseplate is sloped more than 1:40. 
*Note: Metric bolt sizes and threads are different, for soft conversion 1 inch = 25 mm 

Figure 21. Recommended installation template for
anchor rods.

TABLE 6 Nut rotation for turn-of-nut pretensioning



6. After at least 24 h, the anchor rods should be inspected
visually to verify that there is no visible damage to the
threads and that their position, elevation, and projected
length is within the tolerances of the AISC Code of
Standard Practice for Steel Buildings and Bridges [8];
and that the misalignment from vertical is no more than
1:40. It is good practice to use a steel or wood template
with the hole pattern to check the base of the post and
the anchor rods. The nuts should be turned onto the
rods well past the elevation of the bottom of the level-
ing nut and backed off by one worker using an ordinary
wrench without a cheater bar.

7. Once the concrete has reached sufficient strength (from
7 to 28 days), anchor rods are ready to be subjected to
erection loads.

The tightening procedure for the anchor rods is discussed
in the following section.

C.5 ERECTION OF SIGN, SIGNAL, AND LIGHT
SUPPORT STRUCTURES

C.5.1 Scope and Responsibility

This section recommends specific procedures for the
erection of the support structures. Construction of the con-
crete foundations is not covered. However, there is exten-
sive guidance on the proper installation of anchor rods in
Section C.4.2.

Detailed rigging and safety issues are not covered in this
guide; these issues are common to any construction project
and are governed by relevant state, agency, and AASHTO
construction and materials specifications. In general, only
issues that can affect the vibration and fatigue performance
of the structure after erection are covered in this section.

Proper erection is the responsibility of the erection con-
tractor. The erection contractor should perform inspection
and testing. Records shall be kept of the dates and results of
inspection, and these records shall be available for the Engi-
neer of Record or their representative to review. The Engi-
neer of Record may require that their representative witness
the installation and inspection.

The erection contractor must inspect the anchor rods to
ensure that they were installed as required in the drawings.
Corrections to out-of-position anchor rods must be handled
on a case-by-case basis, as described in Section C.7.3.

C.5.2 Preparation for Erection

The erection contractor is responsible for assembling
design and fabrication documents and having them available
for review by the owner, Engineer of Record, or their repre-
sentative. The design and fabrication documents should
include a set of design drawings; shop drawings; the name
and contact information for the designer/consultant of record;
design calculations (stamped by a professional engineer
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explicitly showing the fatigue design as well as the tradi-
tional allowable stress design for strength); the name and
contact information (including location of plant) of fabrica-
tor of record; welding procedure specifications; inspection
reports; and copies of material mill certificates for the anchor
rods, structural bolts, and the main members (not including
stiffeners, baseplates, flange plates, and other small plates).

The erection contractor, considering the weight and stabil-
ity of the pieces to be erected, should carefully plan the erec-
tion procedure for each job. Light poles, including light sup-
ports with cantilevered arms, may usually be fully assembled
on the ground and erected in one piece. Cantilevered sign and
signal supports should be erected in two pieces. It has been
found that it is nearly impossible to properly tighten the dou-
ble-nut anchor rod connection when a completely assembled
cantilevered support structure is suspended from the crane.

Prior to erection, the separate parts of the structure (the post
and the cantilevered mast arm or truss) should be inspected.
The weld quality should conform to AWS D1.1, Structural
Welding Code—Steel [7]. Fillet welds should be checked with
a fillet weld gauge. The galvanized coating should be
inspected, and inadequate portions of the coating should be
repaired in a manner consistent with ASTM A-780 [33].

Various weld inspections are required in Section 5.15 of
the 2001 Specifications [5] as explained below. The specifi-
cations also allow as an alternative to these inspections a
destructive test that is acceptable to the owner. This alterna-
tive may be the best option in view of the expected poor reli-
ability of the inspection methods in these applications.

The contractor should verify that these inspections (or
destructive tests) were performed and should have the records
of these inspections (or tests) available for the Engineer of
Record or their representative to review. The inspection
requirements do not apply to small luminaire arms.

The specifications require that all circumferential splice
welds be full-penetration welds and be inspected using either
radiographic testing (RT) or ultrasonic testing (UT). However,
RT is not suitable for detecting cracks perpendicular to the
plate surface (the most common and potentially dangerous
types of weld cracks). It is assumed that backing rings are per-
mitted to be used inside the tube. In this case, the ultrasonic test
will give a strong indication at the backing ring, and detection
of flaws will be difficult. Therefore, these techniques should
not be viewed as ensuring a weld that is free of defects.

Longitudinal seam welds may be partial-penetration welds
with the exception of certain lengths of the seam welds near
joints, which must be full penetration. The full-penetration
lengths of seam welds must be inspected using either RT or
UT. In addition, a random 25 percent of the partial-penetra-
tion welds should be inspected using magnetic particle test-
ing (MT). MT is considered a very good technique for find-
ing surface cracks.

A random 25 percent of mast arm to flange welds and pole
to baseplate welds should be inspected. Full-penetration
welds should be inspected using RT or UT. Again, these
techniques would be expected to be ineffective. Fillet welds



of socket joints should be inspected using MT, which is
expected to be effective.

In addition to these weld inspections, it should be verified
that the support structure is fabricated as shown in the draw-
ings. Be sure that all drain holes are properly sized and located.
Figure 22 shows an example of a detail that was fabricated dif-
ferently than shown in the drawings. The drawings called for
a radius cut in the shelf plate so it fit around and could be con-
tinuously welded to the post. The as-fabricated detail in Fig-
ure 22 would be expected to have drastically reduced fatigue
life relative to the detail shown in the drawings. The contact
area is very small, increasing the stress ranges significantly on
the small welds from the cyclic loads. Furthermore, the small
angle formed at the terminations of the fillet welds forms a
notch. Notches are generally bad for fatigue.

In addition to establishing that the structure was properly
fabricated, the contractor should visually inspect the structure
for cracks. Cracks may occur during fabrication or galvanizing
of the structures. In addition, fatigue cracks may occur in struc-
tures from the loads they experienced in transport, as has hap-
pened with several aluminum trusses with tube to tube welded
connections. Fatigue cracks will generally occur between bolt-
holes or along the toe of the welds parallel to the weld axis.
Longitudinal seam welds, any hand holes or other attachments,
or any splices or joints should be inspected closely.
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If it is not clear if the visual indication is a crack or possi-
bly just a crack in the coating or a scratch, the indication can
be further investigated using magnetic particle (MT) testing
or dye-penetrant (PT) testing. These testing procedures are
explained in detail in AWS D1.1. It is generally not worth-
while to inspect areas using one of these methods unless there
is a good reason to suspect there is a crack. Ultrasonic testing
may be useful in some circumstances, but generally the cracks
will have penetrated through the thickness of the member, and
the MT and PT methods can find them more economically.

Enclosed tubes, especially the diagonals and verticals in
trusses, can rupture from the galvanizing (if adequate vent
holes are not used or become clogged). If these tubes fill with
water, they should be drained by drilling a 13-mm (0.5-inch)
diameter hole near the bottom of the tube, but at least 25 mm
(1 inch) from the welded connection. If the water remains
undrained, it can accelerate corrosion or rupture the tube if it
freezes.

It should be verified that there will be no fit-up problems
when the two parts of the structure are assembled in the field.
The slope of the surfaces of parts in contact with the bolt head
or nut, and the faying surfaces, should be equal to or less than
1:20 with respect to a plane that is normal to the bolt axis. How-
ever, even if the surfaces are within tolerances, 100-percent
mating between the two flanges will usually not be achieved.
The structure should be rejected, however, if more than 25 per-
cent of the surface area is visibly not in firm contact after snug-
ging the bolts. This contact surface is discussed further later.

The record of an established fabricator with a particular fab-
rication procedure can be sufficient to verify this, especially if
numerical control machines are used in their shop. Otherwise,
the verification will require pre-assembly in the shop.

The anchor rods shall not be subjected to erection or ser-
vice loads until 28 days after placing the concrete. In some
cases, with the approval of the Engineer of Record, the post
may be attached to the anchor rods after 7 days.

If necessary, camber should be built into the support struc-
ture. The baseplate should always be designed to be level.
The support structure should never be raked on the anchor
rods to achieve a camber, because the misalignment of the
baseplate will make it nearly impossible to properly tighten
the anchor rods.

The use of grout under the baseplate in double-nut-moment
joints is not recommended for reasons cited in the previous
section. If electrical wires are exposed between the baseplate
and the concrete, wire mesh or other suitable protection shall
be provided to prevent damage from animals.

An inventory database should be established and the inven-
tory number should be clearly stenciled on the support struc-
ture with paint. The design, materials, and fabrication docu-
ments discussed previously should be filed in a way that they
are accessible and linked to the database. The date of erec-
tion should be recorded and the inspection results and any
repairs or corrective measures taken should be explained in
detail in the database.

Figure 22. Example of improperly fabricated detail for
welded attachment of shelf plate to post in bridge 
support structure.
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Figure 23. Erection of post.

Figure 24. Typical double-nut-moment joint prior to
tightening top nuts with leveling nuts in correct position
(close to top of concrete).

Figure 25. Tightening top nuts with hydraulic 
torque wrench.

C.5.3 Erection Procedure

The first step in the erection process is placing and level-
ing the leveling nuts. Start with the bottom of the leveling
nuts approximately 6 mm (0.25 inches) from the top of the
concrete. Then the post should be erected on the anchor rods
(Figure 23), being careful not to damage the threads on the
anchor rods. Level the baseplate by bringing up the leveling
nuts on the low sides. In no case should the bottom of the lev-
eling nuts end up more than one anchor rod diameter above the
top of the concrete. Figure 24 shows an installation where the
leveling nuts are in the proper position. Finally, the anchor
rods may be tightened using an adaptation of the model pro-
cedure below. Large anchor rods such as those shown in
Figure 24 will require a hydraulic torque wrench to properly
tighten, as shown in Figure 25.

After the anchor rods are properly tightened, the post is
released from the crane. If this is a light pole, the erection is
completed, except for the post-erection retightening of the
anchor rods (see Step 20 in the model procedure below).

For cantilevered signal and sign support structures, the
erection continues with the mast arm or truss. (If the proce-
dure is being applied to light poles, this step is unnecessary.)

The cantilevered mast arm or truss is balanced on the crane
and is brought up to position and bolted to the post, as shown
in Figure 26. This requires the use of a bolted joint at the mast
arm to post connection. For round members, a bolted flange
connection can be used as shown in Figure 26. As discussed
in Section C.4.1, reference is made to existing RCSC bolt
specifications for proper tightening procedures for high-
strength bolted joints.

According to fabricators, it is almost impossible to achieve
a perfectly flat faying surface on the flanged connection that
mates at the exact angle with a perfectly flat faying surface
on the opposing flange. Consideration should be given to the
type of weld used to join the flange plate to the tube and how
that affects the distortion of the faying surface. As stated
above, the slope of the surfaces of parts in contact with the
bolt head or nut, and the faying surfaces, should be equal to
or less than 1:20 with respect to a plane that is normal to the



bolt axis, but 100-percent mating between the two flanges
will usually not be achieved. As stated in Section C.4.1, com-
pressible materials (such as gaskets, insulation, shims, or
sheets of other metals) should not be placed between these
flanges, even to try to achieve better contact.

According to the RCSC, the surfaces need to be brought
into firm contact, but it is acceptable to have isolated areas
where there is no contact. The fact that gaps may exist in the
faying surfaces does not prevent the bolt preload from being
developed. The end plate thickness is enough to bridge the
gaps and develop the desired bolt tension. The snug-tightened
condition is “the tightness that is attained with a few impacts
of an impact wrench or the full effort of an ironworker using
an ordinary spud wrench to bring the plies into firm contact”
[9]. The structure should be rejected if there is more than
25 percent of the surface visibly not in contact after snugging
the bolts. The Engineer of Record may approve shims or
repairs to the structure to correct this problem.

All of the signs, signals, and other attachments may be
attached to the cantilever on the ground before erection. Even
very large heavy variable message sign boxes should be
attached to their supporting members on the ground, and this
can be done off site. If the attachments are not attached to the
cantilever when it is erected, they should be attached imme-
diately after erection without even waiting until the next day.
The bare mast arms with no attachments are vulnerable to
vortex shedding, which can quickly become destructive.

C.5.4 Model Procedure for Anchor Rod
Tightening and Follow-Up Retightening

Anchor rod joints require some level of pretensioning.
Lubrication of the threads of the anchor rod, the threads of
the nut, and the bearing surface of the nut is required for
proper installation. Beeswax and toilet-ring wax have been
shown to provide good lubrication.

Only installation of double-nut-moment joints is covered
in this section since single-nut joints are generally not rec-
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ommended for large cantilevered structures, and vibratory-
machine joints are not commonly used in the United States.
Requirements for fatigue-loaded, threaded-shear-and-uplift
and vibratory-machine joints may be derived from the instal-
lation requirements of double-nut-moment joints.

The “turn-of-the-nut” method is primarily relied upon to
achieve a certain pretension between the double nuts of the
anchor rods. Although torque is a poor way to install bolts
and anchor rods, it is the only alternative for defining snug-
tight conditions, inspection, and retightening.

In this document, the snug-tight condition for anchor rods
is defined as nuts tightened to a torque between 20 and 
30 percent of the verification torque computed using Equa-
tion C-1

where

Tv = verification torque (inch-kips or kN-mm)
db = nominal body diameter of the anchor rod (inches 

or mm)
FI = installation pretension (kips or kN) equal to 50 per-

cent of the specified minimum tensile strength of
F1554 Grade 36 rods, and 60 percent for the rest of
threaded fasteners.

Research [31] has shown that a value of 0.12 in this rela-
tionship is adequate for common sizes and coatings of anchor
rods. (Note: the torque in “in-kips” can be multiplied by 83.3
to get ft-lb and the torque in kN-mm can be multiplied by
0.73 to get ft-lb).

Very large torque may be required to properly tighten
anchor rods greater than 25 mm (1 inch) in diameter. A cheater
bar (i.e., a pipe or extension handle more than 3 m [10 ft]
long) may be required for the torque wrench. For snugging
the leveling nuts, an open-end wrench with a 3-m (10-ft) long
pipe or extension handle may be used. Tightening the top
nuts for anchor rods greater than 25 mm (1 inch) in diameter
may require either of the following:

• A hydraulic torque wrench (Figure 25) or
• A box end “slug” or “knocker” wrench with a 3-m (10-ft)

long pipe or extension handle.

The box end wrench may be moved by impacts with a 
7-kg (16-lb) sledgehammer or by the efforts of three or more
workers. It is essential that the workers have good traction
and are not slipping in mud.

Inadequately tightened bolts can lead to fatigue failures and
further loosening of the nuts under cyclic loading. A less likely
outcome of failure to follow the tightening procedure is over-
tightened rods and associated plastic deformation and stripping
of the threads, which may require removal and replacement.

The following procedure may be adapted for use in some sit-
uations, and should only be considered minimum requirements:

T d Fv b I= 0 12. ( )C-1Figure 26. Attaching cantilevered truss to the post.



1. The proper position of the anchor rods and the proper
hole pattern on the post are verified (preferably with a
template).

2. It should be verified that the nuts can be turned onto
the rods well past the elevation of the bottom of the
leveling nut and backed off by one worker using an
ordinary wrench without a cheater bar.

3. If threads of anchor rods were lubricated more than 
24 h before placing the leveling nut or have been wet
since they were lubricated, the exposed threads of the
anchor rod should be relubricated. Leveling nuts should
be cleaned, threads and bearing surfaces lubricated.

4. The leveling nuts are placed on the anchor rods and
made level.

5. Leveling nut washers should be placed.
6. Next, the post is brought in and positioned with a crane.
7. The post is plumbed or the baseplate leveled (as

shown on the drawings) and the anchor rods are tight-
ened. The following is the installation sequence for
double-nut-moment joints using the “turn-of-the-nut”
method of pretensioning.

8. Top nut washers should be placed.
9. Threads and bearing surfaces of the top nuts should be

lubricated, placed, and tightened to the snug-tight
condition in a star pattern (Figure 27).

10. Leveling nuts should be tightened to the snug-tight
condition in a star pattern.

11. At this point, the installation crew should verify if
beveled washers are necessary. Beveled washers may
be necessary under the leveling or top nut if any face
of the baseplate has a slope greater than 1:20 and/or
any nut could not be brought into firm contact with the
baseplate. If any beveled washer is required, the instal-
lation crew should disassemble the joint as necessary,
add the beveled washer(s) and retighten (in a star pat-
tern) to the snug condition top and leveling nuts.

12. Before turning, the reference position of the top nut in
the snug-tight condition should be marked with a suit-
able marking on one flat with a corresponding refer-
ence mark on the baseplate at each bolt. Top nuts
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should be turned in increments in a star pattern (at
least two full tightening cycles) to the nut rotation
specified in Table 6. After tightening, the nut rotation
should be verified.

13. The load may be released from the crane.
14. A torque wrench should be used to verify that a torque

at least equal to the verification torque computed using
Equation C-1 is required to additionally tighten the lev-
eling nuts and the top nuts. An inability to achieve this
torque should be interpreted to indicate that the threads
have stripped and should be reported to the Engineer of
Record.

15. For light poles, skip to Step 20.
16. Next, the cantilevered mast arm or truss, with all attach-

ments previously installed, may be raised into position
with the crane and the bolted joints may be completed.
As discussed previously, the mating faying surfaces
should be within 1:20 alignment with the axis of the
bolts. Firm contact between the faying surfaces should
be verified prior to pretensioning the bolts. It is accept-
able to have isolated areas that are not in contact.

17. The final step is to tighten the bolts that connect the
mast arm or truss to the post. As discussed in Section
C.4.1, reference is made to existing RCSC bolt spec-
ifications for proper tightening procedures for high-
strength bolted joints. The tightening pattern of the
bolts in the stub to truss-chord connection should be
in a star pattern the same as the anchor rods. This
could be facilitated by having two bucket trucks, one
on each side of the truss. Each person in the buckets
should take a turn tightening the appropriate bolt.
These bolts should also be incrementally tightened
when going through the star pattern. At least two com-
plete cycles of tightening should be used.

18. The load may then be released from the crane.
19. In addition to the RCSC requirements, the structural

bolts should be retightened after 48 h. The retighten-
ing should be performed with the calibrated wrench
method to 110 percent of the maximum torque required
in the preinstallation verification testing. Alternatively,
each bolt can be turned an additional 1⁄6 turn.

20. After at least 48 h, the torque wrench should be used
to verify that a torque at least equal to 110 percent of
the verification torque computed using Equation C-1
is required to additionally tighten the leveling nuts
and the top nuts on the anchor rods. An inability to
achieve this torque shall be interpreted to indicate that
the threads have stripped and should be reported to the
Engineer of Record.

21. The nuts on the anchor rods should be prevented from
loosening unless a maintenance plan is in place to ver-
ify at least every 4 years that a torque equal to at least
110 percent of the verification torque computed using
Equation C-1 is required to additionally tighten the
leveling nuts and the top nuts. Jam nuts or other lock-
ing devices may be used to prevent nut loosening.

Figure 27. Star pattern
tightening sequence.



Tack welding the nut to the anchor rod on the unstressed
(top) side of the top nut has been used successfully to prevent
loosening or to prevent theft of the nuts, although this would
not be allowed under AWS D1.1 and therefore cannot be
recommended. If it is used, only ASTM F1554 Grade 36 or
Grade 55 rod, or Grade A706 reinforcing bar should be tack
welded. Under no circumstance should any nut be tack
welded to the washer or the baseplate.

C.6 IN-SERVICE INSPECTION

Section 2.7 of the 2001 Specifications states: “A regular
maintenance program should be established that includes
periodic inspection, maintenance and repair of structural sup-
ports.” The specifications go on to discuss design features
(walkways, etc.) to facilitate this maintenance.

Periodic inspection of the support structures should verify

• That the structure is not rotating, tilting, or sagging;
• That no parts or covers are broken or missing;
• That there are no obvious electrical problems like

exposed wires;
• That sign and signal attachments are secure;
• That the foundations and anchor rods are in good con-

dition and not undermined, overgrown with vegetation,
or exposed to standing water;

• That the coating system remains effective in preventing
corrosion;

• That the structure and anchor rods are free from fatigue
cracks; and

• That all bolted joints, including double-nut anchor-rod
joints, remain properly tightened.

These inspections are the responsibility of the owner or
their representative. Pre-installation inspection is slightly dif-
ferent—it is performed by and is the responsibility of the
contractor as discussed in Section C.5.2. Maintenance and
repair will be discussed in the next section.

Inspections should be conducted by at least two people, one
of whom should meet the qualifications outlined in Appendix
A of the current Bridge Inspector’s Training Manual [6]. Their
responsibilities and duties are as outlined in Chapter 5.2 of the
current Bridge Inspector’s Training Manual [6]. Safety should
be the first priority. Traffic control measures appropriate for
using the shoulder of the road should be implemented. Inspec-
tors should have completed fall-protection training. No inspec-
tion should be performed if it could be unsafe.

C.6.1 Inspection Frequency

The AASHTO Maintenance Manual includes information
about scheduling inspection and maintenance. Based on a
review of many states’ practices, the following maximum
intervals are recommended. Structures with aluminum com-
ponents should be inspected every 2 years. Sign supports
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mounted on the sides of overpass structures and support struc-
tures mounted on bridges should be inspected during that 
2-year inspection interval.

For luminaires and cantilevered sign and signal support
structures mounted on the ground, the periodic inspection
should be performed at least every 4 years. Less frequent
inspection of luminaires could be required if they cannot fall
into the traffic lanes. Bridge support structures have had far
fewer fatigue problems, so these can also be inspected less
frequently, but at least every 6 years. A walkthrough of the
sign bridge truss should be conducted rather than a visual
inspection from the shoulder. This will usually require clos-
ing of the traffic in the lanes below. These inspection periods
may be increased for structures designed in accordance with
the 2001 Specifications.

The inspection of luminaires and cantilevered sign struc-
tures should include a “hands-on” inspection of the connection
of the cantilevered truss, mast arm, or luminaire to the post,
which will require a bucket truck or a ladder. Studies con-
ducted in New York State indicate that the visual inspection of
this connection from the ground, aided by binoculars, is inad-
equate. Since the connection to the post is almost always the
most critical connection in the truss and most likely to exhibit
cracking, the remainder of the connections in a cantilever truss
may be inspected with binoculars from the shoulder, either
from the ground or from the bucket or ladder near the post.

Telescoping joints in poles, especially if the pole is un-
painted weathering steel, should also be inspected up close
from a bucket truck. These joints are known to split longitu-
dinally in the female tube due to pack-out corrosion in the
gap between the tubes.

The priority of the inspections should be as follows. Struc-
tures can be grouped according to structure type, cantilever or
bridge span length, and age. Inspection should begin with sup-
port structures with aluminum members or with a previous his-
tory of problems. Following this, the cantilevered sign and sig-
nal supports should be inspected. The oldest structures and
those with the longest cantilever span should be inspected first.
A random sample of 10 to 15 percent of the structures in a
given group can first be inspected. If problems are found, the
remainder of the structures in that group should be inspected
in detail. If no problems are found in the first sample, another
group can be examined before returning to inspect the remain-
ing support structures. After the cantilevered support struc-
tures are inspected, then the steel luminaires may be inspected,
starting with the oldest and the structures of greatest height.
Finally, steel bridge supports can be inspected last, since these
are least likely to experience fatigue cracking.

The data from the inspections should be analyzed to set
future priorities for inspection. If problems are found during
inspection, the frequency of the inspections of similar struc-
tures in the state should be increased by a factor of two at
least every 2 years. After having several cantilevered sign
supports collapse due to fatigue in the anchor rods, Michigan
began inspecting its cantilevered sign support structures every 



2 years, with the largest cantilevered structures inspected
every year. After two inspection cycles, the number of defi-
cient structures decreased significantly, indicating that Michi-
gan had screened out most of the previous problem structures.

C.6.2 Critical Details

As discussed in Section C.2.5, the fatigue design provi-
sions for support structures are given in Section 11 of the
2001 Specifications. Various potentially fatigue critical details
are shown in Figure 11-1. The direction of the stress of con-
cern is shown in the drawings and is usually the primary lon-
gitudinal bending stress plus axial stress in a member. The
crack will typically grow perpendicular to the primary stress
ranges, and, therefore, cracks are nearly always transverse to
the main members axis. The cracks will appear along the toe
of transverse fillet or groove welds or at the terminations of
longitudinal filet welds.

Each of the details in Figure 11-1 is assigned a “Stress Cate-
gory” in Table 11-2. The relative fatigue susceptibility of
these details depends on the applied stress range due to wind
loading and the category, each of which is associated with a
particular fatigue threshold or resistance.

The higher the letter of the stress category, the more sus-
ceptible that detail is to fatigue for a given stress range. The
worst category of details is Category ET. These include most
welded connections transverse to a tube. The critical stress
range is the stress in the attachment, so this only applies to
load bearing attachments. This category of details has very
poor fatigue resistance because of the flexibility and distor-
tion of tubes discussed in Section C.2. Load bearing attach-
ments tend to punch into the sides of the tube, generating
high secondary stresses. This problem is more acute in very
flexible tubes with a radius to thickness ratio greater than 24.

Stiffeners added to reinforce tube to flange or tube to base-
plate welds that terminate with a tapered end on the tube are
not considered load bearing. However, in some mast arm
connections, a flanged connection is made between the truss
and a stub projecting from the post. If the flanged connection
is too close to the post, the stiffeners may terminate on the
post rather than tapering onto on the stub tube. In this case,
the stiffeners would be considered load bearing since the load
is transferred directly through the stiffeners into the post.
Michigan has had some cracking problems at the termina-
tions of such load-bearing stiffeners at the post [32].

Among other ET details are

• Tube to tube connections as in a truss (Example 10 in
Figure 11-1),

• Gusset plate to tube connection in a truss (Example 6 in
Figure 11-1), and

• Connections of built-up box (mast arm connection) to
the post (Detail 19 in Example 8 in Figure 11-1).

This last connection is typically used in cantilevered sig-
nal support structures and has caused fatigue cracking in
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many states, including Wyoming. Figure 28 shows the loca-
tions where cracks typically occur along the toe of the weld
between the sides of the box and the post on this detail. This
type of cracking is believed to be caused by stress ranges in
the side plates of the box.

The next worst is the Category E′ details and then the Cate-
gory E details. The E and E′ details include

• Tube to flange or tube to baseplate welds (Example 5 or
7 in Figure 11-1),

• The tops of stiffeners (unless special treatment is made)
(Detail 20 in Example 12 and Detail 21 or 22 in Exam-
ple 14 in Figure 11-1),

• Attachments (such as hand holes) that are longer than
100 mm (4 inches) (Example 13 in Figure 11-1),

• Pass-through connections of mast arm stubs through the
post (Example 9),

• One-sided welds in mast arm built-up box connection
(Detail 17 in Example 8),

• Tube splice welds (unless the reinforcement is ground
smooth) (Example 4),

• Lap welds (Example 2 in Figure 11-1),
• Lap or telescoping splices (Example 3 in Figure 11-1),

and
• Tube to gusset connections (Example 6 in Figure 11-1).

Critical details that require special inspection or testing dur-
ing fabrication were discussed in Section C.5.2. They included
the splice welds in tubular members, the longitudinal seams,

Figure 28. Typical box-type detail for the mast-arm-to-
post connection for traffic signal supports in Wyoming.



particularly at telescoping joints, and the welds of tubes to
flanges or baseplates. These details are in the above list of E
and E′ details and should also be inspected visually during
service.

The types of details that have experienced fatigue cracking
for each type of wind loading were described in Section C.3.
In light poles, cracks usually are observed at the base of the
pole, at the weld joining the pole to the baseplate or trans-
former base. If there are stiffeners or gussets reinforcing the
pole to baseplate connection, then the cracks will typically
form at the tops of the stiffeners. In some cast aluminum trans-
former bases, the cracks will occur at various details in the
castings. Cracked anchor rods have also occurred. If there are
hand holes, cracks may appear around the perimeter of these.

In cantilevered sign and signal support structures, the cracks
will usually manifest at the connection of the mast arm to the
pole or at the base of the pole, as shown in Figure 28. In truss
mast arms, the cracks may form at the truss connections, usu-
ally those closest to the pole, since this is where the bending
moment and shear force are greatest. If there is a flanged splice
detail in the mast arm close to the pole (as in Figure 26), this
may also be a critical location where cracks may form.

At the base of the pole, cracks may form at the weld join-
ing the pole to the baseplate. If there are stiffeners or gussets
reinforcing the pole to baseplate connection, then the cracks
will typically form at the tops of the stiffeners. Figure 29
shows cracks that formed at the top of stiffeners in a fatigue
test. In this case, the stiffeners are too short and not suffi-
ciently tapered to be fully effective.

Any weld in the primary structural members is potentially
critical. Miscellaneous attachments such as hand holes may
seem to be non-structural. However, cracks may appear
around the perimeter of hand holes. Figure 30 shows a hand
hole that had some small cracks with attempted repair by
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drilling a small hole. Cracked anchor rods have also occurred
in cantilevered support structures.

C.6.3 Inspection Methods

Visual inspection is primarily relied upon for inspecting
for cracks. As discussed previously, it is essential that the
base of the post and the mast-arm or truss to post connections
be inspected close up or hands on. Studies conducted by New
York State Department of Transportation indicate that many
significant cracks in the mast-arm or truss to post connection
can be missed if inspection from the ground only is relied
upon. Inspecting the mast-arm or truss to post connections
close up will require a bucket truck or a ladder.

The remainder of a cantilever truss or mast arm may be
inspected from the shoulder if it is necessary to minimize lane
closures. The fresh surface created by cracks will corrode, so
cracks are often readily identified because they “bleed” rust-
stained water. Damage to the galvanizing or other coating
such as peeling or blistering may be indications of a crack. If
such evidence of possible cracking is seen in an inspection
from the ground, the connection should be examined close up,
requiring a bucket truck if inaccessible with a ladder and pos-
sibly traffic control to close lanes. Painted structures will
require removal of the paint in the suspected area, which must
be immediately repaired after the inspection.

A “walkthrough” inspection of the truss should be per-
formed for bridge supports. This will usually require closing
of the lanes below. The splices and telescoping joints in high-
mast luminaires should also be inspected close-up from a
bucket. Some high-mast lighting poles may be inspected
remotely by the use of a video camera that can climb the pole,
as shown in Figure 31.

Figure 29. Cracks forming at the top of the stiffeners
when the post to baseplate connection is reinforced 
with stiffeners.

Overhead Sign Post

Handhole tube wall with 
drilled and tapped holes

Crack 
Location 
#2

Crack 
Location
#1

Figure 30. Cracks appearing around the perimeter 
of hand holes.



If it is not clear if the visual indication is a crack or possi-
bly just a crack in the coating or a scratch, the indication can
be further investigated using magnetic particle (MT) testing
or dye-penetrant (PT) testing [7]. It is generally not worth-
while to inspect areas using one of these methods unless
there is a good reason to suspect there is a crack. Ultrasonic
testing may be useful in some circumstances, but generally
the cracks will have penetrated through the thickness of the
member and the MT and PT methods can find them more
economically.

As stated in Section C.2.5, fatigue cracks grow at an expo-
nential rate, and 95 percent of the fatigue life is consumed
while the crack size is less than a few millimeters long and
not detectable by any non-destructive test method including
ultrasonic testing (UT). (In general, radiographic testing is
not useful for these support structures, as explained in Sec-
tion C.5.2.) Thus, there is only a very small window of time
when cracks will be large enough to be detected and still
small enough to not have yet caused fracture. The probabil-
ity of conducting UT during this time and finding a crack
before it is critical is extremely small and therefore typically
not worth the cost. In addition, as discussed in Section C.5.2,
UT is not reliable for a number of joints with backing rings
or partial penetration that will give significant indications
and mask other defects.

On the other hand, ultrasonic testing may be useful in
cases where there is already reason to believe that thee may
be a small crack. For example, UT may be used for checking
other details on a structure when at least one detail has
cracked. Also, when a crack is found on one structure, other
nearby structures with similar details may be inspected with
UT. Research performed by the Michigan Department of
Transportation determined that small cracks could be found
at the tips of load-bearing stiffeners terminated on the post
[32]. The “Procedure for Ultrasonic Testing of Gusset Plates
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on Cantilever Sign Supports” is available from their
construction and technology division. The procedure used a
70-degree, 5-MHz miniature transducer. Most defects are
detected in the second leg during scanning. Typically, only
deep cracks are found from the first leg.

If necessary, longitudinal wave UT is very effective for find-
ing cracks in anchor rods. Research performed by the Michigan
Department of Transportation determined that cracks as small
as 6 mm (0.25 inches) may be reliably detected.

The following is a summary of Michigan’s UT test proce-
dure for anchor rods:

1. The technician must be certified to ASNT Level II on
recommended practice No. SNT-TC-1A.

2. Grind the ends of all anchor rods flat and perpendicu-
lar to the long axis of the rod. Remove all scratches,
galvanizing, or paint.

3. Calibrate the ultrasonic unit for straight beam probe
method using a 250-mm (10-inch) screen with a 25-mm
(1-inch) diameter straight beam probe. The probe is
placed on a 1-inch calibration block, and the indica-
tions on the screen are adjusted so that a reflection is
positioned at each 25-mm (1-inch) mark. Next, place
the probe on a 225-mm (9-inch) long test bar that has a
3-mm (0.125-inch) deep saw cut at exactly 75 or 100 mm
(3 or 4 inches) from the end in the threaded portion of
the rod. Peak the back reflection from the 3-mm (0.125-
inch) deep saw cut until the indication is at 60 percent or 
80 percent of screen height. The dB reading is recorded
to establish the “reference level.” The “scanning level” is
set by 14 to 30 dB over the reference level.

4. Apply glycerin couplant to the ends of the bolts.
5. Ultrasonically test the anchor rods in a circular motion.

There should be no indication between the zero depth
location and the end of screen (250-mm or 10-inch
depth). Any indication is a possible flaw. Record the
depth of the indication and the amount of dB required
to bring the indication to the reference level on the
screen. This is recorded as the “indication level.”

6. When complete, wipe off the couplant and spray the
tops of the anchor rods with cold galvanizing or zinc
rich paint.

C.6.4 Inspection Checklist

The most important aspect of inspections is the record keep-
ing. As discussed in Section C.5.2, a digital database should 
be established containing the records for each structure. Any
inspection should begin by reviewing the history of the struc-
ture, starting with the design and fabrication documents. The
design and fabrication documents should include a set of
design drawings, shop drawings, the name and contact infor-
mation for the designer/consultant of record, design calcula-
tions explicitly showing the fatigue design as well as the tra-
ditional allowable stress design for strength, the name and

Figure 31. Remote inspection of poles with self-climbing
video camera.



contact information (including location of plant) of fabrica-
tor of record, welding procedure specifications, inspection
reports, and copies of material mill certificates for the anchor
rods, structural bolts, and the main members (not including
stiffeners, baseplates, flange plates, and other small plates). In
many cases, not all this information will be available, however.

A detailed form should be developed for each type of
structure to be inspected and the forms must be legibly filled
out. Table 7 shows a sample form with minimum require-
ments. The form should have spaces for all the identification
and description information. A row should be provided for
each major item to be inspected. In Table 7, each row has the
item, followed by a column for “type” for descriptive infor-
mation about the item, followed by a column for “OK” which
is simply checked off if there are no apparent problems. If
this is not checked off, there is a potential problem. The esti-
mated priority of the resolution of this potential problem
should be placed in the next column, and then there is a wide
column for comments.
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The urgency in the need for any required maintenance,
repair, or replacement should be rated from Priority 1 to 3.
Priority 1 should be deemed to require maintenance immedi-
ately (within three business days if possible). Missing, loose,
or broken bolts or nuts and fatigue cracks are Priority 1 repairs.
If there is a possibility of imminent structural collapse or
the separation of any part of the structure or the attachments,
the roadway should be closed to traffic and not reopened
until the structure is removed or repairs are made. Priority 2
requires maintenance within 1 year. Priority 3 requires main-
tenance when convenient, but not longer than 3 years from
the inspection.

For the purposes of recording deficiencies in the structural
members, the “near side” is the side facing traffic and the “far
side” is the side facing away from traffic. These forms and
the accompanying photographs should be entered in a digital
database, if possible.

The following is an explanation of what should be exam-
ined for each item in Table 7.

Item Type OK Priority 
1, 2, 3 

Comments 

General 
a) Date 
b) number and 

location 

c) structural 
description 

d) overall 
appearance 

Foundation 
e) foundation 
f) cracks in 

foundation 
g) traffic barrier 
h) animal screen 
i) grout pad 

Anchor rods 
j) baseplate 
k) anchor rods 
l) soundings 
m) tightness  
n) UT 

Post or end frame 
o) galvanizing  
p) dents or 

 gouges 
q) drainage   
r) plumb 
s) post-to-base 
t) splices 
u) handholes and 

caps 
Mast arm or truss 

v) damaged 
members 

w) cracks 
x) walkways 
y) attachments 
z) bolts 

TABLE 7 Sample inspection checklist



General:
• Date. The date of inspection.
• Inventory number and location of the support struc-

ture. The inventory number should be clearly stenciled
on the post somewhere between 2 and 6 ft above the
baseplate with paint or with permanent marker. Loca-
tion information should include route number, direction
of traffic, reference landmarks, a sketch showing a map
of the location, and if possible nearest mile marker.

• Structural description, including cantilever or sign
bridge, type of mast arm or truss, span of mast arm or
truss, material and coating system of post and mast arm
or truss, diameter of post, and number and diameter of
anchor rods. Note the approximate size and position of
any sign or signal attachments. If drawings are available,
verify that these measurements are consistent with the
drawings. Also enter all main member dimensions and
thickness into the database if possible in case drawings
are misplaced in the future. If possible, identify the name
and contact information for the designer/consultant of
record, the name and contact information (including
location of plant) of fabricator of record, the materials
used for the anchor rods and the main members.

• Overall appearance, especially related to apparent rota-
tion of the foundation, tilting or twisting of the post or
end frame, or sagging of the mast arm or truss. If it can
be safely done, measure minimum clearance between
the lowest point on any sign or signal or structural mem-
ber of the mast arm or bridge and the span and the high-
est point on the roadway surface. If traffic does not per-
mit the measurements at the highest point in the road,
measure the clearance at the shoulder. Draw a sketch
showing where the clearance was measured. If the wind
is blowing, make a note of the type of motion that the
support structure is exhibiting, if any.

Foundation:
• Foundation. Verify that the foundation and the base of

the post are kept free of debris, water and vegetation.
Foundation should not be undermined or exposed; usu-
ally only the pedestal should be visible. Determine type
of foundation if possible.

• Cracks in foundation. Thin closed cracks are not a
problem, but cracks that are open or show rust stains are
a potential problem. Sound the concrete with a hammer
and note any hollow sounds. Note any spalling corro-
sion, exposed reinforcing bars, or other deterioration.

• Traffic barrier. Verify that any traffic barrier or guide-
rail is in good condition.

• Animal screen. Verify that the animal screen is in place
and continues to be effective, if grout is not used
beneath the baseplate. Verify that there is no debris
under the baseplate. Verify that all the anchor rods have
leveling nuts with washers and top nuts with washers.
Note the distance between the top of the concrete and
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the bottom of the leveling nuts. This distance may be
excessive if it is greater than the anchor rod diameter.

• Grout pad. If grout was used, verify that the grout is in
good condition and there are no signs of rust stains bleed-
ing through cracks. Measure the thickness of the grout
and estimate the distance between the top of the concrete
and the bottom of the leveling nuts. This distance may be
excessive if it is greater than the anchor rod diameter.

Anchor rods:
• Baseplate. The thickness may be inadequate if it is less

than the anchor rod diameter. Note the approximate
edge distance—that is, the shortest distance from the
edge of the hole to the edge of the baseplate. The edge
distance may be inadequate if it is less than the anchor
rod diameter.

• Anchor rod appearance. Draw a diagram of the anchor
bolt pattern identifying the anchor rod farthest from the
roadway as #1 and numbering in a clockwise pattern.
Using a permanent marker, mark the vertical post near
the anchor rod with the identifying number. Check each
anchor rod for corrosion. If there is heavy corrosion near
the interface with the concrete, there may be more severe
corrosion hidden below the concrete where the pocket
around the anchor rod stays wet. Verify that all the
anchor rods have top nuts with washers. No lock wash-
ers should be used. Galvanized nuts or washers should
not be used with unpainted weathering steel. Check for
inadequately sized washers or oversize holes. If there is
no grout pad, verify that all the anchor rods have level-
ing nuts with washers. Check for loose nuts, gouges,
thread damage or corrosion. Note any anchor rods that
are significantly misaligned or were bent to fit in the
baseplate hole. Note any anchor rods that do not have at
least one thread projecting past the nut. If the anchor rod
is not projecting past the nut, measure the distance from
the top of the nut to the top of the anchor rod.

• Sounding the anchor rods. Anchor rods may be struck
by a hammer (a large ball peen hammer is suggested) to
detect broken bolts. Strike the side of the top nut and the
top of the rod. Good tight anchor rods will have a simi-
lar ring, and broken or loose anchor rods will have a dis-
tinctly different and duller sound.

• Tightness of anchor rod nuts. It shall be verified that
the top nuts still have a jam nut or other locking device.
Tack welds on the top of the nut to the unstressed part
of the anchor rod are not recommended but are consid-
ered relatively harmless; it should be verified that the
tack weld is sound and that only the top of the nut is
tacked. Tack welds to the washers or the baseplate are
undesirable and should be reported. If one of these is not
used to prevent loosening of the nut, the tightness shall
be verified by applying a torque equal to 110 percent of
the torque computed using Equation C-1, in accordance
with Step 20 of the above model installation procedure.



• Ultrasonic test of anchor rods. An ultrasonic test of
anchor rods should be performed only if similar struc-
tures subject to similar loading have had fatigue prob-
lems or if anchor rods were not adequately designed for
fatigue in accordance with this specification. Otherwise,
ultrasonic tests are not encouraged in a regular mainte-
nance plan.

Post or end frame:
• Galvanizing or other coating. Verify the coverage of

the galvanized coating and the existence of any rust.
Welds typically begin to corrode first and this may cre-
ate a dangerous crevice or notch that may lead to fatigue
cracking.

• Dents or gouges. Note any dents or significant gouges in
the post or the stiffeners. Sound the lower part of the post
with a hammer for signs of internal corrosion or water.

• Drainage. Verify that drain holes are functioning and
that water or debris is not accumulating on or in the post.

• Plumb. Check the plumbness of the post with a 1,200-mm
(4-ft) level and record any observed tilt in the traffic direc-
tion or transverse to the traffic direction in millimeters
(inches) over the 1,200-mm (4-ft) interval.

• Post to base connection. Check the post to baseplate
connection, usually either a complete joint penetration
weld with an interior backing ring or a fillet welded
“socket joint.” Look for cracks at the top toe of the exte-
rior weld adjacent to the post and the bottom toe adja-
cent to the baseplate. Check for cracks at the top of stiff-
eners if there are any.

• Splices. Check the splices in tubes for corrosion and
cracks, especially the telescoping splices. Telescoping
splices should be sealed with a weld or sealant. If they
are not sealed, check for packout corrosion. Packout
corrosion can be dangerous and lead to splitting of the
longitudinal seams in the outer tubes. Regardless of
the corrosion, all longitudinal seams should be checked
carefully in the region of telescoping joints, since the
splitting has also occurred from ordinary loading. Check
all truss connections for cracks in end frames.

• Hand holes, caps, and other hardware. Note any
missing, damaged, or loose caps, hand hole covers, or
other hardware. Report any exposed wires immediately.
If hand holes or caps are missing or loose, or if the ani-
mal screen was missing below the baseplate, the inside
of the structure must be carefully checked for water and
debris and cleaned out if necessary. Inspect hand hole
and other miscellaneous attachments for cracks.

Mast arm or truss:
• Damaged members. Note excessive sagging of the

horizontal support or any bent, broken, buckled, water-
filled, split, or missing truss or mast-arm elements.

• Cracks. Visual inspection of all welded and bolted
connections and miscellaneous attachments for fatigue
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cracks, with special attention to the connection of the
truss or mast arm to the post. If there are splices in the
truss or mast arm, these should also be inspected closely.
In cantilever trusses, the maximum forces in the mem-
bers are near the post, so the truss connections nearest the
post are most critical. In span-type sign bridges, the max-
imum forces in the chords are near midspan while the
maximum forces in the web members will be near the
supports.

• Walkways and lighting. Examine for impact damage,
uneven or missing grating, cracked support brackets,
missing or corroded U-bolts or connection bolts, hand-
rails, luminaire mounting arms, damaged or exposed
wiring, etc. Damaged walkways should be repaired
immediately or removed so that they are not used and so
that pieces do not fall onto traffic. Alternatively, the dam-
aged walkways can be tagged with red tags in a very vis-
ible manner.

• Attachments. Inspect the U-bolts, frames, and other
devices used to connect the attachments (signs and sig-
nals) to the mast arm. Assess if there are enough points
of attachment. Report any missing, damaged, or loose
hardware, including hand holes or caps at the ends of
chords or mast arm. If any attachment is insecure, it
should be removed if it cannot be repaired immediately
so that it does not create a hazard by falling into traffic.

• Structural bolts. Joints should have at least six bolts for
redundancy. Joints with fewer bolts should be especially
noted and highlighted for closer inspection in the future.
Note any loose or missing bolts and any gaps between
faying surfaces of flanged connections; these gaps may
indicate that the bolts are not tight. (Loose bolts take all
the load ranges on the connection as opposed to properly
pretensioned bolts, which take only a fraction of the load
ranges [41]. Therefore, loose bolts will fail quickly by
fatigue.) Faying surfaces should be in firm contact, with
no more than 25 percent of the surface exhibiting gaps.

Compressible materials—such as gaskets or insulation,
shims or sheets of other metals—should not be placed within
the grip of the bolt. (Figure 32 shows a flanged connection
with an improper gasket and daylight showing through gaps
between the faying surfaces.) The slope of the surfaces of
parts in contact with the bolt head or nut should be equal to
or less than 1:20 with respect to a plane that is normal to the
bolt axis. The bolt length used should be such that the end of
the bolt is flush with or projecting beyond the face of the nut
when properly installed.

Verify that only A325 bolts are used (see the markings in
Figure 33). Verify that only heavy-hex ASTM A563 (Grade
DH) or ASTM A194 (Grade 2H) nuts are used. The mark-
ings for the nuts are shown in Figure 34. Flat galvanized cir-
cular washers should be used under the nut. For oversized
holes, plate washers 8 mm (5/16 inch) thick should be used
rather than flat washers.



A325 A490

Type 1

Type 2

Type 3

MFR

MFR

MFR

MFR

MFR

MFR

A325

A325

A325

A490

A490

A490

3 @ 60

lines optional

6 @ 30

A563 A194

C, C3

D, DH
2, 2H

DH3

MFR

MFR

MFR

MFR

3 denotes weathering steel

D 2

DH3

or DH or 2H

3

Verify that the right type of nuts, washers, and bolts are
used (e.g., only weathering-type bolt assemblies are used in
weathering steel and only galvanized bolt assemblies are
used in galvanized structures). Only stainless steel bolts may
be used to join aluminum to steel, and a gasket must separate
these materials. These types of dissimilar metal joints may be
difficult to properly tighten and should be inspected closely
for problems.

The markings in Figures 33 and 34 are also described in
the RCSC bolt specification [9]. The letters “MFR” in the fig-
ures represent where the manufacturer will put their unique
mark. To identify the particular manufacturer, see the Indus-
trial Fastener Institute’s North American Manufacturer Iden-
tification Markings for Fasteners, publication IFI-122.

Note that there are three types of A325 (M164) bolts.
Type 1 is by far the most common. Type 2 has not been man-
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ufactured in the United States for some time, and it was with-
drawn from the ASTM A325 specification in November
1991. Type 3 is the weathering steel bolt, made for applica-
tions using weathering steel (ASTM A588 or A709 Grade W
steels). It is permissible to substitute a Type 3 (weathering)
for a Type 1 application, but only Type 3 should be used for
weathering steel applications.

C.7 MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR 
OF SUPPORT STRUCTURES

The previous section discussed periodic in-service inspec-
tions. The inspection focused primarily on the foundation,
coating system and corrosion, fatigue cracks in the structure
and anchor rods, and the tightness of all bolted joints and
anchor rods. The other integral part of the maintenance plan
is periodic maintenance, repair of items identified in the
inspection, installation of dampers or mitigation devices as
necessary, and eventually replacement of the structure.

These inspections and the maintenance and repairs are the
responsibility of the owner or their representative. Some of
the repairs described here may be used during erection to cor-
rect problems in the field. In this case, the work is the respon-
sibility of the contractor but is to be approved by the owner
or their representative. An engineer knowledgeable about
fatigue should design each repair. If possible, the repair
should be designed for the fatigue limit states in accordance
with the 2001 Specifications, even if the structure itself was
not designed using a previous edition. All repairs have the
potential of creating a worse condition than the original
defect. In some cases, it is best to not repair a defect if the
repair may create a worse condition.

Each deficiency noted in the inspections should be addressed
in the maintenance and repair according to the priority assigned
to it. Priority 1 should be deemed to require maintenance
immediately (within 3 days). Missing, loose, or broken bolts

Figure 32. Flange-splice connection in cantilevered truss
with improper gasket and daylight shining though the gap
between the faying surfaces.

Figure 33. Markings for A325 and A490 structural bolts
manufactured in North America.

Figure 34. Markings for A563 and A194 nuts.



or nuts and fatigue cracks are Priority 1 repairs. A structure
which is reported to be or observed vibrating excessively for
long continuous periods should be immediately fitted with 
a damper or mitigation device appropriate for the type of
wind loading, as explained in Section C.3, especially if it is
suspected to be galloping or vortex shedding. If there is a
possibility of imminent structural collapse or separation of
any part of the structure or the attachments, the roadway
should be closed to traffic and not reopened until the
structure is removed or repairs are made. Priority 2 requires
maintenance within 1 year. Priority 3 requires maintenance
when convenient, but not longer than 3 years from the
inspection.

Routine maintenance and minor repairs such as touchup of
the coating system can be noted briefly. However, a detailed
record of all significant repairs should be kept in the files or
in the digital database. The repair record should include some
of the same preliminary information on the inspection forms:

• The date of the repair,
• Inventory number and location of the support structure,

and
• Structural description.

The record of the repairs should include a complete descrip-
tion and drawing of the original part of the structure being
repaired, the type of defect, the repair, the materials of the
original part of the structure and any components added in
the repair, and weld procedure specifications for any repair
welding. Typically, repairs must be inspected closely after
completion and periodically in the future.

C.7.1 Routine Maintenance

Some maintenance is easy to perform and should be per-
formed at the time of the inspection. For example, touchup
of the galvanizing can be accomplished by grinding away
any rust to bright metal and painting with zinc-rich paint or
cold galvanizing (ZRC). Similarly, for painted structures,
grinding may be performed to inspect more closely or to
remove rust, and these areas should be repainted immedi-
ately after inspection.

Small holes may also be drilled at the time of inspection to
look for and drain any standing water. Holes up to 13 mm in
diameter may be drilled without concern for the strength or
fatigue resistance of the structure. Repairs involving larger
holes must be evaluated on a case-by-case basis by an engineer
and planned in advance. If tubes fill with water, they should be
drained by drilling a 13-mm (0.5-inch) diameter hole near the
bottom of the tube. If the water remains undrained, it can accel-
erate corrosion or rupture the tube if it freezes. Also, small
holes should be drilled immediately at the tips of fatigue cracks
as a temporary measure to arrest the crack.

Some repairs may be performed at the time of inspection.
For example, grout can be removed from under the baseplate
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for double-nut-moment joints so that the anchor rods and lev-
eling nuts can be inspected, especially if the anchor rods
sound unusual. Replacement of missing or broken animal
screens, hand hole covers, post caps, and other hardware may
be performed at the time of inspection. Replacement of miss-
ing structural bolts, replacement of anchor rod nuts (these
have been stolen in some locations), and retightening of
anchor rods and structural bolts may also be done at the time
of inspection. The inspection team should carry the necessary
tools and inventory of parts and fasteners.

In addition, some regular maintenance not associated with
particular deficiencies should be performed at the time of
inspections. For example, vegetation should be cut back
away from the structure and soil and debris washed off the
structure.

C.7.2 Repairs Related to the Foundation

The soil should be no closer than 100 mm (4 inches) to the
top of the concrete pedestal. Poor drainage, erosion, or
undermining should be corrected by regrading and compact-
ing the fill.

If the clearance was found to be inadequate or if the post
is out-of-plumb, the cause should be determined (e.g., it may
be due to pavement overlays or settlement or rotation of the
foundation). It may be possible to raise or relevel the struc-
ture on the anchor rods if there is enough projecting above
the top nuts. Any increase in bending should be calculated
and the design reevaluated if the bottom of the leveling nuts
is raised above the top of concrete by more than one anchor
rod diameter. If the structure cannot be raised or releveled on
the anchor rods, it is probably necessary to construct a new
foundation and place the structure on the new foundation.

If the concrete foundation is excessively cracked, cor-
roded, or otherwise deteriorated, it may be possible to chip
away the deteriorated concrete and repair the area using ordi-
nary concrete or special mixes, including additives, espe-
cially for repair. If the deterioration is severe, it is probably
necessary to construct a new foundation and place the struc-
ture on the new foundation.

Damage to the barriers or guiderail should be repaired
using established procedures.

If there is no animal screen, one can be made from stain-
less steel screen with an opening not larger than 7 mm. The
screen may be secured using stainless steel tension straps. If
there is no screen and the access to the pole is open (no grout
either) then there have probably been animals inside the post.
Every effort should be made to clean out any debris. Special
attention should be made to inspecting the electrical wires,
which may have been chewed.

If grout is under the baseplate and rust is found or if level-
ing nuts are suspected to be loose, the grout should be removed
for more detailed investigation. Often, wire brushing and
drying of the exposed rusted surfaces may be enough to
reduce further corrosion, but the need for additional repairs



or coatings to stop the corrosion should be considered. The
grout should not be replaced in double-nut joints.

C.7.3 Repair and Modification of Anchor Rods

Anchor rods may require repair modification during instal-
lation as well as later on during service. Repairs and modifi-
cations required during installation are discussed first.

C.7.3.1 Repairs and Modifications Required
During Installation

OSHA requires that all repairs or modifications to anchor
rods during construction be approved by the Engineer of
Record [10]. On a case-by-case basis, the Engineer of Record
must evaluate the relative merits of rejecting the foundation
because of the problem, forcing the foundation contractor to
replace a large part of the top of the foundation, or allowing
the foundation contractor or others to repair or modify the
anchor rods. In many cases, it is most expedient and reason-
ably safe to repair or modify the anchor rods.

Records shall be kept of the dates and results of these
repairs or modifications, and these records shall be available
for the Engineer of Record or their representative to review.
The Engineer of Record may require that their representative
witness the repairs and subsequent inspection. It is essential
that any repairs of the anchor rods be documented for use in
future inspections. These repaired locations should be espe-
cially scrutinized in future inspections, and if ultrasonic test-
ing is ever performed in the future, it is essential to know if
there are joints with threaded couplers, since they will appear
the same as cracks.

This section covers most common repair methods used for
anchor rod joints. Most of these common repairs are standard
and simple and do not require design calculations. Less com-
mon or more complex repairs and any other repair modifica-
tion not explicitly covered herein will require the approval of
the Engineer of Record.

The most common problems found in anchor rod joints are

• A zinc coating too thick in anchor rods or nuts,
• Vertical misalignment of projecting end of anchor rods

out of tolerances,
• Projecting end of anchor rods too short, and
• Baseplate holes not aligned with anchor rods.

The first source of problems may be avoided by request-
ing anchor rods with nuts on in the purchase order. Nuts
should be run onto the rod and back prior to installation. This
is done in the anchor rod rotation capacity test specified for
double-nut-moment joints.

Running a die over the rods to remove excessive zinc
should not be allowed. If for any reason the zinc coating is
too thick, the full assembly should be discarded and a new
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one should be used; hence, it is important to check by run-
ning the nuts on and off before the anchor rod is embedded
into the concrete.

When the projecting end of an anchor rod has a vertical
misalignment up to and including 1:20, it may be straight-
ened by

• Beating it with a hammer,
• Bending it with a pipe, or
• Applying pressure with a jack.

In any case, care must be taken to avoid damaging the
threads; this might include beating or jacking the rod through
a piece of wood. Heat may also be applied to the anchor rod.
If heat is used, the guidelines in Section 6.4 of ASTM F1554
shall be followed and it should not be applied more than once
since repeated applications of heat may embrittle the rod. If
the rod is galvanized and heat is used, the galvanizing should
be repaired as specified in ASTM A780-00 Standard Prac-
tice for Repair of Damaged and Uncoated Areas of Hot-Dip
Galvanized Coatings [33].

When the projecting end of an anchor rod has a misalign-
ment of more than 1:20, it should be replaced. In some cir-
cumstances, a welded repair may be used, but this is not
recommended.

An anchor rod, or extension, may not be welded unless it is

• An F1554 Grade 36 rod,
• An F1554 Grade 55 rod that meets ASTM F1554 sup-

plementary requirement S1,
• An A706 deformed bar, or
• A material with a chemical composition or carbon

equivalent (CE) meeting the requirements of AWS D1.1
or AWS D1.4 [42].

For the weld repair, the anchor rod may be partially exca-
vated and cut off, and an extension may be welded onto the
anchor rod. The welding procedure of an anchor rod, or
extension, should be as follows:

1. Bevel both the rod and the extension;
2. Weld together the rod and the extension using a full-

penetration weld;
3. Grind the weld;
4. Run an ultrasonic test (using the procedure described in

Section C.6.2) to check the soundness of the weld; and
5. If the anchor rod was galvanized, the galvanizing

should be repaired per ASTM A780 [33].

Typically, inadequate engagement of threads does not
need to be repaired if at least three-fourths of the threads in
the nut are engaged. Lowering the structure down the anchor
rods can often solve inadequate engagement of threads. If the
baseplate cannot be lowered further, the holes in the base-
plate may be enlarged and a special “shoulder nut” machined



to drop part of the way into the enlarged holes. In other cases,
cutting off the anchor rod and using a threaded coupler to join
an extension onto the anchor rod may also be considered.
Typically, if more than two anchor rods must be spliced, it
may be more cost-effective to replace a large part of the top
of the foundation and install a new anchor rod group.

Finally, sometimes anchor rods and baseplates do not match.
A normal hole, as defined in this document, in a baseplate of
a threaded-shear-and-uplift joint that is not subject to seismic
or fatigue loading, may be thermally cut to oversize it if the
minimum distance from the edge of the hole to the edge of
the baseplate is at least two times the nominal diameter of the
anchor rod. The solution to this problem is not so straight-
forward, since it depends on the loads the joint will be sub-
ject to. Consequently, for any other case, the Engineer of
Record should approve the adequate solution.

C.7.3.2 In-Service Corrections, Repairs, 
and Modifications

An incorrect baseplate thickness cannot be repaired; how-
ever, these anchor rods may be at greater risk than normal
and should be inspected with UT at least once and then
inspected visually at least every 2 years. An inadequate edge
distance also cannot be repaired. If the edge distance is less
than one anchor rod diameter, an engineer should check the
baseplate for bearing under the strength limit state. Anchor
rods that are identified in service to be significantly mis-
aligned or bent to fit in the baseplate hole should be inspected
carefully, possibly using ultrasonic testing. If the misalign-
ment exceeds 1:40, beveled washers should be installed
under the top nut. Otherwise, this condition does not neces-
sarily need to be repaired. If the anchor rod must be replaced,
it is possible to repair one or two rods by cutting off the
anchor rod and welding or using a threaded coupler to join
an extension onto the anchor rod. If more than two rods must
be rewelded, it is probably more cost-effective to replace the
whole anchor rod group and a large part of the top of the
foundation.

Inadequate thread projection does not necessarily need to be
corrected when it is found in service if at least three-quarters
of the nut is engaged. If thread engagement less than this can-
not be solved by lowering the structure down the anchor rods,
it may be necessary to replace the foundation. In some cases,
the holes in the baseplate may be enlarged and a special
“shoulder nut” machined to drop part of the way into the
enlarged holes. In other cases, cutting off the anchor rod and
using a threaded coupler to join an extension onto the anchor
rod may also be considered.

Missing nuts or washers should be replaced immediately.
Loose nuts should be retightened using the procedure in Sec-
tion C.5.4. The nuts on the anchor rods should be prevented
from loosening with a jam nut or other locking device. If
there is no means to prevent the nuts from loosening, the top
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nuts and the leveling nuts should be checked with a cali-
brated torque wrench to be sure that it takes at least 110 per-
cent of the verification torque computed using Equation C-1
to additionally tighten the leveling nuts and the top nuts.

Gouges or thread damage identified during service should
be evaluated to see if they present a risk of cracking or will
interfere with retightening the nuts. If the gouges or damage
do not present any immediate problems, they do not need to
be repaired. Anchor rods that are identified in service to be
significantly misaligned or bent to fit in the baseplate hole
should be inspected carefully, possibly using ultrasonic test-
ing. If the misalignment exceeds 1:40, beveled washers
should be installed under the top nut. Otherwise, this condi-
tion does not necessarily need to be repaired. If the anchor
rod must be replaced, it is possible to repair one or two rods
by cutting off the anchor rod and welding or using a threaded
coupler to join an extension onto the anchor rod.

Broken, cracked, or severely corroded anchor rods must be
repaired. Either the foundation is replaced, or the anchor rods
are cut off and an extension added using a threaded coupler.
Welded repairs are not recommended, however, if a welded
repair has been performed; ultrasonic testing (UT) of anchor
rods should be performed after a welded repair and at least
once again after 2 years. If possible, UT should be performed
on these weld-repaired anchor rods at least every 4 years. UT
should also be used on a regular basis if similar structures
subject to similar loading have had fatigue problems or if
anchor rods are not adequately designed for fatigue in accor-
dance with the 2001 Specifications. Otherwise, UT is not
encouraged in a regular maintenance plan.

C.7.4 Repair of the Post or End Frame

Quality defects in the original fabrication not meeting
AWS D1.1 [7] (e.g., weld undercut, poor weld shape, inade-
quate weld size, weld spatter, etc.) should be reported but do
not usually need to be repaired. These defects should be
examined closely in subsequent inspections since they may
eventually initiate fatigue cracks.

Similarly, gouges up to 3 mm deep may not need to be
repaired, but they should be closely inspected in the future
since fatigue cracks may occur later at these gouges. More
severe gouges may be repaired by buttering the area with
weld beads and then grinding flush. These types of repairs
must be inspected closely after completion and periodically
in the future. Structures with significant damage or dents in
the posts or end frames should be replaced. Dents decrease
the buckling strength of posts substantially.

Missing hand hole covers, caps, or other hardware must be
replaced immediately. If a cover or cap is missing, or if the
animal screen was missing below the baseplate, the inside of
the structure may have been occupied by animals and must
be carefully checked for water and debris. Water and debris
must be removed from inside a post. Drain holes must be



opened to ensure there is no future buildup of water or debris.
If necessary, one or two 13-mm (0.5-inch) diameter holes
may be drilled near the bottom but at least 25 mm away from
the post to base weld. If the water remains undrained, it can
accelerate corrosion or rupture the tube if it freezes.

If light poles or high-mast luminaires are vibrating exces-
sively, the pole should be fitted with an internal or external
damper, as explained in Section C.3.1.

Telescoping splices that have pack-out corrosion must be
inspected frequently for longitudinal splits that will eventu-
ally develop in the female member. Structures that have
splits must be replaced immediately. Telescoping joints that
have not yet developed packout corrosion should be sealed
with a weld or sealant.

C.7.4.1 Repair of Fatigue Cracks

Shallow surface cracks and small through-thickness cracks
can sometimes be repaired successfully. However, it may be
more cost-effective to replace the structure, especially if it is
nearing the end of its useful life or the life of the galvanizing
or if it is inadequately designed with respect to the 2001 Spec-
ifications. If the structural components are bolted together, it
may be best to replace only the cracked component (in this
case, replace the post or the end frame and reuse the truss or
mast arm).

There are four primary repair techniques that can be used
for fatigue cracks. In order of the simplest to the most com-
plex, these techniques are hammer peening, hole drilling,
vee-and-welding, and modifying the detail. Shallow surface
cracks that appear in the toe of transverse fillet welds may be
hammer peened with a chisel tool. Hammer peening works
by introducing a state of compressive residual stress that
forces the cracks to stay closed [34–37]. Experiments in
NCHRP Report 206 [37] demonstrated that a fatigue crack
up to 3 mm deep in the weld toe at the end of cover plates on
bridge girders could be arrested by peening provided the
stress range does not exceed 41 MPa. Best results are
obtained with air pressure of about 280 kPa (40 psi) and four
to six passes of the air-hammer.

Hammer peening is also useful for improving the fatigue
performance of welds without detectable fatigue cracks. Thus,
hammer peening weld toes may be good preventative mainte-
nance if similar details have experienced cracking on similar
structures. Experiments have shown that the fatigue strength is
increased by at least one detail category (i.e., the fatigue life is
approximately doubled). Even greater improvement is report-
edly obtained when the peening operation is followed by light
surface grinding, which apparently removes surface defects.
Newly developed ultrasonic impact treatments may also be
used, as these are shown to be at least as effective as hammer
peening, if not more effective.

When a through-thickness crack is discovered, a hole
should usually be drilled at the tips of the crack immediately.
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This stops the propagation of the crack at least temporarily
and blunts the tip to resist reinitiation. In some cases, espe-
cially for relatively small cracks, hole drilling may be suffi-
cient to arrest the crack for good. In other cases, especially
when a substantial part of the cross section is cracked, hole
drilling alone is insufficient and must be used in combination
with the following repair techniques.

For through-thickness cracks, which have propagated not
only through the plate thickness, but also away from the local
stress concentration, hole drilling has proven an effective
retrofit [38]. Holes essentially blunt the tip of the crack,
reducing the stress concentration. The diameter of the hole,
D in mm, must satisfy the relationship:

where SR is the stress range (MPa), a is the length of the crack
(mm) for an edge crack (to the edge of the hole), 2a is the
total length of a two-ended crack (defined from the edges of
the two holes at the two ends of the crack), and σy is the yield
strength of the plate (MPa). If Equation C-2 is not satisfied,
the crack will most likely reinitiate from the edge of the hole.
The validity of this retrofit has been studied in the field and
in the laboratory on full-scale welded beams subjected to up
to 90 million stress cycles [34, 35, 38, 39].

The hole size required by this equation is reasonable for
small stress ranges. For example, for a steel with a yield
strength of 350 MPa and a two-ended crack geometry, the
equation requires a hole diameter about 10 percent of the crack
length 2a for a stress range of 35 MPa. However, the depen-
dence on stress range is strong. For the same conditions, the
diameter of the hole must be 40 percent of the crack length
for a stress range of 70 MPa. For example, to arrest a crack
125 mm in length, two holes, each 50 mm in diameter, are
required. Thus, 100 mm of the 125-mm crack length is the
holes themselves. For much higher stress ranges, the entire
crack must be removed using a hole saw. Care must be taken
that the hole does not substantially weaken the structure. Fig-
ure 30 shows an attempt to arrest some small cracks at a hand
hole by drilling small holes. In this case, this repair was not
successful (the cracks reinitiated after a few months) because
of the stress concentration around the hand hole.

If the load-carrying capacity of the cross section must be
restored, it is common to “vee-and-weld” repair the section
(i.e., weld preparation grooves are arc gouged along the
crack and the crack is groove welded) [34, 35, 40]. The repair
welds may be only partially across a member, in which case
holes are typically drilled at the ends of the repair welds.

Kelly and Dexter [34, 35] fatigue tested various vee-and-
weld repairs, including one-sided welds made with a backing
bar or an open root and two-sided welds (backgouged and
rewelded from the second side). They found that there is no
difference between the fatigue strength of a certain type of
weld whether it is new or a repair weld. In fact, all these types
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of welds had about the same fatigue strength, Category D,
even if the repair was repeated up to four times.

Vee-and-weld repairs are most effective when used to
repair a previous weld that cracked (i.e., they will usually not
crack again until at least the time it took to crack the detail in
the first place). A vee-and-weld repair in a plate where there
was no weld before is rarely effective (i.e., they will usually
crack again in a period less than the time it took to crack the
detail in the first place).

When these types of repairs or combinations of these are
not effective, it is usually necessary to modify the detail sub-
stantially. In California, a post with fatigue cracks was com-
pletely encased in reinforced concrete, and this seemed to be
a viable repair [43]. Details may be modified by welding,
bolting, or clamping doubler plates over the cracked plate.
Doubler plates are usually successful, although the reinforc-
ing doubler plates must be relatively thick and proper pre-
tensioning of the bolts or C-clamps is required. Typically,
doublers are added over a vee-and-weld repair of the crack
with hole drilling at the tips. In this case, the reinforcement
must reduce the stress range to below the fatigue threshold
for the welds repair.

Figure 35 shows a successful repair of the base connection
for a luminaire with a square A588 weathering steel post.
Stiff angles are bolted to the sides of the post and to the base-
plate to reinforce the cracked weld. Alternatively, similar
post to base connections without stiffeners may be modified
by adding stiffeners.

Bolted splice details usually crack in the net section of the
main member at the first row of boltholes. The stress range
is greatest at the first row and decreases in successive rows
as part of the load range is transferred to the splice plates at
each row. After this location is weld repaired, additional
rows of boltholes can be added so that the repair is no longer
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at the most critical first row. Again, this reduces the stress
range at the repair. When splice plates crack, they should be
replaced with thicker plates.

Another type of modification that may be used is welding
a soft nose or an extension with a radius after a weld repair
is made at the end of an attachment. This type of repair could
be useful for cracks that occur at the tops of stiffeners in the
column base connection. The soft nose accomplishes several
things at once. It moves the critical location at the tip of the
new soft nose away from the weld repair. It increases the sec-
tion size and consequently lowers the stress range at the loca-
tion of the weld repair. Finally, by incorporating a radius, the
detail lowers the stress concentration of the detail (hence the
term “soft”) and increases the detail category.

For example, in the 2001 Specifications, an attachment
without a radius is basically a Category E detail. If the radius
of the termination of the attachment is greater than 50 mm (or
a taper less than 60 degrees), it is a Category D detail. If the
radius exceeds 150 mm (or the taper is less than 15 degrees),
it may be considered a Category C detail. The increase in the
fatigue thresholds is significant: from 30 MPa for Category
E to 70 MPa for Category C.

Typically, when the length of the crack is more than about
25 percent of the diameter of the member or when there are
multiple cracks, the structure is usually too damaged to repair
and must be replaced. For example, the post to base connec-
tion in Figure 29 is not repairable. Also, if repairs are not suc-
cessful at first (i.e., if the cracks reinitiate at the repair detail),
then it is probably best to replace the structure.

C.7.5 Repair of the Mast Arm or Truss

In many ways, the treatment of repairs for the mast arm or
truss is similar to the treatment of repairs for the post or end
frame. Quality defects in the original fabrication and small
gouges should be reported and inspected frequently, but do
not usually need to be repaired. Mast arms or trusses with sig-
nificant damage or dents should be replaced. Missing hand
hole covers, caps, or other hardware must be replaced. If a
cover or cap is missing, the inside of the structural members
may be occupied by birds and must be carefully checked for
water and debris. Water and debris must be removed from
inside the members. Drain holes must be opened to ensure
there is no future buildup of water or debris. If necessary, one
or two 13-mm (0.5-inch) diameter holes may be drilled near
the bottom, but at least 25 mm away from any end welds. If
the water remains undrained, it can accelerate corrosion or
rupture the tube if it freezes. Finally, cracks can be repaired in
some cases using the same techniques described above. How-
ever, it may be more cost-effective to replace the truss or mast
arm or the whole structure, especially if it is nearing the end
of its useful life or the life of the galvanizing or if it is inade-
quately designed with respect to the 2001 Specifications.

Missing bolts must be replaced immediately and loose
bolts should be retightened to at least the original tightening

Figure 35. Successful repair of luminaire base by adding
bolted reinforcement angles.



torque. Faying surfaces that have gaps over more than 25 per-
cent of the surface that are not closed by retightening the
bolts should be shimmed or replaced. If there is gasket mate-
rial between the faying surfaces, the bolts should be checked
and retightened every 2 years if it is not removed.

U-bolts, frames, and other devices used to connect the
attachments (signs and signals) to the mast arm should be
replaced if they are missing or damaged. Assess if there are
enough points of attachment and add more if necessary. Dam-
aged walkways should be repaired immediately or removed so
that they are not used and so that pieces do not fall onto traffic.

If the truss of a cantilevered support structure is reported
to be or observed vibrating excessively for long continuous
periods, it should be fitted with a damper or mitigation device
appropriate for the type of wind loading, as explained in Sec-
tion C.3. Typically, the damper or mitigation device is
located as far out on the cantilever as possible.
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Abbreviations used without definitions in TRB publications:

AASHO American Association of State Highway Officials
AASHTO American Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials
ASCE American Society of Civil Engineers
ASME American Society of Mechanical Engineers
ASTM American Society for Testing and Materials
FAA Federal Aviation Administration
FHWA Federal Highway Administration
FRA Federal Railroad Administration
FTA Federal Transit Administration
IEEE Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers
ITE Institute of Transportation Engineers
NCHRP National Cooperative Highway Research Program
NCTRP National Cooperative Transit Research and Development Program
NHTSA National Highway Traffic Safety Administration
SAE Society of Automotive Engineers
TCRP Transit Cooperative Research Program
TRB Transportation Research Board
U.S.DOT United States Department of Transportation

Advisers to the Nation on Science, Engineering, and Medicine

National Academy of Sciences
National Academy of Engineering
Institute of Medicine
National Research Council

The Transportation Research Board is a unit of the National Research Council, which serves 
the National Academy of Sciences and the National Academy of Engineering. The Board’s 
mission is to promote innovation and progress in transportation by stimulating and conducting 
research, facilitating the dissemination of information, and encouraging the implementation of 
research results. The Board’s varied activities annually draw on approximately 4,000 engineers, 
scientists, and other transportation researchers and practitioners from the public and private 
sectors and academia, all of whom contribute their expertise in the public interest. The program 
is supported by state transportation departments, federal agencies including the component 
administrations of the U.S. Department of Transportation, and other organizations and 
individuals interested in the development of transportation. 

The National Academy of Sciences is a private, nonprofit, self-perpetuating society of distin-
guished scholars engaged in scientific and engineering research, dedicated to the furtherance 
of science and technology and to their use for the general welfare. Upon the authority of the 
charter granted to it by the Congress in 1863, the Academy has a mandate that requires it to 
advise the federal government on scientific and technical matters. Dr. Bruce M. Alberts is 
president of the National Academy of Sciences. 

The National Academy of Engineering was established in 1964, under the charter of the 
National Academy of Sciences, as a parallel organization of outstanding engineers. It is 
autonomous in its administration and in the selection of its members, sharing with the National 
Academy of Sciences the responsibility for advising the federal government. The National 
Academy of Engineering also sponsors engineering programs aimed at meeting national needs, 
encourages education and research, and recognizes the superior achievements of engineers. 
Dr. William A. Wulf is president of the National Academy of Engineering.

The Institute of Medicine was established in 1970 by the National Academy of Sciences to 
secure the services of eminent members of appropriate professions in the examination of policy 
matters pertaining to the health of the public. The Institute acts under the responsibility given to 
the National Academy of Sciences by its congressional charter to be an adviser to the federal 
government and, upon its own initiative, to identify issues of medical care, research, and 
education. Dr. Kenneth I. Shine is president of the Institute of Medicine.

The National Research Council was organized by the National Academy of Sciences in 1916 
to associate the broad community of science and technology with the Academy’s purpose of 
furthering knowledge and advising the federal government. Functioning in accordance with 
general policies determined by the Academy, the Council has become the principal operating 
agency of both the National Academy of Sciences and the National Academy of Engineering in 
providing services to the government, the public, and the scientific and engineering 
communities. The Council is administered jointly by both the Academies and the Institute of 
Medicine. Dr. Bruce M. Alberts and Dr. William A. Wulf are chairman and vice chairman, 
respectively, of the National Research Council.  
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